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Mark Hodkinson
POMONA

Pete Wright
22nd March, 2004

Dear Mark,
I was sent a copy of your book, ‘Crass - Love Songs’ by Gee recently. Having
read your introduction, and the preface by Penny, I felt moved to write to you. Crass
was a group functioning on consensus with the occasional veto thrown in for good
measure, so I thought you might be interested in a slightly different view of the
proceedings. From the nature of your introduction, I’d say that you have a pretty
thorough grounding in certain aspects of the band. I’d like to broaden the context.
Things were fine when we started gigging, before we had any status or
influence. The main discomfort I felt and still feel about what the band promoted,
started when I realised that Thatcher’s sordid right-wing laissez-faire was little
different from what we were pushing. It was an unpleasant shock. Neither Thatcher
nor we considered the damage done. We concentrated on the ‘plus’ side always. To
say that everyone can ‘do it’, and counting it a justification when the talented, the
motivated, or the plain privileged responded, while ignoring the majority who
couldn’t ‘do it’, and those who got damaged trying, is a poor measure of success.
Just as Putin has become the new Tzar of Russia, Crass used the well worn
paths to success and influence. We had friends, people with whom we worked and
cooperated. We were educated, socially connected. We networked, lied, cheated,
intimidated, tricked, bought, bribed, mocked, flattered, self-deluded, and
accommodated all manner of contradictions to maintain our ‘rightness’. And we
worked hard.
The early ad hoc nature of the band led to some weird rationales. The Anarchy
banner at gigs was there purely to stop us being co-opted by the far left or right who
were circling at the time. That’s all it was, an inspired move, suggested by Penny, I
think, because who the hell knew about the academic aspect? It was what we said it
was. This was England. Anarchy is as bollocks in this country, as it is bourgeois on
the continent.
The barrage of querulous questions that ensued crammed us into defining a
cod ideology, a chimera of individualistic libertarianism. Blue-black.
The parallels between Crass and the opposition penetrated everywhere. The
‘apocalyptic’ nature of our outlook, our ‘all or nothing’ message, reflected the State
pacifying its population through fear of total destruction. It’s not easy to put forward
a reasoned analysis of the use of bogeymen to justify State oppression, if the supposed
radicals are plying the same trade to bolster an identical ‘us and them’, ‘all or
nothing’ mentality.
I think it was about 1982 when I came across an article by an Australian
scientist/scientific journalist who suggested that if all the nuclear weapons in the
world were launched, arrived and exploded at the same time – an unlikely worst case,
but go with it – then the net result, excluding the highly improbable occurrence of a
catastrophic crust split or some such, would be that most of northern Europe and
parts of north America would be a wasteland. Since most people in the world live
south of the equator, and the weather systems north and south hardly mix, the result
for this majority would probably be a move to the right in their governments and a
marginally increased radiation count. Our big bombs just weren’t that big. The
Apocalypse which we projected on the rest of the world was our local apocalypse,
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limited to ourselves. “We are the world.” Oh yeah? It’s the same today. Me is
everything.
The writer’s coda to the Crass world view was that it made fighting for
substantial reforms virtually impossible. The view we promoted was the view the State
promoted. The grooves run deep.
The early quality of Crass was a much more hopeful, anarchic, irresponsible
‘fuck off to the system’, inchoate, intelligent and insidious.
The central premise of your book: Crass lyrics as love songs troubles me.
What can I say. It seems almost churlish to carp, although I get a mischievous image,
as Crass members wax lyrical about love, of maudlin alkies crying into their Special
Brew. The Crass people were personable, affectionate, hospitable, but the Crass
engine was something altogether darker.
Those poignant claims – yes I’m as guilty – of a bedrock of love and sensitivity
driving all that bilious doggerel and poetry was the lure of mystification that flooded
through the last thirty years, like the uncritical taste for alternative medicine and selfcentred views of the beast, ‘human spirit’. Hand in hand: State, media, and us proles
alike. We were all at it. Still are.
I wonder when we’ll be able to face up to the essential nature of evangelism,
of proselytising. Forceful persuasion requires a platform plus charisma plus bigotry
(plus the promotion of the same message in a different package if possible). That
works well.
Crass was bigoted. A singleness of message, a polar view shorn of checks and
balances and considerations. The nature of the people who are good at this is by
nature skewed. Balanced people don’t cut it.
Bigotry is widespread. Rarer, is that extremist edge to society which allows
the centre to adjust as it sees the need. The raw material for this edge is always the
fuckup people, and they usually get more fucked up in the process. That’s the cost. I
feel we failed. We were the raw material, but somehow we fluffed it.
The pacifism that ran through the Crass output is something else that has
pretty much escaped examination. If you can get what you want by your class,
education, charm, money, contacts, location – where is the need to fight? In the far off
places where the shit that this country generates is manifest, the difference between
the pacifist and non-pacifist, is that the first chooses to suffer to change things, while
the second chooses to inflict suffering on the opposition. In this country pacifism is a
convenience, a safe, assured parking bay.
And part of the Crass pacifist ‘message’ was the recognition of the exposed
and public nature of our lives, and the danger of kids screwing up theirs with serious
but naive, ‘on message’ bravura. It was also a sharp cut-off point to what we were
prepared to do. We could shout as loud and as violently as we wanted, while holding
tight the lid.
When Penny kindly offered me ten minutes of stage time at the Queen
Elizabeth Hall Anti-the-coming-war gig last year, and I got an unsettling glimpse of
the retro programme, my concern was how, despite all this, was it possible to
communicate my reservations. An audience can’t really hear what a band is saying,
so I hired an actress to fake a stage invasion half way through our allotment, and
challenge me with all the things that I wanted to challenge both the other performers
and the audience with. Lord knows, I’d been years challenging myself. The central
aim for me that night was for us to ask ourselves, “Is this enough? If it’s not going to
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be enough to do what’s needed, if it’s not going to do the trick, why do it? Why not
spend the time and energy thinking up something that will work?” Shift the dialogue
up an uncomfortable notch.
I suspect that art follows and interprets sea changes within societies. Artists
traditionally claim the credit for initiation, but it’s perhaps more an essential ‘camp
following’ and inspired packaging of the glorious, shocking, organic us. The most
successful artists are often the most eclectic. No less for that. But it’s too easy to be
uncritical as we bow before innovation.
We watched the unions in the seventies trading the power of collective action
for a pay rise, rather than for time and space, and they subsequently watched their
gains vanish into the mist of inflation.
Crass grabbed hold of something undefined in ’77, and transformed it by
diligent effort and talent, eventually, into more of the same old same old. That is our
legacy, bless us. The music was good; the gigs were good; good art; good prose;
good records; it was great to believe; comforting to have our egos looked after;
terrific to work with people we respected. And we’re still fucked up. Still becoming
what we most despise. Still looking.
For me, more of the psycho, please. Less of the phant.
(I’ve enclosed a book I did for an Italian publisher years ago. There are some
annoying typos, especially early on, but it’s just for your amusement.)
Mark, not anarchy nor peace. Have a pleasant spring.
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25/2/09 e-mail from Pete to Allison
Allison,
I’m sorry I didn’t get to see you yesterday. SRD took rather longer to look over than I
expected.
What I wanted to have a chat about was the changes and reissuing of the Crass stuff.
You probably have forgotten that on a couple of occasions way back I let you know
that I would like to be contacted if changes were proposed, and I would make it my
responsibility to tell those also left out of the Crass/Dial House interface.
I’m sure that what is being undertaken is a good idea, but from my point of view
Southern handles our catalogue as was. I haven’t ceded my right to be consulted in
advance about changes, and I think that is true for Joy and Pip too.
We’re very grateful for the effort you have all put in on the old stuff over the years,
and I feel a little guilty that I haven’t shown my gratitude enough.
Apart from the proposal to spend money on re-mastering, and extras, whatever they
may be, my concerns go further.
I have a strong wish that the Crass stuff remains ‘of its time’, that the records come
from the time they were first made, and that they don’t get prefaces or codas attached
that close down questions that I definitely want kept open. Any changes to be made in
the content or sound of our stuff, I want to see and hear in advance before they are
released into the wild.
I’d be grateful if you would e-mail me to outline what is proposed, and I’m quite
happy to drive down to discuss it all as I originally intended. It’s quite important to
me, Al, busy as I know you are.
Love

pete
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27/2/09 e-mail from Allison to Pete
Hi Pete,
Nice to hear from you. It would be great to talk to you about stuff,
When is a good time to get you on the phone?
Monday would be great.
Love x Allison
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28/2/09 e-mail from Pete to Allison
Allison,
Thanks for the e-mail.
I’m available on my mobile for most of Monday, so ring at your convenience.
To save time, I’ll outline the situation as I see it. Then we’ll both be prepared.
I’m happy that the re-releasing you propose is probably an excellent idea, and I’m
always impressed with your enthusiasm and energy. The way this is being done,
perhaps less so.
I understand that the seven Crass people are what is known as a ‘simple partnership’,
since we don’t have a written agreement between us and we credited everything to
‘Crass’. (I’ve tried to get Andy ‘re-instated’ as the eighth member, but only three feel
able to support this so far.) This means that Southern’s relationship is with seven
individuals, and no one of us is entitled to speak or act on the others’ behalf.
When the band was going, we operated a consensus form of decision making, leaving
each person with a veto. This meant that if there was one person who felt differently
about something, they could veto if they felt particularly strongly, or make their views
known but withhold their veto. This worked very effectively, and I don’t think that
things are different now.
I’m not against change per se, but I have an agenda. This is that the ‘ambiguities’ of
the band should remain in place. I have a different perspective from other members,
and I’m intent on ensuring that whatever platform ‘Crass’ creates in the future remains
open to the range of opinions that exist.
As I understand it, this is what is happening with Crass records now:
RE-MASTERING: Everything was re-mastered not long ago at considerable expense.
I wasn’t consulted then and I made it clear that I wanted to be consulted on any future
proposed changes. Why is this being done yet again? Who is involved? What fees are
likely to be involved? Why have I and other members been kept in ignorance? In any
case, I want to hear the results.
CONTENT CHANGES: If the proposal is to re-edit or change the material, this
should also be discussed in advance with all the band members. I’ll certainly want to
be involved with this, and to know how much money may be involved and where it
may be spent, and what, more importantly, the proposed changes are.
RE-PRESENTATION: Changes to the packaging, aesthetic and hardware, involves
the assent of all the band members too.
EXTRA MATERIAL: Again, that is a decision for all of us.
Al, this may seem a bit blunt, perhaps inconvenient too, but I want to be clearly
understood this time. I feel it is appropriate to state our rights and responsibilities.
I know you wouldn’t think of doing anything to the Crass people’s detriment, but I
would not expect you to know the details of what I or other Crass members might
want and why. The Crass catalogue is a shared property and should be treated as such.
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29/2/09 e-mail from Pete to Joy and Phil
Joy and Phil,
Just to follow up on my chat last night, I had a long talk with Allison who filled me in
on the state of things so far.
She was a bit apologetic, in that she’d only suggested to Penny who was using the
studio round about that time, that he might like to look over Harvey’s shoulder while
he re-digitised the ¼ inch tapes. Allison was of the opinion that the CD’s didn’t sound
anywhere near as good as the vinyl and technology had moved on since the transfer
was originally done.
Penny went ahead creating a new playlist – this was for Feeding and Stations so far –
and adding tracks from the Peel session and the like, for which permission has been
obtained!
On the matter of artwork, Allison had found that she couldn’t get the same packaging
for the CD’s and thought that a rethink was in order. Gee took this and came up with a
new design, which Allison liked. Al saw her suggestions as a tentative exploration,
which Penny and Gee snowballed as per.
Gee rang earlier to speak to me, but I was out, and said she would ring back later. That
should be interesting.
I made it very clear to Allison that the failure to get in touch with everybody to talk it
over before anything was done, was a serious failure, that hiring a typesetter friend of
Gee’s was premature, etc.
She apologised and said she would send copies of the remastered and altered CD’s
plus some samples of Gees artwork (the computer file is so big that we’d have to see
the whole at the studio or have a disc sent to us) and, presumably a copy of the essay
that Penny has written to be included – I’m getting déjà vu here. Al said she still saw
this as a first exploration. Well.
I explained that, apart from being generally pissed off, my main reservation was that I
wanted to preserve the integrity of the material as coming from that time, without a
gloss or updating of the material, so that the range of opinions of the members now
will only come out if queries came from outside. And, if I hear a modern reiteration of
‘anarchy and peace’, I’ll skweem and skweem until I’m sick!
I was relieved, Phil, that you felt that the old stuff should be left alone, as I did.
On a different note, Al said that she’d been looking for a way to register the Crass
stuff with the Copyright Society, partly because Colin Gerwood had registered some
of the Crass songs as his own through Cherry Red Records. He admitted his sins and
Allison is looking to recover money from that label.
Al also said that tracks downloaded on line are all paid for via the Copyright Society.
As I understand it, Steve wanted the lyricist to get all this money. Al suggested 70% to
the writer, 30% shared among the band – so it looks like I’ll be in a battle to keep
everything credited as it is on the records, to Crass, shared equally. I made it clear that
I wasn’t a happy bunny. I’m considering a pre-emptive sally to the Copyright Society,
so that if individuals try to do the Gerwood, it will be thrown back to us to be
resolved.
It’s all extremely tedious and daunting.
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Gee just rang and is arranging to come over this Sunday with prints of the artwork.
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9/3/09 e-mail from Pete to Allison
Allison,
Thanks very much for the package. I’m afraid it’s “shocked and appalled of Harlow”
here.
I had a long chat with Gee subsequent to seeing the material, which was a hard
conversation for both of us. I think she felt that my wish to keep the material as far as
possible ‘as was’ was just me being resistant to change. She seemed surprised to hear
that Joy, Phil and Andy felt the same, for their own reasons.
Seeing the proposed artwork, reinforced my feeling that the records should remain
substantially as they are, iconic and complete.
I suggested a meeting between us all to discuss things, possibly at the studio if
convenient for everybody, but she thought it unlikely that Pen, Bron, or Steve would
attend, though Gee was willing to show her material in full to whoever was prepared
to turn up. I’ll try to arrange something.
To be frank, Al, the problem appears to be the belief that ‘Dial House’, whatever that
may be, is be a continuation of Crass, and that it was a pregenitor too. Not in my book,
and not in the minds of those resistant to the proposed changes. I can understand the
proprietorial impulse by some to see the band’s material as grist to the mill of
renovation and ‘improvement’, a useful platform. As I see it, it’s not.
I also understand the financial considerations for both Southern and the band
members.
Here’s what I feel at present:
1. The re-digitising of the master tapes is, as you said, a good idea. I’ve only had a
brief listen to the discs you kindly sent so speedily - an improvement on the first
transfer, but a little nasal in the lower mids and there’s pumping compression here and
there – so I’ll listen on some other systems and compare them with the originals to get
a better idea, then get back to you, as may others.
2. The addition subtraction and alteration of the content of the recordings is not
acceptable to me for the reasons we discussed on the phone. As far as I am concerned,
as I’ve said, this is the beginning of discussions about changes to content and
presentation.
3. On the matter of registration of material with PRS or anyone else, I would consider
it a gross abuse if registration of material was made without the agreement of all the
band members after discussion and full consideration. Different band members may
think what they like, but Southern has an obligation to fully consult, and must treat us
as the partnership we are. To change the twenty year crediting on the record sleeves of
‘words and music’ to Crass would be a serious departure.
I’m sorry that all this should have come up when your lives at the studio are so busy
and stressful. I suppose we can’t choose when trouble arrives. People keep telling me
how wonderfully in tune with, and true to, the ‘spirit of Crass’ these proposed changes
are. I wonder who they think they are talking to.
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10/3/09 e-mail from Allison to Pete
Hi Pete
I’m very sorry to hear that you feel so negatively about the project,
and that it’s upset you. That certainly was not anyone’s
intention. I am so sorry about that.
I am still waiting to hear from Joy, Phil and Andy. Hopefully they
will get in touch soon.
If you think that getting everyone together would allow for some
constructive discussion and help achieve a result that
everyone would be happy with, I think it’s a great idea! I would
definitely encourage everyone to attend. And of course
you are most welcome to meet at Southern.
When I’ve heard from everyone I’ll be in touch.
Thanks and love
Allison
PS Just wanted to be clear about the fact that the original work is
still preserved and in print... that is the original vinyl
releases in the original sleeves. There are no plans to stop
pressing that or make any changes.
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11/3/09 e-mail from Pete to Allison
Allison,
Thanks for the e-mail. As I understand it, the proposed versions of Feeding and
Stations are at the factory, waiting for the go-ahead. I strongly advise you to halt any
further expense on the Crass front before this is all sorted out. I feel that Southern is
being put in a very precarious position when the feeling against these changes is so
substantial.
I’ve listened to the sample discs you sent me. I understand what has been done – they
are like bad i-pod mixes. Initially, they sound loud and forceful, but quickly become a
pain to hear, over-compressed, nasal, with the lift in guitar volume paid for by damage
to everything else, wrecking what were mostly good mixes. Leave them alone. They
were designed to be played loud. I’ve never heard a 5db lift in level paid for so dearly,
not even in Tom Jones’ latest.
I rang Harvey to ask him to send me, at my expense, cd copies of the two albums after
their initial transfer to give me a reference point. He rang back later with Pen in the
background saying he wasn’t entitled to give me (a Crass member) these discs. I
should ask you. Which I’m doing now.
I don’t like what I’ve seen of the artwork, and would have warned against altering the
balance of G’s paintings and typewriter/letraset print. Stark was good.
The addition of extra material feels like a promo scam to me. It may have been well
intentioned, but that is how it feels. If the sales are falling off we can always discuss it,
if it’s a problem for anyone.
So, again, Al, I suggest you hang fire for a bit. I’d like to have a meeting with you
early next week if you have an hour spare. Do you have any time convenient to you?
Thanks
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16/3/09 e-mail from Pete to Allison
Dear Allison,
Here’s the situation as I see it relating to the Crass catalogue and Southern:
1. The past.
The big Crass plusses are that we have the band’s integrity intact.
We have an iconic appearance to the records and cd’s,
an iconic sound – technically dodgy in places, but powerful and clear,
an iconic anonymity that sets us apart.
All that time ago, we made choices and agreements based on our shared principles.
These choices, especially the anonymity and the pricing of the records, cost us.
As I see it, that’s what principles do. They cost.
We should be aware that the Crass catalogue and Southern Records are independent
entities, independent of the choices we may make in the future about mutual aid.
2. The present.
I have studied the examples of the proposed changes which you sent me.
With due respect for Gee and the work she has put in, the proposed artwork is out of
place and character with the original artwork.
Again, with due respect for Penny and Harvey, both of whom have produced some
fine material in the past, the remixes are poor, for aesthetic and technical reasons I can
go into at another time. And they are unnecessary.
The additional material, for me, detracts from the original, and is unnecessary.
3. The future.
Like it or not, we have all moved onwards and upwards. I don’t buy the ‘keeper of the
flame of Crass’ idea. I don’t think that any section of the old band has any right to
change the material without general consent. Southern has no right to involve itself in
changes to which we do not all agree at inception. The licence was for the material as
agreed, and for alterations as agreed.
The financial future is more problematic:
I don’t accept that the original digitisation can necessarily be improved upon, or that
there is any reason to interfere with the old content.
I believe that the original artwork can be rearranged to suit a paper-based packaging
without additional material, and so retain the integrity and appearance of the originals.
This whole process of re-issuing has been a serious and unfortunate mishap, involving
lack of proper consultation, expense and work far beyond what I feel is necessary.
The Crass catalogue will probably be available in some way, on into the future. If the
financial returns are small, so be it.
The areas also open for discussion are the band/studio split, registration with cps and
mcps, special income needs for which there may be a way to cater, and the overall
viability of the catalogue for Southern given the expense it has already incurred.
I am willing to resolve things in any way possible, by meeting up promptly or via
letter and e-mail. I expect the project for re-issue to be held in abeyance until the band
is in agreement.
Pete
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15/3/09 Letter from Joy to Allison

Dear Allison,
Thanks for sending the material so quickly. I’m taken aback by the amount of work
that has been done before any consultation with the rest of us. I’m assuming Steve and
Bron have already been involved?
Like you, I feel that the 80’s rendering of the LP cover work to cd case format
could have been better – you use the word ‘unsympathetic’. I wouldn’t have used that
word for the artwork on those reissues but it fits my feelings about work undertaken
so far on this major reissue. It is all very beautiful but beautiful we were not. To me it
looks no more striking than any other lovely, artfully designed magazine or book and
would easily disappear into the plethora of tastefully made things that abound on the
shelves of bookshops and record stores. I understand that there’s an opportunity for
improvement and I like the idea of ditching the plastic casing in favour of better
materials. But this is a strange makeover, wrapping the original scandalising,
vandalising, confrontational work in such tastefulness. To me, it diminishes the sense
of the impact of what we did and the particular run down, grim, angry times we were
in. The inclusion of a mini foldout of the original poster cover doesn’t compensate.
This is a really big decision, to suddenly change the way the band is presented, using a
design aesthetic that comes from now.
There is an opportunity to create some really stunning black and white design just
using the original poster cover. Why have beautifully done typesetting? Why not stay
with the original, iconic hammered out/staccato/typewriter format? Why colour? I
always liked the sudden appearance of colour on Best Before, heralding the shift
before things fell apart. I’m surprised that Gee wants to remove her seminal work from
the front cover of Feeding. That image still looks as amazing as ever. With Stations,
I’d prefer to see a return to the graffiti cover.
Pen said in his notes that it was taken for granted that Gee did most of the artwork
and he most of the writing/recording/ production. He seems to have forgotten that it
was also taken for granted, was our common practice, to communally consider all
output. There was dialogue all the way through. Gee’s artwork was, and is, always so
outstanding that most often there was nothing much to do but nod and be deeply
impressed. It always was the other essential dimension, deeply articulate and unique, a
visual embodiment and extension of the sounds and words. So, it isn’t the art – it’s the
design/layout that’s bothering me. Losing the crammed, relentless rough black and
white design I think loses the sense of us as we were.
I don’t go along with Pen’s notion that the stuff looks tired, dated, tacky - certainly
not ‘just another cheap product for the consumer’s head’!!! Now we’re in danger of
producing just another expensive, slick product. (How much exactly are we going to
be asking for it?) Thinking strictly commercially - I’ll admit uneasily but nonetheless
philosophically - I think this project, as it stands, could financially backfire. I
understand your sense of the need to adapt to the times but I question your notion of
what those people who still value the physical item want. I think we should be very
carefully aware of what has long been of value - our truly extraordinary, effective,
disturbing work. It aint broken! It’s been selling for thirty years! But I’m not after
leaving it all as it is. I’d like there to be a cd version that graphically depends on the
original cover. If we’re going to do these very expensive major reissues, let’s get it
right. As Pen says, tired old reissues of the cds certainly wouldn’t be good enough.
But neither, in my opinion, are these new ones with their less impressive aesthetics
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and sound content that has been edited and interpreted rather than merely improved
on.
As to the sound, with respect for Pen’s skill, I don’t feel that it captures the vinyl
sound. It seemed to me that the vocals were buried in the more prominent, hard,
glittery guitars. On the first few listens the sound came across with more drive and
brightness than the old cds but I missed the intimate sound of Steve’s voice in
particular…it seemed to have lost warmth and depth, the subtlety of gasped for breath
and strangulated anguish. To me, there’s something in the sound Pen has gone for
which is somehow equivalent in quality to the cover design. It has a cleaned up feel.
Again, I’m concerned about a loss of context. Unless better technology provides the
ability to get closer to the authentic vinyl sound, should we be doing this?
And why name the songwriters for the reissue? The lack of individual credit for the
words was an important part of how we chose to work at that time, for various reasons
- perhaps most importantly the communal taking of the rap. The inclusion of
ubiquitous band pics is another surprising element; until Best Before, and then with
touches of humour and irony, we considered pictures of us to be a pointless distraction
from the bare bones of the visual work and from what we were saying/screaming. Do
new listeners or old fans need this stuff? It’s available elsewhere anyhow, in books
and on websites. Does it have to be included in a reissue? Likewise Penny’s essays potted explanations of where he was coming from and how things went on - get in the
way of the authenticity of the original releases. Does the reissue really need an
overview, a guided tour, a biography? Feels like it’s being presented as archive rather
than active material. And that might be ok in the book/website I know Gee and
Gordon are working on but not in what should be primarily just reissues. I don’t feel
right about replacing them with what are essentially new products.
I have a tendency to accommodate and compromise and veer from discord like a
deer from a motorway, so it’s distressing to have to respond with deep reservation and
antipathy. I think that by forging ahead on their own, Gee and Pen have missed an
opportunity. I understand why you would not have contacted us, mistaking our lack of
contact for disinterest. But we did discuss the possibility of improving the cds at
Steve’s gig and I have occasionally wondered if you’d be in touch. Anyway, who
knows what might have been created with consultation and the sharing of ideas? Is it
too late? I hope that the progress of this project will be put on hold to give time for
discussion. I may seldom refer to the band in the life I have lived since exiting DH but
I remain interested in our work and in the shifts in perception around what we were
about.
As to the other issues that need to be dealt with, with publishing royalties, it seems
rather strange to be addressing this now after all these years. We never did this before
because of our antipathy to the notion of copyright, of ownership, in rather the same
way as we uncomfortably considered the moneymaking element. Perhaps this was
taking things too far, splitting hairs and chasing our tails. So, I come to this with a
degree of uneasiness.
On the practicalities of the process, if there is consensus about the need to register,
does the songwriter have to be credited? Or can we just register as Crass and do the
split evenly as usual? I’m of the opinion, as Pen knows, that the songs are more than
the words. The arrangements are intrinsic to the creation of a song. And intrinsic to it
all was the way we lived and worked together. I would feel very uncomfortable laying
claim to a song for royalty purposes. A 70/30 split seems unfair and not in the spirit
of our long, intense and complex collaboration.
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Regarding Southern’s percentage, I trust that you know what needs to be done to
keep things going at your end.
I’m very sorry that I cannot be anything but concerned about the reissue project as
it stands, especially since so much painstaking work has gone into it, and because you
are so enthusiastic and supportive of it. I hope we can find a way through.
With thanks for your hard work and with love,
Joy.
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25/3/09 e-mail Pete to Joy, Phil and Andy
Joy, Phil, Andy,
I’ve had a chat with Allison this afternoon, Wednesday, in order to clarify things.
I outlined my belief that there was a substantial body of opposition to these proposed
changes, and that it is up to the band members themselves to sort it out.
She said, ‘yup’ ... ‘yup’ ... ‘yup’ and added that she was in the process of questioning
Southern’s involvement with the Crass catalogue in the future, and would write to us
all soon. She thought that if we can’t reach an agreement, she couldn’t really re-press
anything apart from the vinyl, since no-one objected to that. Not really a watertight
argument, since the old CD’s are only under discussion in relation to proposed
changes. The current stock of CD’s should last a couple of months. I see no reason
why they should not continue to be put out until the mist has cleared – I’ll get round to
telling her that before the stocks run out.
For me, it’s time to write to the others direct, since it’s only by agreement that we can
continue the catalogue. I’ll write something and pass a copy to you by e-mail if that’s
ok.
Now that the centre of gravity of the discussion is purely with us, the idea that Bron,
Steve and Pen can decline meetings/direct discussion, while registering their approval
with Allison, don’t wash no more. Looks like we’re in conflab land again, chums.
Onward and upward.
pete
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1/4/09 Letter to Penny from Pete
Dear Penny,
I’m sorry to hear, from bits and pieces passing around, that you’ve been going
through the mill recently. Pleurisy, horrible. Poor old Martin from Flux and Paul
Harding both had pneumonia in January, and they couldn’t believe how painful and
frightening it was. Hope you are well on the mend.
And now this.
Part of the reason I was so upset by all the proposed changes, when I found out
quite by accident what had been in the pipeline for the last six months, was that six
months’ work by you and Gee is an awful lot of work to find myself at odds with. It
couldn’t help but be hurtful for you, though you may have gone a little overboard in
characterising my opinions as so negative. The circumstances are very unfortunate all
round.
If I had felt that the alterations were more or less appropriate, or that I could
persuade myself to live with them, I would have taken a deep breath, left out of the
loop yet again, and said nothing, as I did with the last lot. At that time, to forestall it
happening again, I had a short meeting with Al at Hornsey, and made it absolutely
clear that I wanted all of us involved at the outset should any further changes be
proposed in the future. I don’t know why she didn’t contact us.
Of course, I can understand that Allison is miffed to find out that there is a
body of opposition to the nature and extent of these particular changes, not to changes
per se, paper CD packaging sounds great. I made it clear to Al that we needed to
resolve this problem, and not have the studio press ahead because it had spent so much
money, money spent on the Crass material without general approval, or because Al
felt the future of Southern depended on re-presenting the Crass catalogue.
She can’t say she wasn’t warned about the need for our general involvement.
If Southern finds itself lumbered with the bill, I would imagine, while not
accepting it as an origination cost, that we’d probably get together and agree on some
small ‘levy’ on each record sold in order for her to recoup at least some of this money.
So, to the matter in hand. I positively don’t like the remixed sound. I
understand what Harvey has attempted to do. The modern taste for achieving ‘impact’
by reducing the dynamic range of music through heavy compression, is, I think, a
passing fad. I bought Tom Jones’s latest record as a present for someone. The sounds
on it were refreshingly real after years of synths and sampling. But the whole was so
compressed that it very quickly became tedious to listen to.
I feel your original mixes have been done a considerable disservice. The early
records tend to be a little light in the lower mids, but the clarity is superb, the drums
have edge and force, the vocals sound real and heartfelt. When played at a reasonable
volume, everything slots into place. I usually just tweak the bass control on the hi-fi to
warm the sound. And the difference between high and low volume of the tracks is
enough to keep it interesting, as opposed to classical music, which for me has such a
wide dynamic range, that forte is deafening, piano much too quiet. I think you can be
proud of your achievements, and I’m definitely not happy for anyone to muck about
with the sound, even your esteemed self.
As far as the extra tracks, essay and pics are concerned, my main reason for
wishing to keep the records more or less as original is more selfish. For me, one of the
most valuable things about us ex-Crassers is the variety and diversity of opinion we
hold now, grown and matured over the years from the differences we had back then. I
think the debate we were part of when the band was going strong, will rear up again if,
or when, the mainstream media come to feed on what they will think is safe, historical
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Crass. The clarity of the Crass material, to our credit, is partly that we haven’t really
updated or glossed it. It has an anonymity free from all those talking dick-heads on tv,
Rotten, McClaren et al.
I get the impression you feel a bit hard done by at the level of recognition you
have for your past work. I’m sure that feeling is general – one of the costs of
communal effort after the ‘communal’ has worn thin. I may be wrong.
One of the most difficult things for me to express a clear opinion about without
seeming rude and ungrateful, is the proposed artwork. Until this recent to-do, I hadn’t
realised quite how fine was the balance of Gee’s paintings, the stencilled lettering, and
the typewritten blocks of text of the original covers. I’d always taken that ‘feel’ for
granted as the band days receded into the past. It was part of us. The redesigns are
clearly Gee’s work, but are nothing that I feel any affinity or identity with. I know
from speaking to Gee on the phone recently, that she sees Crass the band and her
artistic work since as a continuum, centred around ‘Dial House’, rather than as her
own continuum. As I see it, Crass was a tight, self-regulating group that produced
some good things, and then stopped. I would no more see my efforts now as being a
part of ‘Crass’, than I would any of the other members’ – witness the difficulty of
even getting together to resolve this current problem. Though you are probably wise in
your observation that we might too easily be distracted from the practicalities, and
writing may be safer and calmer.
I positively don’t like the proposed artwork for our records. There’s a big
difference between trying to adapt the original artwork to a paper cover CD format,
and the proposed addition of what strikes me as new and separate material. I think
Gee’s new work is fine, probably very good when seen in all its glory, but not, to my
way of thinking, as an element in the repackaging.
I’m sorry that both you and Gee aren’t happy with my performance at the
QEH. Ten minute slot – how to be heard? I don’t agree that people went away
diminished, as Gee said to me. (It was a tribute to the actress’s skills that even Gee
was heckling her.) I was surprised at the level of inane heckling from the pseudo-punk
lobby, and a little puzzled when no one took the opportunity to address them calmly
from the stage as they became a nuisance, although the audience generally seemed
more lively. I even found myself having to sit on a couple of fools at the front during
the Britten piece, thinking that of all the ‘acts’ that evening, the choir were the least
able to look after themselves.
When Gee said to me on the phone that it was a matter of broken trust between
me and you two, I thought to myself that, in the present situation, I don’t trust either of
you to choose to do what I would want, much though I may have been fond of you. Or
rather, I trust you to behave as you have done in the past, and regard ‘Crass’
somewhat proprietorially, treating the Crass records as your own – which they are not.
Maybe I don’t depend on the Crass cheques to live on, although I have at times
been very grateful that the records still sell. I’m happy to have discussions to tip the
balance in your favour over non-Crass projects in our catalogue. I don’t know what
anyone else will think. Your producing figures to favour yourself seems a little
Faustian.
So, it’s all up for discussion. Which is as it should be.
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3/4/09
Allison, dear Allison,
Thanks for the letter, by the way.
I sorry to hear you’ve felt threatened by the stuff flying back and forth. It goes some
way to explain the violence of Pen’s letter to me, all his stuff about ‘litigation’ etc. I
looked back through my e-mails to you and noticed that I have consistently put ‘cps’
when I should have put ‘prs’, and cps is the Crown Prosecution Service, but that can’t
be it. Here’s the only other thing that might have upset you that I can find:
“11/3/09
Allison,
Thanks for the e-mail. As I understand it, the proposed versions of Feeding and
Stations are at the factory, waiting for the go-ahead. I strongly advise you to halt any
further expense on the Crass front before this is all sorted out. I feel that Southern is
being put in a very precarious position when the feeling against these changes is so
substantial.”
But , somehow, not even that. That was me making it clear that, (as I understood it at
the time, everything was more or less ready to go, sort of confirmed by the depleted
CD stocks at present) if you started the process of originations without general
consent – something that is not too far fetched to imagine after the previous
origination – Southern would find itself up shit creek with expenses incurred
uselessly. I know you told me that the Southern finances are thin on the ground,
presumably because the old capitalisation money died with John, making your life
difficult. My note to you meant just what it said. If it wasn’t this, tell me what. There’s
a big difference between being firm and clear over a difficult and fraught problem and
being understood to put the wind up yer mates. Nothing of that sort was intended, of
course. And I’m sorry you’ve felt intimidated. That will never do.
I’ll probably get back to you at length about your letter when I’ve spoken to the
others, but the other thing that struck me was your ‘surprise at the resistance from
some quarters to change’. I take your points about updating and relevance. The
problem about updating is that it is necessarily a point of view. As I’ve put in the letter
to you I sent yesterday, the Crass members’ points of view are radically different,
which is one of the reasons I favour keeping things as much as possible derived
straight from the original covers, content and sound. You may not realise the nuances
of the mythologizing that is going on in the current revamp. I’ve been dealing with
this for twenty five years. It’s clear to me, as it is to Joy, Phil and Andy. Steve is out
on a limb in Norfolk. Bron is compromised by the upset in her relationship with Pen.
You were right to say, Penny, Gee and your good self have been making changes.
That’s the problem.
But that will all get sorted out, no doubt. In the meantime you should be aware that
what you have been on the receiving end of, is not antipathy towards you, but a
reflection of just how much the ante has to be raised to bring Gee and Penny into
some sort of cooperation with us others. There’s a lot of baggage. At times Dial house,
which is unfortunately seen as somehow synonymous with ‘Crass’, was sometimes
wonderful for us to live at, and sometimes it was made a hell on earth. I don’t want to
dig that up, which is why I’ve been at pains to ask you to call some sort of halt, so that
the band members have to talk about the practicalities. To your credit, you’ve done
just that. For which I’m very grateful.
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23/4/09
Dear Penny and Gee,
So, Penny, I say I want to keep things as they were.
You tell me how they were: they were a lie, because that’s what I am making
them into.
Well, I was a bit puzzled by the shifts of tense, but I’ve just realised that you are right
in a way. More of that later, after I try to clear up a few things.
As to the questionnaire you sent out, Gee, I think Phil, Joy, Andy and myself
have each already made our points of view clear on the matters you mention. For your
second question, I don’t quite understand what you mean. Why should a 100%
agreement not to proceed with re-issues be relevant?
It is quite plain that a substantial proportion of the band does not want a reissue at all. I would be quite happy if a change of packaging was effected without any
fanfare. I know you have both been keen to present something fresh for the various
reasons you have given. The abrasive treatment of myself and others over the last few
weeks, which has only been responded to by polite firmness, is an indication of the
unlikeliness of us all agreeing to any updated Crass releases, even worked on from
scratch. I’m happy to talk, of course, but this is what seems to be the case.
As I have said, I can understand your frustration at the lack of general support
for your interpretation of the Crass material. I can understand why you might have felt
entitled to prepare a ‘re-issue’ without consulting everybody, although I don’t agree
with this perspective, and neither do others, and it hasn’t proved viable. I can also
appreciate how important the income from the sale of records is to us and to Southern.
We could all depend on it, who knows? I have offered twice already to get together
and talk about arrangements to bias the share-out if anybody needs it.
It seems clear to me that, had Allison originally contacted everyone and
suggested a re-issue similar to that successful on the Subhumans’ records (which is
how she presented the project to me when, belatedly, we talked on the subject), we
would all have begun a basic discussion on this option, and on the possibility of
leaving the CD’s as they were, and on using a paper-based version of the CD covers,
and perhaps other options depending on the situation we found ourselves in. I don’t
think less of Allison because this didn’t happen, but I am glad that, finally, we all
understand what is going on.
Four of the band, three if you don’t want to consider Andy’s views, but four,
have voiced their clear opposition to the first option. Various arguments have gone
back and forth, and the position is still the same. It also seems that these four would be
quite happy to involve themselves in repackaging the CD’s in a paper cover using the
original artwork and mixes.
Suggesting that decisions might be made by a simple majority vote is a long
way from discussion and consensus. The idea that things could be done despite and
against the wishes of a substantial number of the band would be special pleading and
no part of the positive things we once shared.
To return to the top. If I had found that, after discussions, mine was the only
dissenting voice, I don’t think I would have considered vetoing the idea of a re-issue,
especially as I would be involved in the project from the outset, and anyone’s
contribution or reservations would, no doubt, influence the nature and content of the
work.
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I believe Southern, as our licencee, has a duty to ensure the continued
availability of the Crass catalogue. I’m sure we are all happy to negotiate
arrangements with Allison, but if Southern’s continued involvement with us depends
on a sufficiently radical update of our material as to constitute a new product, we
should look elsewhere, for the reasons I’ve given.
I’ll write to Allison to find out if this is the case, or, hopefully, whether a 70/30
split with Southern is a viable option if the sales stay something close to those at
present. I have no wish to change to another label if Allison can manage without
prospective resales. People seemed generally happy to consider a 70/30 split with
Southern, if I understand right, but we can talk about that.
Now to your statement, Penny. It must have seemed strange to you both that
no reasons, apart from aesthetic ones, which might in themselves be insurmountable,
were given for the categorical rejection of re-issuing the Crass catalogue in a new
form. I know the reason, but I couldn’t find a way of explaining the central objection,
without coming across as hurtful, combative and dismissive. Now you have said it for
me, so I can be more direct.
The past was a lie, and to the extent that I am prepared to grasp the metal and
say what I see, I am making it so. You may not have noticed the fundamental
deception because you both appear to see yourselves as the continuation and
embodiment of the band – in Gee’s case, as the precursor too. So, whatever you two
do, is by implication ok, and perhaps only in need of a little tweaking or addition by
others, as we were invited to do with your re-issues. Hence the current debacle. It
must be a shock that others find the alterations egocentric and inappropriate.
Crass used most of the methods of influence and control from the world we
were deriding. Fair enough. We shared an enormous amount springing from our
closeness within the band, and I have many fond and treasured memories of that time.
The requirements of our work together created demands that stabilised us. The band
was the group, and the group was the band.
What really sticks in my craw, is us managing to have ignored or suppressed
so efficiently, the definitive battles that ran beneath while the band was going, and
thereafter. I’m sure we all remember the vicious, terrible and interminable struggle
between Bron and yourself, Gee. It is a tribute to the strength of our rhetoric that we
didn’t have to face what was actually going on. I was so convinced by the ‘peace and
love’ message, that I couldn’t bring myself to confront what was happening, a struggle
for the position of first lady – umpteen rounds, no holds barred. I do remember, when
an appeal to you, Penny, to help resolve the matter communally was rejected, we
others talked about chucking the combatants out into some rented accommodation
until a solution had been found. It was that bad.
Don’t think I leave myself out of responsibility for allowing all this stuff to go
on. Culpable obtuseness on my part, certainly.
It didn’t stop there. Dial House has always been a refuge for vulnerable people,
especially those in crisis. It is admirable that this commitment by you both has helped
and healed so many. It is something of which you can be truly proud.
It is only in retrospect that I can understand that these people posed no threat
to the structure that lay beneath the avowed values. I watched a stream of my friends
being forced out of the house – their home – leaving with virtually nothing, as if that
was right and proper. I really couldn’t contain the contradiction, that the place
promising so much, could be so hostile to anyone and the many, who could not accept
a particular form of subservience to that structure.
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And, do you know what? That’s fine. I didn’t see it clearly then. If you saw it
you didn’t say, and it’s a long time ago. That’s why myself, and, so I understand, the
other objectors, won’t countenance a re-issue, a re-presentation. As I said to Bron,
there’s a big difference between acts committed in naivety, a lie left safely in the past
while allowing people to take what they can from the old records, and a new, gross act
of deception by re-asserting that the lie did not exist.
I have long understood the difference between enlightened self-interest and
principled action. Perhaps that’s why you find me so annoying. In our case, principles
look like costing us all a lot of money and prestige. I cringe at our shared past
hypocrisy. It doesn’t make it any easier.
So there’s the rub. Crass isn’t you. And it isn’t me. It’s all of us.
I want to allow the past to remain there, and to put the excesses of the last few
weeks down to some form of communal panic. I’m a bit sad that, had it not been for
your note, Penny, I would not have had a way of being this direct with you both. But
glad that I do not have to appear obstructive, uncooperative and unreasoned. We’ve
generally been able to all be amiable with each other when we’ve met or had dealings.
Despite all the differences we’ve had, I don’t see why this should not return. The
residue from all this upset will probably fade into the past, we’ll get on with our own
lives, and the Crass records will, hopefully, still be available.
And, who knows, Andy might get a little justice from the rest of us.
pete
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23/4/09
Dear Bron,
Thanks for the letter, which was generally very positive and conciliatory.
I did feel uncomfortable with your comments about the QEH performance, if
only because your saying that ‘this element has to be taken into account, etc’, as if this
indicated some malevolence or untrustworthiness on my part. But it links in with other
things, and may account for the rather fiery and dismissive attitude towards me.
Bron, it was piece of theatre. The idea that it was an attempt to sabotage the
evening is peculiar. My performance was tightly contained within my time slot, the
person ‘under attack’ and appearing embarrassed was me, the points I wished to make
were not a denigration of the efforts or integrity of anyone there, but were a valid
observation of our predicament and an attempt to introduce my ideas into that space as
everyone else did, perhaps with a little Andy Kaufman inventiveness in order to be
heard clearly. I was as surprised and irritated as anyone else by the way that the
Pseud corner used our performance as an excuse to be disruptive later in the evening,
and in hindsight puzzled that it wasn’t dealt with. Andy did mention that Pen was a bit
pissed that night, and probably nervous at the amount of performance he had to do. I
can imagine him, or you, standing up and addressing the miscreants. Pity. Having no
formal part in the organisation, I did what little I could from within the audience.
If I had seen the evening as solely a celebration of togetherness, I wouldn’t
have been on the stage in the first place. I’d probably have been in the audience. That
the audience was to be on the receiving end of some pretty extreme material, at least
judging by the programme I was sent, made me feel entitled to my twopennyworth.
That’s what I do. That’s what Judas II do/did.
Your attitude to ‘royalties’ is generous and refreshing. Thanks. I can
understand your disinclination to hands-on work in any changes. The points you go on
to make are at the heart of the animosity you talk about. Had we all been involved in
discussions at the start, I think it would have seemed less outlandish for there to be
three or four people who really did not want any but repackaging changes made. I
think I said to Penny or Gee already, that people saying ‘no thanks’ after all that work
had been done, supposedly on their behalf, would make anyone angry. It’s all very
unfortunate. It is, but the ferocity of the persuasion to accept these changes is
indicative of certain beliefs. While myself, and perhaps Andy, Joy and Phil, and you
and Steve maybe I don’t know, feel that the band was a unit, and that when it finished
we all continued along our separate paths, with our own separate integrities, Penny
and Gee appear to believe that they are continuing and embodying the work of the
band, or that the band was a continuation of the disembodied ‘Dial House’,
themselves, really, rather than following their own courses like the rest of us. They
aren’t. They think they are, but they aren’t. If the rest of us were working with them,
we might be. The problems stem from that.
As to keeping Crass alive, we are separate voices – mine a little too gamey for
most interviewers who contact me. Judas II was my attempt to extend from my
experience with Crass, and also to try and make amends for what I saw in practice as
some pretty dodgy rhetoric in the Crass material. I’ve always been available, though.
Having talked to Joy, Phil and Andy about the proposed ‘re-issue’, the fact is
that none of us like the lack of involvement at the outset, or the remixes, the additions,
the extra and altered artwork, or the essay/s. That is clear. But, as you suggest, the
other objection to changes is deeper and darker, and more difficult. Had it been just
aesthetic differences, there might have been a possibility of either altering what Penny
and Gee have done, or of starting alterations from scratch, working together.
It took me a long while during this current bout, to realise that the negative
side, the compromises, mistreatment, even abuse, and the degree of hypocrisy, when
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we were together, were something we managed not to deal with or expose publicly. It
all happened long ago. I feel it is reasonable for people to delve into the Crass records,
and take from them what they want. The records are like recipes. Some people are fine
with using them currently. I find them, as perhaps you do, in small ways unpalatable.
It’s good that the records are still available, more or less unchanged. What is not fine
for me, is re-releasing them as something current, restating them. I feel it is dishonest
to do this without exposing the deeper truths. There is a difference between naivety
and the needs of the moment, and deception.
I have little inclination to expose these truths to a wider scrutiny. I get annoyed
and disturbed enough when I am attacked. Why would I inflict it on anyone else? I
believe there are three others from the band who feel caught in the same predicament.
At QEH, I thought it fair to delve into the underlying elements of what was going on
in the ‘peace movement’, in order to ask questions which I thought important. Look
what happened there – I don’t mean the unintended disruption by a small part of the
audience, but the accusations of treachery because I dared question myself, my fellow
performers, and the audience. Jesus. If I had wanted to sabotage the evening, I would
have done just that, but I can’t think why. The piece I did was effective, but it was
self-contained. Perhaps that’s it. Think what it would be like if we suggested that,
underneath the communal life of Crass, a family stereotype was smashing its way in
and pitching out, through dreadful wars of attrition, anyone who wouldn’t play their
dutiful part. Goodbye Bron. Goodbye Mick. Goodbye Phil. Goodbye Joy. Goodbye
Pete. Et cetera. And I share the fault. I cringe when I think of it.
Generally, I think Crass was pretty clean. We used most of the mechanisms of
influence and power towards the outside world, but we worked well together under
that banner, as you point out. And, as you go on to say, the problems were what lay
beneath.
You’ve probably been able to share mainly pleasant things with Penny, as
Steve has probably shared mainly pleasant things with Gee. My history with Pen over
the last few weeks, and from time to time before, has been abuse and manipulation
from him, signed ‘peace and trust’. From Gee, her usual attempts to negate or exclude,
with the same signature. For me, this is as much a part of what they are, as their other,
more positive, sides.
I don’t ‘peace and trust’ them. The best I hope to achieve is amiability when
our paths cross. My letters to them in the current trouble have been restrained and
conciliatory, as have Phil’s, Joy’s and Andy’s. I really don’t think that Penny or Gee
recognise just how nasty they are when crossed, the level of cognitive dissonance.
You may, Bron, think you can stay back out of the way, until everyone comes
to their senses. I think this is about how decisions are made? We used to work pretty
much by consensus. That was a worthy and rare achievement, of working respect and
trust, possibly our greatest achievement. Should anything, now, be pushed through
against the wishes, not of just one maverick, but of a substantial proportion of the
band? This is what the dialogue appears to be about, not on some putative ‘re-issue’.
And if we want it to be positive, I suggest we will have to play a part.
Underneath, we’re pretty much like we are on top. Varied. Bless us.
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28th May, 2009
Dear Steve,
Thanks for the letter. Hope you and Yona are well.
Steve, when all this upset started, I thought, probably like you, that, apart from
the abysmal lack of consultation and involvement, the wrangles were essentially
aesthetic. The subsequent attempts to get the rest of us to separately agree just to
suggest minor changes to what had been done speaks volumes.
After receiving separate blasts of abuse from Penny and Gee for daring to
oppose a revamp which, as you’ve been saying yourself, left little room for alteration,
I had to admit that the problems were deeper.
Penny and Gee have always done this to people who cross them. It stretches
back past the band and beyond into the ‘guru’ years. The attacks on me, the attempts
at exclusion, negation, the awful pressure brought to bear on Joy to isolate me, were
such savage ‘in-group/out-group’ ploys that I was shocked into facing the past. This is
how they behave. This is how they have always behaved.
When I came back from a few days’ holiday in Norfolk to find a brief note
from Penny saying, ‘You want to keep things in the past. The past is a lie, because you
are making it so. Get a life.’, plus Gee’s ‘when did you stop beating your wife’ survey,
I realised I would have to face up to what happened during my time at Dial House, to
admit that the ‘peace and love’ message did not, and does not, even apply to
ourselves.
After receiving those letters, I’ve written to Penny and Gee explaining that I
stood by, to my shame, and watched them drive out anyone who did not fit their
mould – Mick Duffield, Bron, Andy, Phil and Joy, myself and others. You were
insulated from the process by your relationship with Gee. But you must have seen it
going on, even if, like me, you couldn’t admit to yourself that something like this was
actually happening.
It would be hypocritical to update our records, restating and packaging afresh
‘peace and love’, ‘us good / them bad’, when another layer of behaviour dominated
our lives. We really did try our best in the band. The band was the shared, mutual,
communal thing about us. It overrode what lay beneath, but it would be dishonest now
to behave as if the cycle of abuse didn’t happen.
This secretly prepared re-issue has been an aesthetic, editorial, and egocentric
land-grab, aided and abetted by Allison, who has fed the rest of us some rather
partisan misinformation on three occasions that I know of, let alone keeping us in
ignorance for a whole nine months. Oops.
Penny and Gee can be charming, affectionate, generous and helpful. This is the
side most people see. Their behaviour when thwarted is plain nasty, manipulative and
mendacious. I don’t really care just how deluded they are in their continued assertions
that every problem is some other bastard’s fault. What was good and bad about Crass
will stay safely in the past, out of their reach, if I have anything to do with it. It seems
that Joy, Phil and Andy feel the same.
I don’t think Penny or Gee will change. I don’t expect Bron to say anything
that might be against Penny. I don’t even expect you to recognise the subversion of
the band’s good intentions and closeness by a destructive agenda of expulsion. Nor do
I expect that Joy will soon recover from Penny and Gee fucking with her head. And I
don’t expect myself or anyone to stand by while the past is reinterpreted in a self
promoting, deceitful, commercial binge.
Poor old Andy was shafted by John Loder, and, therefore, by us. The five
thousand he got, on the condition he renounced any rights to the Crass stuff, was the
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five thousand he fronted to release Asylum. No contract in law can be one way. It has
to be an exchange. Andy gave, but he got nothing in return that he did not already
have a right to. We all owe Andy a bucket load of money. He may never see it, but at
least we can recognise that this is the case and do better in future.
Crass in the past, I can feel rosy about. Crass CD’s repackaged in paper but
essentially the same, is fine.
The bile that Penny, and, I suppose, the rest of us, showered on Gary Bushell
et al had nothing of peace or love in it. It is the same bile as directed at me. Who really
expects us to stand by while Penny and Gee behave as if they are the sole and rightful
heirs of Crass, soldiering on, while bullying and tricking anyone who begs to differ?
You said to me several times that I ‘have a thing about Pen’. In the past, you
were wrong. He was an occasional mean irritation, trying for a bigger cut. Now, you
would be right. I really have had enough of his behaviour. We don’t deserve this
treatment. And now all this, ‘I claim that, I wrote this’. As if, for instance, my having
supplied a few screeds of heartfelt doggerel, a tract or two, or having ‘composed’ what
little melody most of our songs had, is somehow more valid or worthy of recognition,
influence and payment than Phil slaving away year on year running our distribution
business, Andy spending months on the phone arranging tours, Joy struggling to cater
for the ceaseless mouths as the other cooks realised that they had just remembered
something more important to do. Crass was only possible because everything was
declared and understood to be mutual and communally shared. To have people
claiming, ‘that’s mine, that’s mine’ in retrospect, is contemptuous of that
understanding.
I’m suggesting that, if Crass records in all forms are going to be available, then
they should all be pretty much as at present, the CD’s with a cardboard cover and a
booklet if this is practicable.
I suggest that the accreditation and split of everything continues equally, but
there being an eight-way split instead of seven, as Andy is reintegrated if he should
want to be.
Steve, despite what I and the others have been on the receiving end of, I don’t
really dislike Penny or Gee. It’s a bit like having children throwing violent,
manipulative tantrums. But they came close with what they did to Joy, and, deep
down, leaving aside all their rhetoric, I am forced to admit that they are dangerous
people. Which is a shame.
It’s a shame, too, that the attempted revamp was so thoroughly duff in all
departments. I don’t suppose they will ever realise it. But it’s a side issue. I’m sorry if
the dissenting attitudes threaten your future income. I don’t know what would have
happened if everyone had been involved from the start. Perhaps not a lot, but more
gently. As usual, I find myself reasserting communality, mutuality and equal shares
for all. Now, where did I get that from?
Pete
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13th June, 2009.
Penny,

What are we coming to? If you have accusations you want to level at me, just
do so. Then it’s out in the open and up for discussion. Take responsibility for what
you say, like everyone else. So far, I’ve had the death mask of, was it Proust?, a
blaming scattergun note for me to ‘get a life’, and now a scatological pointy finger
from Hallmark, for god’s sake. I joked with Joy, months back, that at least I hadn’t
been faced with a ‘you smell’. Well, now I have. Shame on you.
This abusive behaviour is unworthy and should stop.
Over the last months of hurtful attacks on me, and the attempted intimidation
and suborning of others who are perfectly capable of forming their own opinions, I
have watched the unravelling of the truth through the contradictions in what people,
who should have been honest with me from the start, have let slip. That’s appalling.
Do you think your bullying, blackmailing and aggression is somehow justified? Are
we not all worthy of respect?
I never anticipated that the wrangles back and forth would come back down to
the mutuality at the heart of our time together, but it has.
What follows from that mutuality is:
1. Andy, back in his rightful place as an equal part of the band.
2. None of us laying claim to authorship in disregard of everyone else’s contribution.
3. Leaving buried in the past, abuses which should never have been tolerated, but are
reminiscent of your and Gee’s behaviour now, by repackaging CDs if necessary as
close to the original material as possible.
I expect any future discussions to be respectful, and not insulting and abusive.
I expect there to be no further underhand moves.
I expect that all transactions will be open and honest.
The ‘us’ and ‘them’ – in group/out group – mentality may have been
convenient for us back then, when a simple picture was required. Your present
attempts to demonise me and to dismiss opposition from any quarter as being inspired
by vindictive grudges, coming from an intelligent bloke like yourself, would be
ridiculous if it wasn’t so hurtful. Put your own name on all the crap you’ve been
dishing out to others, and see how it feels to be on the receiving end.
Then perhaps we can all talk.
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16th June, 2009. from Pete
Dear Allison,
I’m sorry that Southern is finishing. If you are having a get together, I’d be
happy to make a contribution to the cost in gratitude for all the work done on our
behalf, and for the friendliness we’ve always been shown.
I don’t know if you still plan to move out on your own in co-operation with
SRD, but, if you are, it seems only fair to let you know how things are going amongst
the Crass folk.
I think Phil, Joy, Andy and myself have had a tacit understanding, so far, not to
involve you in the root issues of this upset, choosing to concentrate on our strong
aesthetic reservations. These should have been adequate to bring us all together for a
major rethink. Not so, as it turns out. The combination of all the good work you have
put in on Crass’s behalf, and the unfortunate way you were drawn into being partisan
in the re-issues, means I can be more direct with you. As I read in one of your last
letters to me that you had been ‘told’ to stop remaking any of the old versions, when
earlier you said that the decision was yours, I wondered who would have the authority
to do so without us all being involved, and realised that if we are to have a chance of
working together in the future it is in all our interests to have a clear understanding.
I include a copy of my last note to Penny so that you can see from my
perspective what has been happening, plus a suggested basis for continuing the
availability of our records, CDs and downloads, in line with the shared effort behind
their creation.
I have to admit, Al, that I am now feeling, how shall I say? – less diplomatic. I
have tried to keep emotional responses out of my letters to everyone right up to the
point I was faced with writing this note to Penny. The unfortunate people who will
lose their jobs or face a severe pay cut because of the closure of Southern have not
chosen for that to happen, and I am very sorry that they are in this position. It is scant
comfort to me that Phil, Joy, Andy and myself have chosen to forgo the possibility of
a substantial future income for reasons to do with what occurred within the band all
those years ago, what has resurfaced again and again since then, and now, what is
back once more with singular ferocity.
For myself, I have been kept in the dark during this whole project, misled over
the extent, over the duration, about the initiation, and over why the existing material is
being allowed to run out. I think you have been the unwitting accomplice in a mean
attempted coup. I trust that you will make us aware, now, of any actions you know of
which, on the basis outlined to Penny for the continued availability of Crass records,
are inappropriate. This includes registration of the Crass material to anyone but the
eight members together.
The points in your letter about deciding who owns what, were never relevant
to Crass. We weren’t constrained by the usual commercial relationships. There was
mutuality within the band, trust with whomever we worked. What has changed? We
made the accreditation clearly on the original records, for what is more important:
writing a lump of doggerel, knocking out another arrangement, designing a cover, or
clearing up cat sick? We all knew our equality back then. If people can’t work with
that, so what? Crass can continue with agreement, or it can stop.
It’s really quite liberating to realise that the core values of thirty years ago are
still valid, can still be asserted, and still confront us.
If you feel you can work with that, I will be glad.
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25th June, 2009.
Dear Steve, Gee, Penny, Bron, Joy, Phil, Andy,
I’d like to offer these proposals based on the communality and mutuality of
effort at the heart of our time together when all the elements of our work were given
equal value, recognition and respect. That was our choice. It is what made our
cooperation possible. Crediting our work to Crass was a statement of fact and of
principle.
I’m sure that we are all grateful for the work done by Penny and Gee in
making necessary alterations to the catalogue over the years, and that any of the rest of
us would have been happy to share that work had we been told by them or by the
studio what was in the offing. Chuck a stick in the Crass house back then and you’d
hit an artist, or me.
Here is what I suggest:
1. In continuing to honour that commitment to communality, all Crass material should
remain credited to Crass, any registration to be to Crass, and any proceeds to be
divided equally among the band members.
2. That all records, CDs, downloads, etc. should appear as close as possible to what
we produced originally, and any modified, ‘green’ packaging should give this same
impression, keeping the past, good and bad, as I’ve suggested, where it belongs.
3. That Andy be fully reinstated as a band member so we can finally draw a line under
the shoddy and unjust treatment he has been subjected to till now.
4. That we consider keeping the material available in its old form until we have
reached agreement about any alterations.
5. That we continue to rely on trust with whatever record label, if any, we choose to
work, despite failures in the past.
I hope the proposals here will provide a basis for us to reassert our generosity
and mutuality, and that the band members will outline for the others their thoughts on
these suggestions during the coming weeks.
Thanks to you all,
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1/7/09
Joy, Phil, Andy,
Looking forward to seeing you all on saturday.
I'm supposing that you've seen Steve's letter to me since he said he's
forwarded copies to everyone. I did have a fleeting image of Steve holding my letter
like a Rabbi removing a used tampon from the holy of holies. By the way, I had a
long conversation with John Tozer and got a bit of background on the Southern
winding up. He's due to do the Crass royalties within the next few weeks. He
mentioned that Southern had spent nine grand on the revamp, which he understands is
down to Southern. I reminded him that Crass should pay for the preservation work
done on the original master tapes, so that will cost us a bit, but fair dos. I think it will
be a month or so before Alison feels she needs to talk to us all. I asked John to suggest
to Al that she just contacts us when she's ready. John didn't know anything about the
stopping of re-presses of Crass stuff in the interim. I think he may check up on it.
Back to Steve. Leaving aside the 'you're bad and no returns', I started
imagining a discussion between all the Crass people.
The central issue seems to be that, from the first, I was labelled as bearing
vindictive grudges - a surprise to me - and everything I did was defined by that.
Nothing I said had to be addressed. And anyone who voiced similar opinions could
only hold them because they had been suborned by me, and didn't really think them
(in their heart and soul, of course). I’m aware how uncomfortable it would be for
Steve and the others to face up to what is being said. He avoided most of the points in
my letter to him, and assumed I hadn’t learned what had gone on before the band at
Dial House from speaking to people since, but that I had been a Judas, harbouring a
secret grudge. Judas II, no less.
And that labelling seems to be the key to this impasse. His having recognised
that you three are basically ok, just a little misled, me the outcast, you may think it a
good time to make it clear to all that your opinions are your opinions, and the issues
and objections you’ve raised are just that, yours. And that labelling me, as has been
done, and labelling you, is a way of having to deal with no-one, no objections, no
opinions, which is the state we are in at the moment.
I have to admit that I was hurt by Steve’s letter, and that at the moment I think
it would serve him right to learn a few home truths. I don’t really want to know just
how angry I am about this. It started leaking out last week. It’s a poisonous feeling.
Perhaps, after a while, I’ll feel that it is just unfortunate for Pen, Gee, Bron and Steve
to have to face up to some elements of their own history. We’ve all bent over
backwards from the start to avoid voicing these disagreeable things, hoping that our
aesthetic reservations would spark a complete reconsideration of any re-vamp. I
suspect we all soon knew that things were heading towards this point. I’m pleased that
the point is the values we shared and declared. Fancy that.
I’ve said about all I can say to the others. The list of suggestions I sent to
everyone is pretty much where we all started out. If you feel you want to re-assert
yourselves you may end up as battered as me, but a clear difference of opinions in the
band may be taken as a basis for sorting things out, the default position being
somewhere around leaving things more or less as they were, whereas Pete the Rogue
will just be an impasse. I’ll leave that with you.
Love
pete
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e-mail from Joy 7/7/09
Dear Pete, Pen's letter caused such stress firstly because of the push to isolate one
member - because if there's anything left of Crass to believe in it's the fragile notion of
consensus, which is always pictured in my mind as an insubstantial-looking referee
keeping the thugs of our worst nature at bay while we worked something out. Pen was
being intellectually thuggish with his call to isolate for the 'greater good' of other
members and Southern. Being ignored, disregarded by him and Gee rankles mightily
but it is just more of the same. I was not for long overly agitated by the projected
consequences of not caving to his advice- after all, I eventually reasoned, I wasn't part
of Crass to earn a living or create jobs or to be persuaded by these latterly unsought
consequences. But I was outraged by his attempt to make me and Pip part of a grubby
betrayal. I still believe in some of what we were about ... the trust and friendship stuff
- ...but then I get the horrible sense of even that being part of a manipulative process;
supposed good intent being used as muscle to get the result you want. As shabby as
saying you love someone to get a fuck. Having my views on the reissues ignored came
as no surprise; even when writing at great length to explain my reluctance go along
with the 'proposal', I knew that things were too far along for my concerns to be
anything other than irritants. I was just insulted that Pen thought he could pressure me.
But it's a good letter in one way - it exposed Pen once and for all and dispelled the
effectiveness of his tactics. Makes me feel a bit stoopid for ever being persuaded. I
hope that answers your questions.
Your letter to Mark is, as is usual in your dissection of ideas, very challenging and
rigorous. I bet you never got a reply. I didn't get a reply to mine which just said what a
lovely book - so wishy-washy was I. Once again I let something significant slip by,
persuaded myself that the crediting of 'lyrics' was ok in this context. Most of the time
DH is a distant discomfort and I don't want to give it time or energy but this recent
mess has demanded more organisation of thought and examination. There are some
elements I'd take issue with - the use of the Austrian scientists' assessment as an
analogy about me-ness for instance - but the general sense of what you tell Mark
matches my own discomfort and unwilling honesty, especially regarding the 'you can
do it' new age anthem which I always wondered about when in places like Cleator
Moor or on that caravan site near Windscale. I knew I couldn't 'do it' in those
circumstances. I knew we were privileged and lucky and could have done more than
we did but I always felt anyway that I couldn't do much to help the troubled folk who
came to find us, let alone 'change the world'. I've never had an inflated sense of self or
even an inflatable one, only a desperate sense of how much damage there is and how
unequal I am to dealing with it. I probably should have admitted this more at the time.
Anyway, time to get on with the day. A catless day. Dear old Horace died on Sunday
evening and I am feeling bereft. See you soon. Love, Joy.
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Letter from joy to Steve c.17th July 09
Dear Steve,
I wish I’d managed to reply quickly to your first letter which very nearly cajoled
me out of feeling angry and depressed about Gee’s and Pen’s reissue proposals.
The problem then was that I just did not like what they had come up with, and
since then the problem has become that they do not like to be disagreed with and
have tried to pressurize me into accepting their project. As you know, Pen even
suggested isolating and ignoring Pete and at that time you emphasised your view
that we all had to agree to the new design for it to go forward. I guess you’ve
changed tack since then. But surely it should have been our project! Given the
nature of it, which makes such drastic changes to what we originally created, it
seems bizarre that Gee and Pen took it so far without consulting the rest of us.
I don’t believe, and I have never asserted, that Gee and Pen acted maliciously. But
I do think they’ve been incredibly insensitive and arrogant.
Now, insensitive and arrogant and worse is how you rate Pete. And you seem to
suggest that he’s some aberrant, lone, rogue figure setting out to destroy all
chance of agreement. But at worse,it seems to me he’s only been insensitive and
arrogant in the way he’s worded his concerns. He’s certainly angry, but then so
am I. And although I have approached my disagreement with the reissues
differently I do agree with most of what Pete has to say. His most recent letter, 25
June, which I assume you won’t have read because you want nothing more to do
with him, could have been written by me. And yet I feel I need to assert that I am
acting independently, thinking independently - because there’s more than a bit of
a them and us occurring. Lots of misunderstanding, hurt feelings, confusion and
pain. Whatever I may feel about Pen and Gee I don’t feel unforgiving or vindictive
and I’m determinedly not closing doors. I’m very disturbed that you’ve basically
slammed the door on Pete.....because I’m supposing you’ll be slamming it on me
too, given that my reasons for balking at the reissues are, for the most part, the
same as Pete’s. This is not, just to doubly assert, collusion. I do expect my views
to be respected as my own and not the result of being persuaded or manipulated
into taking a position.
A difficulty I have had with these tentative and disastrous communications about
all this is making sure that my attitude to the reissues is not seen to be about my
feelings regarding Gee and Pen. These are about issues over money and sharing
and creative credit which have over the years eroded the tenuous bond we had. I
never understood why Andy was denied royalties once it was realised we were all
going to get more than than the five grand he was given when he left the band.
(How come I knew about the five grand back then - I remember it as being
common knowledge among us.) For me, even if we were dividing ten quid it would
still matter that we’d be getting equal shares to honour the time we shared, and
the equality of the hard work we did - whether it was writing songs or discussing
ideas or weeding the veg, it all fed into what was Crass. We didn’t squabble about
who wrote what then and who should get more recognition or money or who
should own the symbol! All this stuff has come like a series of shockwaves since
the band stopped on top of already strained relationships. Surely the band was a
mutual endeavour. We made space for eachother, didn’t we? Well, at least we
tried - and I think it’s as well to admit to our failures as well as our successes.
There were times at DH which were less than loving and caring, especially when
the band had ceased to hold us together. I can live with that but I can’t rest easy
with the denial of those difficulties or accept that it’s my problem for making them
a problem. I acknowledge that we had very different relationships with eachother
within the group - that’s inevitable given the way we were paired, our different
intimacies and senses of eachother, and that therefore we now have very different
takes on what we remember and how we see eachother. Some love and friendship
survived and developed beyond the band, some got lost and let go. I felt pretty
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much disregarded once I’d left DH, and I left because I couldn’t take any more of
Gee’s hostility and Pen’s judgmental attitude. I tried once or twice to make
contact but couldn’t take the coldness and decided, rather slowly and reluctantly,
to keep away. (I made an exception for the peace gig more for the dire political
situation than anything else, though I hoped it might be an opportunity to touch
on the best of what we were.)
But, truly, this sad stuff isn’t why I’m being obstructive. Gee and Pen didn’t even
think about sharing the reissue project. The first I got to know about it was when it
was pretty much done and dusted, having cost a great deal of money. I wish I’d
liked the proposals, I wish I could have just found myself in the situation where I
felt a little pissed off that Gee and Pen had done their ownership of the band thing
but let it pass because the new covers were brilliant. But I just don’t like the new
look. I don’t see the point of it. I don’t like the photos... I liked the fact that we
didn’t have photos, that it wasn’t about all that, that it was words and ideas first
and foremost, not who we were and what we looked like - until the strange pics on
Best Before which were very tongue in cheek. What I didn’t like most of all was
the collectible element and the fact that the original work would only be available
in vinyl. Because I think the original look is still striking and amazing and I feel part
of that. But I don’t feel part of the magazine-look hindsight-and-commentary
package. I’d prefer the cd cover designs to be as close to the vinyl as possible. I
feel uncomfortable about presenting the work we did in any other way than how it
was done at the time. The original covers represent everything we were and the
times we were in when it all happened. I think the new designs, though very good
in their way, actually don’t say much at all about all that. I really would love to just
say,’Oh alright, go ahead, I’m not bothered.’ But I am bothered. And I’m glad that I
still care. But I’m beginning to sense that any chance of compromising or reaching
agreement is unlikely.
It’s been twenty years since some of us have had any close or meaningful contact.
All the more reason, I think, for Pen and Gee to have considered it important to
make an effort to communicate with all of us over this major reworking of our
communally created work. I don’t see that Pete is the problem, rather that Gee
and Pen made the unfortunate error of disregarding that mutuality and continue
to be quite disingenuous, saying on the one hand that they were doing it for all of
us out of love and then on the other saying that they knew some of us would
object and that’s why we weren’t let in. I think if all of us had been involved from
the start this difficult and painful situation would not have come about. Doubtless
it would not have been easy but at least some of the sense of us as having been
an extraordinary group of people capable of working together would have been
acknowledged. It may yet be possible to find a way through. Until then I really
don’t see why we wouldn’t just keep the old cds going.
Beyond the cd packaging and onto the stuff about percentages and credit - all I
have to say, yet again, is ‘equal shares’. Why now does Pen suddenly want us to
be the kind of band that bothers about who wrote what and therefore who should
get more money. Makes me feel weary, breaks my heart. But just because this is
going on now needn’t take away from what we did achieve and what, at best, we
were to eachother. Perhaps, after all this time, none of us is in a position anymore
to assume aesthetic or idealogical responsibility for the future of Crass. Which
brings me back again to perhaps the only option. Leave it as it is.
I’m sorry, Steve, if this has been hard to take. I’m even more sorry that it probably
means that you won’t want anything to do with me. I enjoyed your gig and it was
lovely to feel the potential for being back in touch.
With love, Joy.
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e-mail from me to Joy sent 22/7/09
Joy,
Thanks for sending me your draft letter to Steve.
Your letter to Steve. I can't see that Steve would cut you off for writing such a considerate and calm
letter. As you say, the content of it is, in itself, another matter. On the radio yesterday on the way south,
there was a programme about the language of cults and of everyday persuasion - which one contributor
thought were pretty much the same. An ex Christian-shaman cult member talked of his treatment when
he tried to leave. It was shockingly similar to what we have been going through.
By the way, I hope you don't think that I think my own view of the dial house experience is definitive. I
had been asking around amongst us and some others who knew the place to hone my own perceptions
and memories of it, but I have no illusions about the 'Rashomon' effect. The reason I decided to be so
blunt with Pen, Gee, Bron, Allison and finally Steve about the far and the near past to the extent it
concerned each of them, even though the prospect scared me, was that my soft footing around my own
objections offered no real prospect of us all meeting on equal terms. I tried to leave enough space for
the people I wrote to to agree to differ, and clearly said the past was in the past, as you have said in
your letter to Steve. Perhaps my attempt to change the centre of gravity of this whole exchange to
something more equal was clumsy - I don't know what else I could have done.
Still, I'm very glad you've written to Steve. Like you, I hope for some form of amiable, or at least
decent, contact with the others. Your letter, I think, makes that more likely.
love

pete
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e-mail from Joy 24/7/09
Hello. Oh hell. Gee sent me a postcard- apparently anxious, quite apologetic, but assuming that you'd
spoken for me and since I hadn't responded to Steve's letter that I wanted nothing more to do with any
of it. Anyway, after re-aquainting myself with Pen's 'notes' during the writing of a reply I'm pouring
myself a big glass and watching an episode of the Wire for some lighthearted fun. Keeping you posted.
Love, Joy x

Dear Gee,
I can’t answer for Pip but as for me, please don’t assume that I
agree with Pete’s letter to Steve on all counts and that therefore I’ve
had enough of it all and no longer want to be involved. It seems to
me that all of us want to be involved in discussions about reissues
and perceptions of how we proceed from here.
I haven’t finished replying to Steve’s letter, though by the time you
get this I may well have finished and posted it. It was as upsetting as
anything that’s come up over the last few months, as upsetting to
me as Pete’s letter was to Steve - and to you and Pen no doubt and as upsetting as Pen’s trashing of Pete. Finding any time, let
alone the right sort of quiet time to settle thoughtfully on responding
to Steve’s door-slamming letter has been difficult of late. Lots of
pressure at work and outside of it. And I’m increasingly aware that I
can’t rush a reply because I feel that despite all the outpourings of
anger and pain there must be a possibility to communicate in a way
that keeps doors open. Which takes time and care and a clear
space. It’s also painful to think that because of my sympathy for
much of what Pete has asked for I too may be shut out by Steve.
I haven’t been involved creatively or socially with you or Pen or Bron
or Steve since the band broke up and but for the peace concert it
probably would have stayed that way. Nonetheless, my involvement
regarding the reissues feels important because they concern what I
was part of and the changes you and Pen wished to make were not,
even though you may have thought they were, representative of all
of us.
It’s been very hard- for all of us- to communicate sensitively about
the proposals. You got off to a bad start by excluding others. I had
hoped initially that my misgivings about the designs and my
reluctance to accept them would create the kind of dialogue that
should have happened between all of us before anything was done.
but I was knocked back by hectoring ultimatums and what I saw as a
very unfair tactic to isolate Pete, treating his views as
unrepresentative, aberrant and vindictive. This really did make me
angry and upset. And the shit card was an ugly, stupid insult.
I’ve read over and over what Pete’s been asking for from the word
go and apart from the insensitivity of his letter to Steve I agree with
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most of what he’s had to say. The five points made in his letter to all
of us on the 25th of June could have been written by me. I feel I
need to clarify points 2 and 3 though, because there has been a lot
of misunderstanding about these in particular. My take on what Pete
means here is that it matters greatly that we keep close to the
original packaging in any new designs because, this far along,
revamping leads to revisionism, reinvention and hindsight, all of
which inevitably alter the availability of the sense of what we were except on vinyl. It would be hard for me see the band presented
now in terms of who we were and what we looked like because I feel
strongly that it was and is unique to us and very powerful that the
words, ideas, art and sound were the given focus. It’s been such a
long time since things fell apart that I don’t think any one - or two of us can assume responsibility for the aesthetic and ideological
representation for the future of Crass’s recorded work.
About Andy. I’ve written to you and Pen long before all this about a
share for Andy so you should already know that I have always been
uncomfortable with Andy only getting back what he put in and
especially after it became clear that we were all going to get a lot
more than five grand as the years went by. I’ve never understood
why you and Pen and Steve and Bron felt that Andy wasn’t entitled
to a share. This isn’t about helping him out of financial difficulties
and it isn’t about him having asked for money - it’s purely about
principles and even if all we got between us came out to a tenner
each I’d still be giving him a cut. I’m deeply upset by Pen’s accusing
Pete of using - ‘recruiting’- Andy. Andy is quite capable of thinking
for himself. I insist that my difficulties with all this have nothing to
do with Pete. It was in fact me who put forward the idea, a long time
ago, that Andy should receive royalties.
You must have suspected at some point over the last twenty or so
years that I had some very painful reasons for never returning to
Dial House, especially after being such a long term enthusiastic and
passionate part of it. Pen refers to post-Crass differences in his
‘notes regarding the current reissues’ I know you would say these
reasons and difficulties are my problem - new day and all that - and
because that was/is your philosophy is, in some part, why I keep my
distance. The theory goes that we allow other people to emotionally
hurt us and that therefore it’s our fault if we let that happen,
effectively removing responsibility from the person doling out the
emotional blows. But what if we just don’t have the emotional
strength to deal with constant criticism and disapproval? I’ve never
understood why this theory has such a hold...if the attacks were
physical we’d be excusing the perpetrator and and making light of
the bruises. Anyway, I couldn’t just ‘get over it’ and the new day
often came with the same likelihood of argument and cold silences
as the day before. I never felt that you and I ever established a
close friendship that could help us work through the difficulties we
had with eachother. This doesn’t much matter to me now but some
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old wounds have been prickling as we work our way through this
mess. Perhaps the subduing of our sensitivities and difficulities for
the sake of the band was in some ways damaging and did not
prepare us to deal with eachother without the band. Certainly the
last few years at DH and one visit back made me feel it was better,
after all, to move on. Moving on, though, from such an epic
formative experience has been hard to do. I’m very sorry too- it is
indeed all too sad.
But truly, I have not made any of this the basis of my dispute with
your proposal and none of it interferes with the validity of the
amazing, inspirational work we did together. Pen may believe that
my objections are the result of unresolved personal issues - it must
suit him to think that; how easy, how dismissive. You both have
unresolved personal issues too and both of you have allowed them
to cloud your judgement when it comes to according all of us the
right to a discussion about the future of our communally created
work. I’m not convinced by Pen’s assertion that we are now
obligated to ensure maximum saleability. We merely presented work
we believed in. We didn’t adapt to the market and the consumer or
even consider them. People like Jeff Lewis didn’t need a new
package to be inspired by us and if his inspirational response to our
work hasn’t created more interest in us then I can’t yet see that
radical new collectible packaging will.
All I’ve asked for so far is some time to consider all the questions
raised by what you and Pen had decided to do. You’ve berated us for
not being involved after having effectively frozen us out in the first
place. I would have been open to seeing your artwork in a clearer
form than the batch of photocopies but my initial response to those
seems to have made that unlikely. I’m not bad at reading artwork in
photocopied form, I do have some experience and I did understand
your ideas. But perhaps I should have pressed to see what it was
that you felt did not come across in the photocopies.
Oh well, we’ve all fucked up somewhere along the line with this. We
lost sight of eachother long ago. All the more reason to tread
carefully. I’ve just read through Pen’s notes again and feel trashed
and depressed. Whatever objections I’ve made have been boxed up
and sent packing by Pen’s great big upper hands. We’re all angry
and upset and I don’t know where we go from here. If we can’t talk
and refine and share, only berate and accuse and abuse we’re not in
a position to sort this out. I started this letter with the feeling that
there was still a way through.......you and Pen may not get quite
what you originally wanted, the rest of us might have a say, and an
alternative solution to the reissues might be possible. Any chance of
that? I hope so.
Joy.
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29.07.09

Dear Bron, Gee, Joy, Pen, Pete, Phil and Steve,
I haven't been in touch with you since replying to Gees questionnaire, but having read
all the letters that have been sent since then I now feel compelled to re-state my case,
although writing has never been my forte, which is why I initially suggested a meeting
between us all, which I still think would be good.
When I left Crass, I tried to accept, with serenity, the things that I could not change. I
was betrayed and ripped off by John Loder who assured me that he had the full
support of the band. However, I signed away my royalties rights as he demanded, and
I moved on positively with my life. I accepted that I could not change that.
Since the reissues issue has come up, so too have my feelings concerning the way I
was treated at the end, and also my courage to try and change the things that I can.
I hope that I now have the wisdom to know the difference.
I assure you that my re-involvement is from a genuine belief in what we stood for, and
the hope that we can get beyond our personal differences, and continue to get that
message, and Crass records, out into the world. There is a demand, and it is especially
relevant now.
I don't have the way with words that both Joy and Pete do, they have written honestly
succinctly and courageously, but I do share their views, and I want to stand up and be
counted.
I've said it before, but I'll say it again :
I don't like the proposed new 'products'- the dumbing down essays, the rock star
photos, the digital re-mastering and the coffee table concept colour covers. We were
never about that. I do not agree to them being re-issued in that format.
I agree with the idea of the CD's coming out in a form as close to the original vinyl
releases as possible, ( Alison’s eco-friendly idea ) and would be happy to collaborate
on the design.
Beyond that, I agree with Joy, Pete and Phil that I should be re-instated as an 1/8 th
equal share member of the band. Gee said in a letter to Joy, “ I didn't know Andy was
hard up “ ( a strange thing to say ) ... Let me state for the record that this is not about
the money, it’s about the principle. It was wrong at the time and its wrong now.
My departure from the band left me with a bad taste in my mouth, using John Loder as
the mouthpiece.... and no word from any of you.
Its like the 3 monkeys : If I don't say, see or hear it, I have no responsibility, and I'm
all right Jack.
I am shocked and disappointed at Pete’s having been scape-goated for his refusal to
back down and concur with the new proposals. His tenacity and strong convictions
merely being seen as stubborn and disruptive for the sake of it.
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Pete’s performance at the QEH gig seems to have elicited a surprising response ( re:
Pen’s notes to accompany the re-issues ) and leads me to question whether this is
being used as the justification for the rejection of Pete’s proposals and his attempts to
reach an agreement.
Divide and rule seems to have been the DH tactic from the start.
Pen and Gees treatment of Joy in this same vein is also symptomatic of the way
problems were dealt with at DH when I lived there,
i.e.: You have a problem, you deal with it.
Not... ‘a problem aired is a problem shared’.
The opposite to the ideals of trust and communality that I thought we were trying to
live by.
Obviously there is more at stake here than the re-packaging, royalties, copyright etc.
and perhaps the strong feelings that have emerged may not be resolved . But the issues
that can be resolved could be dealt with more fairly and openly. Without hierarchy,
but following the ideals of trust and equality that we all set out to honour when we set
up the band.
Gee’s recent postcard to Joy saying that ; as she had not received a reply she assumed
that we are “not bothered” and therefore they would go ahead with the re-issue, is
unacceptable.
I am bothered. The new product should not be released without agreement from us all.
To Pen and Gee I say at present- either you're not listening or you don't care.
Prove me wrong.
Lets have a meeting, just the 8 of us, no arbitrator, and sort this out once and for all.
Love,
Andy
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29/7/09
Andy,
I managed to find a website that translated files, since there is no download to change
from 'odt' to 'doc'. So I've read your excellent letter.
Very impressed.
I found what you said refreshingly direct - refreshing for me. I'm not really on the
sharp end of it. And I think your idea of just saying what you want rather than
deconstructing other people's letters is a wise move, especially since Joy has taken
some pains to straighten Steve out a bit.
It really made me start thinking about how a conversation between us all might go. It's
as well to be prepared.
I think it would be good if everyone understood before any 'meeting' that our 'default'
position for the catalogue is that, since we are looking for agreement to do anything,
major disagreement would mean doing nothing - packing it in, as Phil says.
That should free us up from any 'ultimatums' or demands to modify what has been
done. It should be clear that the revamp is dead in the water (whatever that means). If
this is clearly understood, I think there might be a possibility of agreeing to continue
the CDs as they were in the interim, or to green them up as you suggest. If we're
starting from zero and working up, with a possibility of interim production through
somebody or other, there can be no horse trading of 'I'll let you do that, if you let me
do this'. The Peel session, photos, illustrations, web site, etc, are completely different
and are unrelated, later considerations.
I'm glad you decided to state that you should have 1/8. That puts a whole different
complexion on Joy, Phil and me having said it, shifting things, as you say, firmly and
inescapably into the realm of principle. The, 'I can't afford to let Andy have a share'
will have to become, 'I can afford to stop Andy having a share'. It's been a long time
coming, mate.
Now I come to think of it, there is even a faint prospect of Penny and Gee learning to
abandon their proprietorial impulse, and realize that by sharing they lose nothing and
can still articulate as they wish.
Thanks for taking the heat off me. I appreciate that. With you and Joy defining my
input in all this, what has been said against me by Steve et al, may make for a humbler
and quieter conversation in the future, since our cooperation is now required to leave
that unpleasantness out of any dealings we all have.
All in all, we may move on. It's in their hands now.
Thanks again
love pete
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Posted on line www.punknews.org/article/34328

(interviews)

Interview by: Ollie Mikse. Photos by Eric of Dogseat (www.dogseat.org) and the Southern Records
website (www.southern.com)
Hello?
Penny, this is Ollie.
Right, hi.
Nice to meet you.
Yeah, sort of.
How are things?
How are things? It’s about to storm. It’s a warm midsummer’s day. I’ve been gardening all day and it’s
about to storm. We haven’t had any rain for three months, really. So, that’s where we are.

Let’s get started. How involved are you still with
anything Crass related. Do you oversee anything that gets put out and are you consulted in any
way?
Yeah, that’s very complex story; one that’s become more complex over the last few months. I’ve spent
the last year remastering all of the Crass material. Gee has spent the last year redesigning all the Crass
material. It was stuff which we felt that we wanted to make an absolute statement; the old CDs were
starting to look tired. I wanted to do something as in-your-face as the stuff appeared to be 30 years ago,
and with modern mastering techniques of course that’s possible, so more of the sound the band had,
because we used to have to compress things so heavily in the days of vinyl, and that became the sound.
So, I’ve been working on that for a year, and I started about this time last year and just finished around
March when one of the band members really objected to what I had done. In the past I had always been
in the studio reworking stuff, realigning it, and Gee has always worked on the artwork and developed it
without any question from anyone in the band. On this occasion it’s caused an absolute row, and that
has actually led to, whether this is good news for you or bad news for you or worse, but basically
probably the end of all Crass releases. It’s led to a sort of acrimonious battle between members of Crass
which seems unresolvable.
What kind of problems exactly?
Well, they’re very very complex. Initially, people were saying no they didn’t want anything changed,
which is absurd because I’ve been changing it by degrees over the last 30 years. Whenever we had to
do a rerelease or reconsideration, subtle changes would be made, and what - basically in the end after
considerable debate and discussion - it sort of basically boils down to one of the members of the band
feeling that the relationships within the band when the band existed weren’t realistic, weren’t real. I
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think it’s a profound misconception because my belief is that any group of people is going to have
personal problems within the group. And, those are things that were attempted to resolve, and maybe
they do resolve and maybe they don’t resolve them, but either way what we represented as a band is
what I still firmly believe in. Obviously I’ve advanced in my thinking since those days.
Fundamentally what Crass had to say was - and is – worthwhile. It has a value and represents some
form of hope, and some alternative, especially for young people who are generally getting consensual
media shite in their face all the time. And so, that seems to me to be the point. We did it successfully in
the frame point of “This is what we wanted to say” and we did it honestly. And this particular member
is insisting that we might have done that, but because our relationship is flawed - as I believe most
relationships are - he’s not prepared to accept my remastering or the redesign, because in his view to do
that is to open some form of Pandora’s box. Meaning that if anything changes from how it was, then
basically he feels he will have to fundamentally go publicly into the attack, which he’s welcome to do.
I’m completely unconcerned on that level. The horrible thing about it is that it’s also led to the demise
of Southern Records. I don’t know if that’s news at all within the public world, but basically a Southern
studio is having to close down.
I know that the US division is not functioning anymore.
That closed down at the beginning of this year. Now the British offices are closing down. Allison is
hoping to keep some of the people she’s worked most closely with like Iain MacKaye, us, Bluurg, the
various band with which she’s had personal relationship with. She’s hoping to start a much smaller
company, to promote press, and help out bands, but it seems to me that in all probability Crass won’t be
among them. Probably, you’ve seen the last manufactured product of Crass’.
I intend quite possibly to build together the remastered tracks and the artwork, and arrange some sort of
free download for people so people can have the last year of my work and Crass’ work. What Gee and
myself have thought to be a re-challenge, because this acrimony within the band - it meant that Allison
wasn’t really able to – all of these things should have been released by now, about a month ago. The
whole six albums, remastered and redesigned, should have been released, and had they been then quite
possibly Southern might had survived. To me it’s a tragedy.
John Loder who set up the studio in the first place - he was a very old friend of mine - we worked
together for years before the whole punk thing came along; working in an avant-garde outfit. Now, that
basically turned into Southern studios and Southern records, and a sort of achievement within the
alternative DIY scene. Basically, that’s the end of it, which I think is a fucking tragedy. Partly, because
there’s unresolved situations in the band. It seems awful that 30 years down the line something like this
happens. So, that’s the outline now.
You mentioned that you’ve been making changes over the years. What kind of changes? Are we
talking mixing differences?
No, never mixing differences. Mastering differences. In the sense, obviously mastering programs have
gotten better and better, particularly over the last 5 or 6 years. You can almost remix, really. One of the
things I was very pleased with was that I was able to pan out stuff more, and for the first time ever you
can actually hear the guitars properly which is a massive achievement. Because the first mixes that I
did, I’ll gladly acknowledge the fact that I think I undermixed the guitars. Well, you can actually hear
them now. It’s amazing, that you’re able to draw out all sorts of bits of sound which had been
submerged. Even Steve [Ignorant]’s vocals are much clearer. Quite stunning differences.
Crass did all of their recording themselves. What obstacles presented themselves when you first
started doing your recordings?
We did them with John. And now I’ve worked with John Loder for years and years before crass ever
happened. In fact, we used to have this act that was an avant-garde noise band in the late ‘60s.
Was that Exit?
Yeah, for which John just had an old office recorder which is what we first used to record. And it sort
of grew from that. As we used to tour quite a lot in the university circuit it was a highly radical band.
More than Crass. Over the years we sort of gathered equipment together until we had got a small four
track studio, initially. Then I lost touch with him for a couple of years after Exit folded, and started
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doing Crass with Steve. Then, I thought after 6 months of Steve and myself just fucking about at Dial
House and making a lot of noise and having a bit of a laugh about it, I thought I’d get in touch with
John and see whether he had the recording facility still, which he did. Then, as that grew, as the band
grew and it seemed like we were going to do something, he got an 8 track. He had a lot of skill. He was
the sound engineer for Exit, and then he became the studio engineer for Crass, and I’d learnt along the
line as well. I think Exit were on the road for 2 or 3 years and we got used to playing around with the
machines and building knobs basically.
It seemed like you guys were constantly recording and writing. How were albums released?
Would the band buckle down and write a record, or would the stuff that had been recorded up to
that point be collected as the next record?
Ah…it sort of varied. It seems like I did most of the writing, progressively. I think Steve wrote quite a
large amount of Feeding the 5000 that we put together to play our first gigs. Feeding the 5000 was
actually almost exactly the set as we would play it in those days. After that, Stations came about
because we thought we ought to make a second album, so people wrote bits and pieces, but it
progressively got more centered into “Why are we doing it?” and “What are we trying to say?” Penis
Envy came out as a feminist album and Yes Sir I Will which was a direct response to the Falkland
wars. The words always came first. We didn’t do a song unless we got words. I know some bands get a
tune and stick words to it. We were reduced to working the other way around.
Crass have used the word Christ in a lot of their releases, like Christ The Album, Christ the
Bootleg, Christ the Movie, and Christ Reality Asylum. Could you talk a bit about what the word
Christ meant to the band?
I can’t talk about what the word meant to the band, I can only talk what the word meant to me. “Christ
Reality Asylum”, which is the first single that we did, was taken from a book I had written before Crass
was even thought of. It was a book called Christ Reality Asylum and the Pomme De Printemps, which
is “apple of spring” in French. I wanted to put out a single which was really seminal. For me, a lot of
what I wrote for Crass was sort of founded in that book before Crass; a lot of the subjects that Crass
went to deal with, like patriarchy, and the state, and capitalism. It was all pretty much dealt with in
“Christ Reality Asylum”. For me, it was my punk teat that I sucked. “Reality Asylum” was written in
the beginning of 1977 with copious amounts of wine. It was a complete sort of catharsis for me. That
was why it was the first track on Feeding on the first release we ever made. I think a lot of my anger
and political views were sort of stated in a sort of way in Reality Asylum. That’s why it stuck with it. I
suppose that because I wrote a large majority of the material that Crass performed - I wrote like 60% of
the songs - it was seen as a tendency for certain ideas to dominate, I suppose. And, that’s as good an
answer as any I can give to that.
There are a lot of Crass recordings and media in general that are still unavailable, like
Thathergate, and flexis, and so on. Any plans of making this stuff available to people?
Apart from records?
Well, has everything Crass ever recorded been released?
No, one of the things I added to the remastering is that I’ve included all sorts of bits and pieces,
outtakes, bits of dialogue, one or two tracks which never made it onto disc. One of the things I was
trying to do in the remastering and repackaging was to get everything out that we had recorded that
seemed to be worthwhile, like dialogues going on and bits of pieces of stuff that I found. Over the last
year we listened to every single tape we made at Southern, which was a lot of work. So that stuff is
stuff that got past the sort of net and is now on those remasters. If they get rereleased via the internet,
then all that stuff will be on there.
What about footage of performances, or live recordings, or that documentary that was released
on British television?
It wasn’t released on British television it was Dutch television. I think you can find that on the internet.
I’ve only been able to find the first 9 minutes.
Oh yeah? That’s probably enough…
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[Laughs on both side]
We wouldn’t release that, because it wasn’t our material to release in the first place. Anything that we
have, or we own, we intended to make available. We wanted to set up an archive which would be part
of this remastering, which would let people download at cost or free all of the live recording we’ve got,
of which there are bag loads of the bloody things. Most of them are roughly unlistenable, but
nonetheless they’re there. There is tons of stuff, and I’ve been plowing through it. Again, with the
closure of Southern and possibly the closure of Crass I don’t know what the fuck we’re going to do,
whether or not maybe we might set up the archives. I really don’t know at the moment. It seems a great
shame that a lot of stuff hasn’t gotten through. We’ll see…
Is any of this stuff going to include the footage that you guys would play during concerts?
Well, what’s happened to that material is that Gee and myself have restarted a label called Exit Stencil.
It’s a label that has existed since the ‘60s. I mean, we would publish little booklets and pamphlets under
Exit Stencil. We decided we’re going to restart that, and some of the releases like Acts of Love is going
to be released on that, a very long reading I did of the book Christ Reality Asylum, some of the stuff
I’m doing now is going to be on that. So we’ve got that facility, and that’s something that we’re
working on with Allison. That’s definitely going to happen. Anything which isn’t Crass, we will be
releasing through Exit Stencil.
Steve Ignorant has recently performed the Feeding of the 5000 without any contributions from
the rest of band. What are your thoughts on this?
Initially I was very annoyed about it. I thought, “What the fuck is he doing that for?” I rang him up and
we had a long chat about it. Initially, I was going to be heavy saying, “I don’t like the idea, it sounds
like a commercial gig, you’re not getting my blessing, and you can’t use my songs.” Then I thought,
“Oh fucking hell, I don’t mind anyone else using my songs, so why should I object to Steve doing
something.” I think it’s something he wanted to do. He wanted to make his own statement. He’s
particularly proud of that album. He did more writing for that album like any other. I didn’t go; I think
some of the other members did go. I didn’t want to see it. I gave it my blessing in the sense that I said,
“Have a good time, and I hope it works out.” I understand that, in some respect, it must have been a
disappointment to some people and I respect that. For me it was sort of a disappointment, but I know
Steve well enough to know what whatever he does he really puts his heart and soul into it. I know he
didn’t make bins of money, if anyone thinks he was doing it for money. He probably paid his expenses.
And I do believe that his intentions were honest. It wasn’t something I would have done, or something I
would support. Initially I was quite angry at the time, but then I thought, “Oh, fucking hell. Lay off,
Penny.”
Looking online, there are sites that are selling Crass merchandise like shirts, buttons, and stuff
like that. Is this material authorized by the band in any way?
No.
Do you guys get a check or any payment?
No. Steve does one particular set of t-shirts. The subject I’m not interested in, and don’t know much
about. I know Steve does some, and I can’t remember the company. It’s an American company,
actually…
I think it’s Machete.
Yes. I think Steve has the deal on that. It certainly doesn’t have the support of me or probably anyone
else in the band. I don’t know what anyone else thinks about it.
Did you guys ever have merchandise like that when you went on tour?
No, what we would do was to tell people to go and do their own, which is very easy. Just cut a stencil,
get some car paint, and spray it. Sometimes what we would do was to hand out sheets that people could
cut with a blade into a stencil. Usually it would be the same stuff that Eve and I would spray in the
metro in London.
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Does it concern you that this merchandising might be marketing Crass as another commodity?
Well, it does concern me. Of course it does, but then it doesn’t concern me enough to do anything
about it, because you can’t do anything about it. There’s no way you can get to these people. It
concerns me most when it’s someone like fucking Versace or DKNY or whatever. When those big
fashion calendars rip us off then that fucking pisses me off something rotten. You can’t get to them,
they’ve got the biggest lawyers, the big money, and I’m broke. How can I deal with it? I can’t go to a
lawyer. They know that, and they can screw us to the ground. I mean, fucking David Beckham wearing
a Crass t-shirt. Great! One of the richest men in Britain wandering around with a fucking Crass t-shirt. I
could kill the fucker [laughs].
In George Berger’s book he does a good job of putting Crass in perspective of what they meant in
their time. Now it’s been 25 years since Crass disbanded. In hindsight, how do you see the band
and the role it played it its active period? What was its main purpose then and did the band
achieve it?
Well, no, we didn’t achieve global revolution. We didn’t achieve what we would have loved to have
seen. I think that we, on a mundane level, put a very big thorn on the side of the Thatcher government.
We tested their patience and their nerve. On a deeper level than that, I think we inspired thousands of
people across the world into reconsidering their stance in life. I think that we encouraged people to
understand that they could make choices. And I think that that inspired all sorts of things. I think that
our involvement in the sort of Stop the City riots in the early 80s in London, which were the first sort of
youth riots as such that have ever occurred in this country, and that certainly inspired a whole
generation of street activists. And anyone can still see the effect of that now in the global camp, and
global warming camp, and anti-capitalist movements, etc.
So yeah, I think we created a lot of patents and a lot of voices in different areas from vegetarianism,
and feminism, and a lot of it has been sucked in the mainstream which is good. At least it means people
are looking at different options. Ultimately, I supposed we imagined we could inspire or inflame some
sort of mass insurrection. I still wake up in the morning and want to inspire mass insurrection but
nothing changes.
Another thing that George Berger did was he set up Adam and the Ants as a sort of antagonist to
you guys. In your perspective was there any sort of rivalry between the two bands?
[Laughs] Absolutely not. I mean Steve used to take the piss out of Adam by putting an elastic plaster
over his nose before a gig sometimes. But no, Adam is sort of a pop star, wasn’t he? He was just
another rock and roll hero, wasn’t he? So no, there was no competition at all. He was a sort of a media
puppet, basically.
Moving onto another topic: what’s the current status of Dial House today and what are the daily
activities at Dial House like?
Ah, well I got up at about 6:00 this morning and I’ve been working in the garden all day, sort of
trimming hedges, cutting grass, and planting vegetables. That’s sort of an average day, if I’m not
working in my shed. I spend half of my time away from Dial House now. I’ve got a partner down in
Wales who did live here until about 2 years ago, and then she moved, so I moved with her. But still, I
spend half my time here.
At the moment we’re going through reassessment. Over the last six year we’ve had a lot of internal
disagreements, reconsiderations, reevaluations, and at the moment that process is still going on. It still
operates, we still run workshops, and people still visit. It’s absolutely unpredictable as to what one day
will bring. You don’t know who’s going to be at the breakfast table, in your bed, or in the garden. It’s
worked as it always has. It was never an organized commune. I don’t like the idea of organization. The
whole idea of Dial House was that it was an unconditional situation. I’ve never imposed any sort of
rules, I mean yes it’s a vegetarian household, but beyond that there’s no principles or such. I’ve always
believed that people have to sort out and root through their own life and through Dial House if that’s
part of their life. So it’s directionless, basically. Things happen just in the spur of the moment.
What’s the mains struggle in maintaining a place like Dial House these days?
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Money. That’s a crap thing to have to say, but I mean we still owe a lot of money. So, we basically live
in permanent debt. At least it’s to friends, but we’re not getting any younger, and at the moment we’re
not getting any closer to paying that debt.
At the moment, it’s trying to figure out how it is we want it to continue. It’s gone through many phases
over its many years. It’s existed as an open house for 40 years now, and has become quite empty and
it’s because nothing’s happening. I mean, things are happening, but in the sense that it’s not something
happening as a group situation like Crass or Exit or any other things we’ve done here. Just as the whole
Crass thing is up for grabs at the moment in terms of ideas, also Dial House is going through hard times
reconsidering its role. Where we come in next, if you like…
Based on that, is it more difficult to run Dial House today than it was three decades ago?
Oh yeah. There’s no question. Increasingly. We fight values, economic climates, etc, but really,
attitudes as well. Dial house existing in one of the most up and coming…. When I moved here 40 years
ago this was a backwater and its now becoming progressively money-oriented. The whole country side
has been bought up by wealthy people wanting wealthy homes. We’ve been under fire for years, as you
probably know, for years with people trying to get us out so they can make huge amounts of money on
the house. The place looks like an anachronism. It doesn’t look like anything else around it. Everything
has big iron gates, lions on the fucking walls and security lights, and this place looks like it did 100
years ago. Increasingly it looks so ludicrously out of place and ludicrously out of time. It shouldn’t be
there [laughs].
I would think you guys have been doing it so long that it would get easier. It seems like it’s getting
harder and harder.
Well, I’m not any younger. One of the key points, in Crass’ time, I was 32 or something like that. And
a lot of people at 32 probably haven’t got anywhere to go or are still looking around. I think one of the
problems now is that Gee and myself are both in our 60s now. Obviously it’s harder for very young
kids to come here. What do they want to sit around with a couple of old fogs for? I know that sounds
absurd. In attitude we’re not but in experience we are. I think that’s part of the problem. Obviously
most people our age are pretty settled by now and have sorted their lives out. My life is less sorted out
now that it’s ever been in my life. I don’t know where I live, I’m absolutely broke, etc, etc. Which I’m
very happy about, I have to say. I feel more out on a limb than when I was 20. You think things are
going to get easier and better as you get older, but they got harder and worse for me. Well, I like that.
Well everything’s falling apart, well that’s great because I’ll have to learn. And I am learning, so it’s
worthwhile, but it’s certainly not how I imagined it would be [laughs].
Let’s switch topics and talk a little about you. You collaborated with Japanther last year on their
album Tut Tut Now Shake Ya Butt. It seems like such a strange fit. How did this come about?
I don’t think it’s that strange. I met Ian and Matt about 5 or 6 years ago. I was doing a literary tour,
reading or performing my poetry, and they were doing their punk tour, and for some reason we ended
up in the same place one evening. I actually started talking with Ian and Matt before they started to
perform and I just really liked their attitude. They were talking a lot about how it was they performed
and both of them - particularly Ian - were talking about how they worked themselves in a form of
trance to perform. He has to be completely in a sort of shamanistic place to be able to perform which is
exactly how I do my poetry performance. Unless I can work myself into that sort of strange space then
I actually find it very difficult to do any form of performance because I just feel, “Why am I standing
here reading a fucking poem?” If I can work myself into a sort of magical shamanistic shape, then I can
perform, because then I don’t get in my way anymore.
Anyway, I really liked what Ian and Matt were talking about. They got up and do their set at this gig it
was Minsk in Germany, and I thought, “Shit, I’m going to go up and do some.” So I got up there with
them and did some of my rant poetry stuff. I don’t think they even noticed I was there. It was pretty
nice. We just sort of really liked each other and, so we said, “We must do something some time.”
Then I was in New York about 3 years ago and I got in touch with them and I was doing stuff with the
Bowery poets another 2 or 3 gigs. I said, “Why don’t you boys come and we’ll do some stuff
together ,” which we did. I had come over with a giant saxophonist and they’d join with their drums
and bass.
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About two years back we did a one week opera in New York. That was really great; sold out every
night with me doing poetry and them doing their thing., which is largely what the album is. The album
is pretty much what we performed as an opera minus of course the dances and the sort of crazy
dinosaur models and general madness of the club. It went for 6 nights so we did what we wanted. It
was a multi media event which was fantastic. When we recorded the album, we went off and we did 3
or 4 gigs in Connecticut and the Bronx and they would just get up on stage and do it, which is great.
There wasn’t any show about it at all. Quite the opposite: just the three of us doing it. It was really good
fun.
Have you heard the final product in its entirety?
Yes.
What do you think of it?
I really like it.
Yeah it’s one of my favorite albums of last year. It’s just so different!
Yeah [laughs]
Everything just fits so beautifully together.
It’s a very very strange combination, but it works. I felt quite honored, actually, that a couple of really
young guys wanted to work with me. I do this sort of poetry normally with jazz musician and, really,
people find it very difficult. I was doing a regular monthly spot in the Vortex Club in London, which is
one Britain’s leading modern jazz clubs, and people just couldn’t make heads or tails of what the fuck I
was on about. I mean the players really enjoyed it, but the audience… I mean I never had punks in the
audience. They really gave up on me a long time ago. But even jazzers couldn’t work out what the fuck
I was on about, so it was really great for me when I met up with them and we just sort of gelled
together.
Yeah, I thought it worked really well. They did all the beats and stuff, and I did my poetry. I was really
pleased with them. I’m hoping we’ll do some more stuff eventually some time.
Throughout the years you’ve been in many bands, produced many albums, performed poetry,
and written articles. What’s your main creative output these days?
Writing has been my main creative outlet most of my life. The things that I really like doing are
writing, making love, gardening, climbing mountains, and I suppose that I do all of those things, and I
don’t put one as more important than another. Like you were saying earlier, that things seem to be
getting harder rather than easier, well my thinking gets harder. I think it’s strange as I get older. I’ve
gotten really interested in quantum physics recently like the whole idea of transferons and matter being
no matter at all etc, etc, etc, and that’s the sort of stuff I can just spend days and days sitting in the
garden thinking about.
So, I mean I think for me creativity is not one thing. I hope that I live a creative life. Everything I do I
hope is creative, whether it’s making bread, or making love, or making art, or making whatever. I aim
to make it fulfilling and creative, because I think creativity is the only real gift you can make. I love
cooking, for example. I don’t think you can do anything more lovely for other people than make them a
meal, and make them a beautiful meal. I love the idea of doing these carefully and beautifully.
transferors Can you tell us about some projects that you’re working on now or plan to release?
Yeah, I’ve just finished putting together one of the recordings I did that I was mentioning at the Vortex.
It’s got Eve Libertine opening. It’s a thing called In the Beginning, which is a long poetic work with
four tenor sax players, bass, and drums, so a pretty unusual jazz outfit. The idea is that the creation of
the word - it’s Eve inventing the language - inventing the word, and then the second half of the poem is
me bemoaning. How is it that there are so many fuck awful words like torture, murder, rape? In a
lovely world there wouldn’t be all those horrible words because there wouldn’t be those horrible things.
I went through a dictionary and wrote down all those words that mean horrible things. There’s an awful
lot of them. That’s one project.
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I’m remixing a recording I did three years ago of Eve performing one of Jack Kerouac’s poems with a
jazz outfit. I’m planning two other poetic releases, again with jazz players. I’m looking on and thinking
about working with classical soprana and that sort of stuff. And this will be with the Exit Stencil
label ,which I mentioned earlier. I’ve already got the four albums ready to be released. They’ll be
released in the second half of this year. And then hopefully if this works, and if Allison doesn’t go
completely broke, then hopefully Exit Stencil is going to become the new outlet. Interestingly, I’ve also
mastered a recording of Exit I did in 1972.
In the book The Trouble with Music, Mat Callahan talks in depth about music and what role in
has in society and what it means, or should mean, to people. He makes a powerful statement that,
were capitalism to be removed from music, that it would actually be advantageous for it, because
all the music that there would be left would be one that is made out of pure enjoyment. What is
your perspective on how music should circulate, and do you agree with Mat Callahan’s
argument?
Well yeah. When someone tells me, “I’m a professional writer,” for example, then that’s a way of
telling me they’re not actually a writer, they’re a professional. Well I think it’s the same with
musicians. If someone tells me, “I’m a professional musician.” I think, “What the fuck are they talking
about?”
It seems to me that all arts, whether it’s writing, or music, or painting must come from a certain love
and desire to express and the desire to share that expression in some way or other and certainly money
is the very last consideration that should be made. So therefore I find it very upsetting when people talk
about being professional because I don’t understand why they’re telling me that. So yeah,
fundamentally, yeah I would agree with that statement. Why else do it? I mean, if you want money
become a banker, well not these days… Become a robber!
Radiohead did this thing a few years back where they let people pay what they wanted for their
album, and they got some backlash because people say it undermines music to do that. Many
bands are against this formula.
I think it’s a very beautiful formula. In doing any sort of the work, if there’s costs, it’s nice to get the
money back. To some extent, I justify the fact that we used to charge for our records. We couldn’t
afford to give them away so we sold them for as cheap as we possibly could. The whole picture has
changed dramatically because of the internet. It’s something I haven’t engaged with or looked at
seriously enough. I mean, I only got access to the internet myself about 6 months ago. I’ve always
avoided sort of new technologies, but I’m getting more interested. Sort of like the Crass archive was
one of the ideas that we would put up on the download facility and see how much it would cost us to do
it, and if people wanted to contribute towards that cost, they would do so, and we would be very
grateful, but the idea was that people could decide themselves. Sadly, there’s no way around if one’s
doing hard copies. For example the remasters were going to be packaged with a 100 page book with
illustrations and typesetting, and in a small box, and that was going to cost a lot of money to do, and
would cost a lot of money for us to market and cover our cost.
I think that the danger with the internet is knowing where stuff is coming from. I think it’s a brilliant
idea. If things get sorted out with us and Southern, those are the sort of the things we’ll look at.
It’s surprising how many people are against it.
Well, for example, a lot of people criticized us back in the early 80s for selling records cheap, because
they couldn’t afford to do records so cheap, because they weren’t selling so many. One of the reasons
we were able to sell our records so cheap is that we were selling so many records that we actually could
cover the cost to do that much more readily and quickly. So that put other people out of business.
There’s always arguments. It would have been ridiculous for us to say, “Sorry, we shouldn’t sell
cheaply, we’ll sell at regular price.” If we sold at regular price we’d be fucking millionaires. And then
we’d be criticized for being fucking millionaires or capitalist pigs! There’s no way around it.
People had made it through the internet to an audience using the same sort of principles as we do. As
technology gets better and more easily useable than I think that other people are going to find better
ways. In that sense, I like this new form of democracy which the internet gives, which I haven’t been
able to get until recently.
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Winding down with some lighthearted questions, do you keep up with new music these days?
What do you listen to?
I listen more to jazz than anything else. I listen to a lot of classical music. I don’t listen to punk very
often. It doesn’t particularly interest me. I have been listening to Anthony and the Johnsons, the new
one, and I think it’s brilliant. I like his poetry. I like his voice. I think it’s a very interesting album.
I actually find that the heart and soul of modern jazz to be closer to what punk used to be about than
what punk is about nowadays. That’s why I work with modern jazz musicians, and that’s who I listen
to mostly.
What’s your favorite album that you put out Crass Records
Oh dear. I guess they all were.
Even that collection of demos?
Oh yeah, Bullshit! I think it was fabulous, because that was one of the things I wanted to be released. I
loved them because that was what people were actually doing. It wasn’t bands going to studios and
pretending to be rock and roll bands. It was people in garages and sheds, and making noise and doing
their own thing. I think they’re fabulous - those albums - and I’d love to do it again.
What Crass recording are you most proud of?
All of them.
Well, that’s it, Penny. It’s really been an honor.
Good, I enjoyed it.
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- airing the armpit ***
‘Art and nothing but art.’
Nietzsche
***

Friedrich

When in 1977 Steve Ignorant and myself were mucking about making unpleasant
noises in the music-room of Dial House (the open house community which I had founded in
1968), we had little care for any future beyond where our next pack of tobacco might come
from. For certain, neither of us would in our wildest dreams have imagined that over a
quarter of a century later we would be embroiled in a battle over the whose, whats and
wheres of what very soon was to become Crass.
Despite Steve’s view that the avant-garde to which I subscribed was bullshit, and my
view that the rock’n’roll to which he alluded was banal, we managed to work together with
surprising humour and harmony (greatly helped by the ingestion of substances legal and
not). Steve had written a few songs to sing, and I had set them to drum beats. We were
thoroughly amused by our efforts and that, we thought, was just about that. But then other
people started turning up and we found ourselves becoming what some might have
considered a ‘proper’ band with all the ‘serious’ consequences that anything proper seems to
impose. Not least amongst these were the differences given to detail by the various band
members. Over the years (particularly those after Crass had disbanded) those differences
became more and more apparent. In the vignette below I have attempted to fictionalise
something of the origin and nature of those differences and the manner in which they were
resolved (or not).
Everyone has their own version of any given situation, that version being that person’s
‘truth’. However, as playing Chinese Whispers so ably proves, truths alter at every hearing
down the line: second hand, third hand, the sound of one hand clapping. Equally, memory
plays tricks or is adapted to suit current requirements. We all like to think that our version of
the truth is the fact of the matter, but such thinking ignores the very real fact that by nature
truth is subjective. Fiction? Faction? They’re one and the same. There is no single point of
view nor single way of saying one thing, but nonetheless, if you don’t like fiction and want
to get down to the faction, I suggest that you leave out the vignette and jump to the section
titled ‘The Main Body’.
That said, I should make it clear that in our early halcyon days together, Steve and
myself hadn’t cared too much about detail. We’d just got on with it. I’m not really quite sure
that either of us knew quite what the ‘it’ was that we were getting on with, but I’m certain of
one thing, it was all a bit of a laugh. But, hey, two’s company and three’s a crowd. So, just in
case there’s any doubt about it, the following vignette is not about Steve and myself. At the
time described, he was in all probability installed in a cosy bar, dragging on a roll-up,
knocking back a lager or two and dreaming of better things to come.
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***
A VIGNETTE
- the roots of entrenchment It’s the summer of 1978. It has been raining in bucket-loads, but now it has stopped.
Two young men are walking together beside the River Thames in Putney, West London.
They look a bit like punks, but not the Kings Road type. The taller of the two carries on his
back a battered bass guitar in an equally battered case. They are talking about the lyrics to a
song which the shorter of the two has just written: ‘do they think guitars and microphones
are just fucking toys?’
‘What do you think they are then?’ asks the taller one.
‘Guns.’ replies the other.
‘No, that’s the wrong message.’
‘Why?’
‘Because we’re pacifists.’
‘In principle, yes. Most people are.’
‘Yeah, very clever.’
‘I’m not suggesting we use them.’
‘Then why mention them?’
‘As a kind of undertone, a metaphoric menace.’
‘That’s not honest. If you’re not prepared to use them, don’t imply that you might.’
‘Oh don’t be so bloody self-righteous. In any case, that’s what the nuclear powers are
doing, isn’t it?
‘What?’ asks the taller one, more as an order than a question.
‘Holding the balance with a common threat.’
‘Yeah, while we suffer the effects.’
‘I don’t.’
‘Well, you’re lucky then, aren’t you? Anyway, I don’t believe you. The whole world is
living
in fear of annihilation and you’ve got the gall to say that you’re not affected.
Bollocks, you’re
just a bullshitter.’
‘Fear is an aesthetic,’ mutters the shorter one, and then, warming to the subject, ‘the
aesthetic of power, intimidation, slavery…’
‘Yeah,’ splutters the other, ‘but in your case it’s an anaesthetic, a fucking opiate.’
‘Yin, yang, thank you, ma’am.’
‘Yeah, well you can stuff your fucking mysticism. Buddha sucks.’
‘Sure, and according to you, so do Jesus, Marx, Thatcher and Richard Baker.’
‘Who?’
‘Richard Baker, whoever he is.’
‘But I never….’
‘You wrote the fucking songs.’
‘I never….’
‘No, you never do.’
In an uncomfortable moment of stillness they stare blankly at each other.
‘Okay, then,’ smiles the shorter one, ‘we’re both right, we’re both wrong. Light and
dark.
You can’t have one without the other.’
‘Bollocks….’
‘Oh, Jesus,’ under his breath.
‘….that’s intellectual compromise. You’re just playing games.’
‘And you, I suppose, are not?’
‘No, I’m fucking not.’
‘Christ!’
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The two punks become silent again. It begins to rain.
‘Guns,’ whispers the shorter one like some kind of carnal incantation.
‘Unprincipled bollocks,’ hisses the other.
‘The play of contradiction. The surreal future. The socialist bane. The licence of
poesy,’ and
then, as a kind of final flourish. ‘Integrity is the resort of fools.’ At which
the taller one as
good as explodes.
‘Oh, fuck off you pretentious git.’
A bus passes by, advertising the good life and splashing their trouser-legs.
‘Bastard,’ shouts the taller one, waving a fist at the retreating bus.
The bus conductor laughs and gives him a V sign from the open deck of the bus.
‘Wanker,’ yells the shorter one, and then, turning to the other, ‘I’m fucking soaked.’
‘Yeah, in your own rhetoric.’
‘How about machine-guns then?’
‘What?’
‘Machine-guns. You know, rata-tat-tat.’
‘Oh, stop prattling.
‘Rattling?
‘Prattling, you fucker,’ and then, dropping the issue like a badly tossed pancake, ‘Oh
fucking
hell, come on, we should be getting back for the sound-check.’
‘Give us a hug then,’ says the shorter one.
‘Why?’
‘Just because.’
The taller one very reluctantly wraps his arms around the other and gives him an
awkward,
half-hearted squeeze.
‘Call that a hug?’
‘It’ll have to do.’
The dialogue between the two punks was never resolved. The guns remained firmly in
place, like a grim afterthought obscuring the source from which it was culled.
‘I never much liked playing there anyway. Guns.’
Meanwhile, Buddha just keeps smiling his inimitable smile.

***
THE MAIN BODY
- ‘a private in a private armpit’ I suspect that anyone reading this article will already know in some form or another the
story of Crass, so I’m not about to repeat it. Quite apart from my book ‘Shibboleth’ and
George Berger’s ‘Story of Crass’ which are both highly personal versions of the truth, the
Crass that the public knows is, generally speaking, the Crass that we the band worked hard
as a corporate body to present (but which many others have sought to misrepresent). Like
‘Shibboleth’, the version that I write here is unavoidably subjective, although unlike
Shibboleth, where to some degree I attempted to adhere to the corporate story, this version is
unapologetically my own.
My mother used to talk about what she considered the important differences between
‘public face and private armpit’. The private armpit was something which she insisted
should be kept strictly to oneself (that, I believe, being the ‘one’ of the Royals). So, while the
Crass that everyone knows is the public face, the life lived at Dial House by the band
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members was the private armpit. And yes, of course many of our aspirations, from global
insurrection to ‘there is no authority but yourself’ were hard, if not impossible, to realise, but
that isn’t to say that we didn’t mean them, ma’am.
Within our collective we often fell short of our ideals, often failed in our good
intentions, but, being anarchist individuals rather than consensual robots, we were able to
take account of that without personal compromise (or so I believed until fairly recently). As
far as private armpits go, of course we had arguments and relationship problems (tell me of
any group of people living so closely together who don’t), but these were more often than
not over-shadowed by the need to nurture and preserve Crass’ public face. This, I felt, was
very nearly a moral responsibility to our many supporters. However, and regrettably as I
have now learnt, this allowed the private armpit to fester unheeded. Was that a failure
between us, or was it one of the necessary sacrifices that are made in any shared
creative/revolutionary endeavour? To this day, I don’t know the answer, but in terms of
‘Crass the Public Face’ there can be no doubt that it worked spectacularly well for seven
years.
After Crass disbanded in 1984, things became more difficult, the common thread
between us was gone and we were each in our own way left with questions of ‘where next?’
Within this perspective, differences became magnified and we began to drift apart, and in
some cases away from the centre of operations, Dial House.
Andy Palmer (B. A. Nana) was first to leave. Taking what seemed at the time to be a
very sensible course of action, he opted to be bought out so that he could return to the visual
arts where he’d left off seven years earlier. I was as good as heartbroken. Yet another dream
seemed to be over.
Having in 1968 founded Dial House as an open house community, the general ‘walk
out’ wasn’t at all what I wanted, but it was what happened and I had to accept it. It had
happened once before at the end of the hippy era, but this time around at least those who left
did so with some kind of financial security.
In 1978, against resistance from some of the band who thought the idea to be ‘a tad too
capitalist’, I had pushed for the creation of our own label, Crass Records. With the assistance
of John Loder (a personal friend who’d created Southern Studios where we had recorded our
first album) the label soon became a flourishing creative concern. Quite apart from wanting
to be able to finance our own projects and those of other radical thinkers, I had hoped that
the label might ensure financial security for the inhabitants of Dial House and/or any of
those of the band who might one day choose to move on. In all respects the project proved
unexpectedly successful.
Over the years since our disbanding, Dial House and its residents have remained
central as the socially perceived public face of Crass, as if you can’t have one without the
other, which is, of course, partly, if not largely, true. As other members of the band created
new lives for themselves, Steve, Gee and myself struggled with the heritage left behind. It
wasn’t easy: letters continued to arrive in sack-loads, the telephone continued to ring,
visitors continued to turn up at all hours, and decisions had to be made as to how a now
inoperative band could continue to present a public face.
Note: after Steve finally left Dial House, Gee and myself increasingly became seen by the
general public as some sort of guardians of the Crass dream. It was a role that both of us
were reluctant to play, but out of loyalty to what we then believed Crass had been, we did
the best we could. Having often very different views on anything from the future of Dial
House to the meaning of revolutionary politics to tree pruning, it became almost insulting
that so many people appeared to bunch us together as a single entity. In the context of the
conflicts described later in this article, that bunching became particularly painful. Yes, of
course we continue to work together as artists, our respect for each other as such being, I
believe, mutual, but beyond that we are both very much individuals in our own right (and,
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regrettably, wrongs). To bunch us together, as so many do, will serve no purpose in
simplifying the complexity of the issues described later.
So then, to return to my story. Steve and myself had by default created a ‘successful’
band which, aided by the business skills of John Loder, had managed to remain solvent
while still being able to air its uncompromising and generally unacceptable ideas. It was a
great achievement of which I was justly proud, but how best could we now go forward?
Looking back on it now, it seems extraordinary that Crass existed in a pre-CD, precomputer age. Our flyers, posters and, indeed, some of our earliest record sleeves had out of
necessity been strictly DIY: hand-produced on typewriters, Gestetners, silk-screens and
anything else we could readily get a hold of. When John first informed me that we should reissue our albums on cassette and CD, I had never either seen or listened to a CD. Surely,
records were black, vinyl and scratched? But no, we had to move on.
From the start it had been one of my responsibilities within the Crass workload to
produce and master our recordings, while Gee had always taken overall responsibility for
artwork and design. It was only natural, then, that over the following years the two of us
would continue to take care of the Crass catalogue, re-mastering the recordings and
redesigning the packaging to fit the frustratingly small format of CDs and utterly ugly one of
cassettes. Neither of us much liked the new technologies: everything about them seemed so
mean and plastic. Gee found it almost counter-creative to have to scale-down artwork from
the grand posters to which we had all become accustomed and, frankly, to my ears, digital
sound was thin and spiky. Because of the extended length of all of our vinyl releases, they
had had to be severely compressed which, more than anything else, limited the bass sound
and overall made them seem rather quiet and distant. The fledgling technology of CDs
seemed to offer no real improvement, indeed, when John and myself first had ‘Acts of Love’
digitised on EMI’s latest state of the art machinery, I found it completely unlistenable. But
vinyl was fast becoming a thing of the past, so it all became a matter of adapt or die.
And that’s how it was over the following years. Every so often John would ring up to
suggest that perhaps it was time for me to re-master this album or for Gee to redesign that
one, but apart from that nothing much happened. Lacking any radical bite, I found it all a bit
drab, but at least it pretty much looked after itself, and Gee, myself and others living in or
passing through Dial House were able at last to concentrate on matters beyond Crass
(sometimes).
Throughout this period I saw and heard little or nothing of the band members apart
from Gee who remained at Dial House, Steve and Eve Libertine who although no longer
residents had stayed in close contact, and Andy who returned to live there for the first of two
short periods. As far as I was aware, everyone was getting on with their lives without much
of a thought for what they had left behind. But just how wrong could I have been?
Then, sometime around 2001, I had a bicycle accident which brought me a little too
close to death to be comfortable. It got me thinking about my own mortality. Never before
having given it a thought, I decided that I should write a will, but when I came to do so I
found that apart from Dial House (which wasn’t applicable because I wanted, as I still do, to
make it into a Trust) I had pitifully little to account for: a carpet or two, a book or three, a
few unpublished novels, poems and essays, and the songs I’d written with Crass which,
because of our policy of anonymity, I was unable to claim as my own. Notwithstanding, I
felt that I could at least do something about the latter, and wrote to all the band members
suggesting that it was perhaps time to drop the anonymity. My suggestion was met with
fierce opposition from bassist Pete Wright who felt that nothing should be changed. There
followed a protracted debate between us over the principles by which the band had operated,
my argument being that we had adopted anonymity not as a principle but as a defensive
measure against the very real threat of individual prosecution over our first single, ‘Reality
Asylum’. That threat was with us no more: we no longer lived together, and half of the band
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appeared in any case to have pretty much divorced themselves from any of the day to day
issues concerning Crass. I felt after all this time that I had the right to claim what was an
important part of my ‘body of work’.
In seeking moral ownership of my songs, I was not looking to change Crass’
established principle that, regardless of how much or how little any one individual might
have written, the profits should be equally shared. This principle had always been (and
remains to this day) central to our operation. What I sought was quite simply the right to
claim in my own name an important (and large) part of what has been my lifetime’s work.
The whole matter eventually came to a head when book publishers Pomona decided that
they wanted to publish the complete works of Crass, ‘Love Songs’. This, I felt, offered the
perfect opportunity to go public over who wrote what, and despite Pete’s continued
opposition (which was by no means mirrored by the majority of the other band members) I
decided off my own back to give Pomona the go ahead. It is a decision that I do not regret,
there is, after all, no authority but yourself. I was, however, warned by Pete that if I stepped
out of line again, I would have to suffer the consequences. Apart from that, things
uninterruptedly bumbled on in the old way, Gee making occasional artwork adjustments and
myself keeping a somewhat jaded ear on matters of sound, all, I might add, without much in
the way of thanks or creative suggestions from anyone.
Shortly after this time, Gee was asked by the London’s Southbank NFT (National Film
Theatre) to screen some of her Crass related films, which she did to great acclaim. This in
turn led to her and myself being asked by the managers of the close-by Queen Elizabeth Hall
to stage an event in opposition to Bush and Blair’s oncoming illegal invasion of Iraq.
Whether or not the organisers hoped that Crass would reform for the event remains a thorny
question, but we did offer each member of the band the opportunity to make individual
contributions to it, which was accepted by everyone but Phil Free who preferred to be
present as audience rather than performer. It is the opinion of many, including myself, that
whereas all the other members of the band entered into the occasion in good grace, Pete
made efforts to sabotage it. In some respects he was successful and, rather than the gig
bringing us all together through a united effort (as Gee and myself had genuinely hoped it
might do), it managed to create a further rift between us. This, however, had little or no
effect on the overall running of Crass Records to which personal conflicts appeared pretty
much immaterial. Nonetheless, I had been made aware that the fragile line between public
face and private armpit was becoming increasingly more vulnerable.
Then, at some point around 2004, John and myself began discussing the possibility of
revamping the entire Crass catalogue. Yes, it was sounding and looking dull. Whereas Crass’
work had once seemed radical and demanding, it had now become lost within the plethora of
pastiches which it itself had inspired; ‘just another cheap product for the consumer’s head’.
By this time, digital technology had improved in leaps and bounds, and John and myself
began to talk excitedly about going back into the studio to re-master the recordings. But then
he fell ill and the project was shelved. One year later, he died. I’d seen a lot of him during
his illness and we’d often fantasised about what we’d do together when he was better. In
every respect, his premature death was a terrible tragedy.
After John’s death, his right-hand-woman of long-standing, Allison Schnackenberg,
took over the running of Southern Studios and its subsidiaries. It was an unenviable task that
I wouldn’t have wished on anyone, and rather than at the time pushing for Crass’ interests
(which, of course, I kept a close eye on), it seemed only right and proper to concentrate on
offering Allison help only where and when she felt it was needed. Eventually she was able to
get the new house of Southern in order, and business returned to normal, albeit with the huge
gap left by John’s death. It was then that she informed me that she wanted to re-release ‘Ten
Notes On A Summer’s Day’, that most enigmatic of Crass’ albums which had been out of
stock for several years. I had never been happy with the digital mastering of ‘Ten Notes’,
John had for some inexplicable reason done it on his own and, frankly, had made a right
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fuck-up of it, so the opportunity to re-master it seemed too good to miss.
Once in the studio, the first task was to stabilise the by now fragile master tapes by
literally ‘baking’ them in a purpose-built oven, thereby making them playable to digital
format. This was a job that had long-needed doing and as we were working on one (‘Ten
Notes’) it seemed to myself and Harvey Birrell (Southern’s extraordinarily skilled and
patient engineer) that it was worth baking and then digitalising all of the Crass tapes. This in
itself proved to be an enormously time-consuming undertaking, baking, copying and then
cataloguing the entire archive, listening to hours upon hours of out-takes, studio chit-chat,
unreleased live recordings and general tape ephemera. It was a long trip down memory lane
which, although necessary, I could quite happily have done without.
When finally we were able to get down to re-mastering ‘Ten Notes’, I was staggered
by the improvements that were now possible through advanced digital technology. Over the
years I had become resigned to thinking that the recorded sound of Crass (which was never
the in-yer-face sound of Crass live) was the one that we’d all have to live with and be
remembered by. Working on ‘Ten Notes’, I quickly became aware of the huge potential for
giving Crass’ recordings some of the vigour and power that I know we possessed on stage.
Having spoken with Allison about my excitement in the studio, she suggested that perhaps I
might like to consider re-mastering the entire catalogue. It was a suggestion about which I
did not have to think twice.
Shortly after starting work on the re-mastering, I was given information by an ‘insider’
from the music business which left me feeling shocked and angry. Ownership of Crass’
songs (of which I was by far the most prolific) had been registered with PRS Music in the
names of Colin Jerwood of Conflict and/or Cherry Red (his publishers). PRS Music (a
merger between MCPS and PRS) is an organisation set up to collect performance and
mechanical royalties on behalf of songwriters. Taking advantage of the fact that for
somewhat obscure ideological reasons no one from Crass had ever registered ownership of
their songs, Colin and Cherry Red had taken it upon themselves to lay claim to them for
themselves which, essentially, was an act of theft. It was, of course, scandalous that monies
due to Crass and/or its individual members was now going into the pockets of these two
parties. Allison immediately set about attempting to put things to rights within the anarchist
camp and the whole messy business is now reaching some kind of resolution. But, excuse
me, did I say ‘anarchist’?
At the same time, I had been talking with Steve, Gee and Allison about the bootlegging
of Crass’ material (Internet and otherwise) and whether or not we wanted to do anything
about it. As it happened, we did. We had never had any serious objections about small-scale
releases from people who’d made recordings of our live gigs, and rarely had we refused
permission when people had had the courtesy to get in touch with us before doing so. Most
of the results sounded pretty crap, but at least they acted as some kind of ‘common archive’
to which we felt we had no real claim. What did appear objectionable were bootlegs like the
John Peel Session which were selling both as vinyl and over the Internet as commercial
products, often in our name. We had always been very free on issues of copyright, but, like
the commercial T shirt manufacturers flogging ‘genuine imitation official merchandise’,
these people were simply taking the piss. Both through PRS Music and through bootlegging,
a lot of money was being made out of Crass’ creativity, and we weren’t seeing a penny of it.
Meanwhile, I know for a fact, the founder members of the band (Steve and myself) were
well broke. Steve’s anthem, ‘Do They Owe Us A Living’, had never seemed so poignant.
It was with these issues in mind that I suggested to Allison the idea of incorporating
material like the Peel Session into the re-mastering programme. By offering this additional
material (chronologically placed and, where necessary, sound enhanced) as bonus tracks on
the re-mastered albums, we could give purchasers of our CDs better value for money while
at the same time undermining the bootleggers’ operations. It seemed an ideal solution to
which Allison agreed with great enthusiasm.
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Since taking over at Southern, Allison had for environmental reasons been attempting
to do away with the predominance of plastic in CD packaging, and had suggested to Gee that
she might like to have a rethink on presentation. If ever there was an appropriate time, this
was it. The re-mastering was achieving far more than ever I could have hoped for: the bass
was louder, you could as good as understand every word of Steve’s machine-gun vocals and,
what’s more, for the first time ever, you could actually hear the guitars. In short, the results
were vibrant and alive. Aware of this, Gee quite rightly felt that she too wanted to contribute
something which on the one hand respected the past, but on the other was not afraid of
radical reinterpretations, and so she set out to mirror the improvements already made in the
recordings.
Further to all this, Allison, Gee, myself and archivist Gordon Wilkins (who has put in
untold hours of unpaid work for the overall benefit of Crass) hatched-up the idea of creating
a website download facility to be called ‘Crass Arkive’. On it, we intended amongst other
things to offer free downloads of the many bootlegs that exist and/or make an optional
charge for the downloading of material on which we had incurred costs. For the sake of
transparency, which we felt was particularly important for the project, costs relating to each
specific download were to be displayed on the site, thereby allowing the purchaser a
considered choice about how much they wished to pay. Once the costs had been covered on
any given download, it would become available free of charge. It was yet another new face
to what we believed could be an exciting future both for Southern and for Crass.
By the beginning of this year, 2009, the first two of the six proposed re-issue albums
were ready for manufacture. Unable to resist the irony, I had titled them ‘The Crassical
Collection’. There was a tangible atmosphere of excitement amongst the staff of Southern.
After years of mild stagnation, things were on the move again. Allison was clearly delighted
with what Gee and myself were coming up with. We had made every attempt to produce
results which we thought would be pleasing both to the band members and to future
purchasers, and felt proud of our efforts. However, I had made what in hindsight was one
very grave mistake.
There is no denying that apart from Steve and Eve (with whom since the Crass days I
had maintained a dialogue), I had not told anyone else from the band about Gee’s and my
work on the re-issues. I had done this firstly because my excitement in the studio had taken
on what seemed like a momentum all of its own, but secondly because I felt almost certain
that had Pete known about the project he would have made every effort to stop it in its tracks
(forgive the pun). At least this way round I’d been able to do the necessary work without
interruption. Nonetheless, what I hadn’t predicted was the degree of vehemence that might
be directed towards Gee, Allison and myself for having dared to attempt to make things
better for us all.
Pete had warned me in the past about stepping out of line, and when Allison forwarded
samples of the proposed re-issues to all the members of the band, he was very quick to
inform us that we’d over-stepped the mark. Despite the fact that for twenty-five years Gee
and myself had been incrementally adjusting and altering Crass’ material with no objection
from any quarter, Pete was now firmly putting his foot down, demanding that everything had
to be left ‘just as it was’. But just as it was when? Gee and myself had been at it for years, so
why choose now to kick up such a fuss? The reaction from the others was varied. Steve and
Eve gave their broad support for the project, while Joy de Vivre and Phil Free had
reservations. Even Andy reappeared on the scene despite having opted twenty-five years ago
to stand outside the affairs of the band. At first he gave Gee and myself his full support, but
later made a sudden and spectacular volte-face to follow Pete’s line of attack.
It could at this stage be appropriate to mention the problems that Southern were facing
at the time. John was no longer around to bale-out the company with personal monies or his
extraordinary business acumen (although, it must be said, his widow Sue continued to be
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enormously supportive whenever she could). For years now the music business had been
fighting a difficult battle with the ‘free for all’ attitudes that seem inherent within digital
technology. The current recession was making things even more difficult. Distributors and
retail outlets were collapsing left, right and centre. Shipping and manufacturing prices were
rising and sales were dropping through a mixture of lack of attractive new product and an
equal lack of purchasing power on the streets. The other labels that Southern represented
were drastically cutting their output. Put simply, the money coming in was no longer enough
to pay the bills. Since John first became ill, Allison had been organically downsizing the
company, and there were just no more cuts to be made. Southern had always been able to
rely for its survival on the strength of its dependable back catalogue, but now even that was
faltering.
There is no question that Allison saw the Crass re-issues (alongside similar work with
other labels in which Southern was in partnership) as one possible way to move forward
where so many others were falling by the wayside. By strengthening its back catalogue,
Allison hoped that Southern would be able to sustain the solvency for which she and her
staff had worked so hard. I felt incredibly pleased that we were able to contribute. Through
Crass’ involvement, John had been able to build up Southern from being a garage studio
producing advertising jingles to a major force within the world of independent music. Like
Gee and myself, Allison felt committed to ensuring a viable future for Southern, for Crass,
and for the many other bands which it supported and represented
From the very start it was clear that Allison was apprehensive about discussing
Southern’s finances with anyone but those who were closest to her. So, needless to say,
Gee’s and my conversations with her on this matter were strictly confidential. However, the
three of us could never in our worst nightmares have predicted the furore that was to come
(and neither had we at that time seriously considered the possibility that Southern might be
forced to close down). Indeed, when later the hitherto controlled animosity between the band
members erupted into full-scale conflict (and despite Gee’s and my encouragement that she
should go public over the matter), Allison still refused to let Southern’s fate become part of
the equation. Further to this, it became increasingly evident that to her the issue of the band
members settling their by then openly exposed differences was something which eclipsed
even the possible collapse of Southern.
And so it was that, bound to confidentiality, Gee and myself were unable to fully
defend ourselves when Pete, Joy and Phil made their objections over the reissues. Notable
amongst these was the accusation that in producing the re-issues I had been ‘commercially
driven’. However, in being bound to confidentiality on the matter of Southern’s financial
predicament, there was no way in which Gee or myself could defend our actions. In any
case, our efforts had, we believed, been for the overall benefit of Crass, Southern and the
thousands of people interested both in our politics and our creativity. However, in attempting
in part to help save Southern’s skin, had we at the same time severely injured the body that
once was Crass?
Over their thirty years’ existence, Southern and Crass had become mutually
interdependent. Quite apart from our business relationship, Allison had become a personal
friend just as John had been before her. I find it almost impossible to consider Crass without
at the same time considering Southern, and vice versa, There was no way in which I was
now going to allow that relationship to be undermined either from within or without. I had
not, however, considered the possibility that Gee’s and my ‘special’ relationship with
Allison and Southern might irreparably damage what was left of our relationship with some
of the other members of the band. Swings or roundabouts? Devil or the deep blue sea? In
attempting to be circumspect, we had opened a Pandora’s box.
In the weeks that followed, the acrimony grew out of all proportion to the issue of the
re-issues. Whatever attempts Allison made to reconcile the various injured parties, the whole
matter was drifting towards deadlock. Regardless of what anyone else might have thought
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about the re-issues, Pete wasn’t going to have it and neither, it now appeared, was Joy (at
this stage Phil had gone silent and Andy had still to make his turnaround).
Feeling not a little desperate, I wrote an extremely lengthy letter to all the members of
the band in an attempt to explain my reasons for having acted as I had. In that letter I
apologised for not having informed them earlier about what Gee and myself were up to, but
to no effect. I also attempted as discreetly as possible to explain the crucial nature of Crass’
relationship with Allison’s ‘new improved’ Southern and the importance that the proposed
re-issues held within that. Again to no effect. For the record, this letter was given the full
support of Andy to whom I had forwarded a copy for his consideration before sending it on
to the other band members.
Then, taking great caution not to compromise Allison’s confidentiality, I wrote to Joy
and Phil (but not Pete whose intractability I accepted as immovable) in an attempt to let
them know of the dire financial straights in which Southern found itself. Allison had by then
informed me that there was every chance that Southern would soon be closing down. I
couldn’t tell Joy and Phil the whole truth, but I had hoped that what I was able to say might
give them some idea of the whole picture. It didn’t.
Then, out of sheer exasperation I wrote to Pete saying ‘You want to keep things as they
were. I’ll tell you how they were. They were a lie, because that’s what you are making them
into’. He responded by coldly informing me that I was right (in everything but my use of
tense). ‘Yes’, he wrote, looking not to Crass’ public face but to the private armpit of Dial
House, ‘it was a lie’. To make his point, and largely ignoring Crass’ very real achievements,
he then isolated various specific personal confrontations that had occurred between us at
Dial House whilst conveniently turning a blind eye to other situations which, although
maybe not so outwardly dramatic, had equally affected the delicate balance of our lives
together.
It was around this point that Andy made his dramatic volte-face. It had always been my
understanding that he had left the band in good grace and without bad feeling, but he now
informed me that this was not the case. Then why hadn’t he discussed this with me during
the two periods that he returned to live at Dial House or on the few occasions that we had
met outside it? Just as I had felt as good as heartbroken when first he left Dial House, so
again. Doubt flooded my thoughts. What was the truth? What is the truth?
Yes, as I outlined earlier in this article, things were sometimes far from rosy for the
Dial House collective, but that should in no way be used to demean the very real love,
understanding, cooperation and joy which were the other side of the coin. We could be
happy together, and most of the time we were happy together. How else could we have
coexisted for seven years? How else was Crass able to survive as such an effective outfit? If
I am wrong about this, I can only apologise to all concerned, but how come it has taken the
best part of thirty years for this to come to a head, and why have the re-issues been used as
the vehicle?
Whereas I might be willing to accept (or at least take an interest in) some of the
criticisms regarding the social values practised at Dial House (although I’m sure that
everyone would agree that things can and do change for the better or, indeed, for the worse),
I find it utterly unacceptable that Pete in particular has chosen to use the proposed re-issues
as a ground for those criticisms. If he feels it necessary to air those criticisms, he should
attempt to do so outside the context of Crass and without further damaging the very real
creative value of the band which he chose to join, chose to remain with and still, despite his
claim that ‘it was a lie’, chooses to profit by (in this respect, the same must apply to those
others of the band who also follow that line). It’s almost as if they were saying ‘well, we
never much liked you all along, so there.’
The Crux: yes, if Gee and myself were perceived by the other band members as controlling
factors within Dial House, I can understand that our efforts on the re-issues could now be
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seen as symptomatic. In defence of this, I can only say that throughout the Crass era
everything from time, space and money to underpants and Marmite sandwiches was equally
shared. In the same way, be it song-writing or plumbing, each and every one of us brought to
the common table whatever skills it was we had to offer. As I have already made efforts to
make clear, there were tensions between us, but not until now have I been so fully aware of
the degree to which those tensions had been suppressed. Was that for the common good (as I
had once believed) or were Gee and myself held responsible for that also? If so, was it my
responsibility to seek out those conflicts to then make judgements upon them? Would that
not have been to confirm the position of control which against my wishes had already been
imposed upon me? It was (and is) not for me to tell or inform others how they should live
their lives. If life is a totality (which I firmly believe it is), then one should not, indeed
cannot use one part of that life to prove another, but that is what is happening.
Unbeknown to me at the time, certain members of the band perceived me as a
controller both of Dial House and of Crass (and possibly in that respect even leant upon me).
I would have hoped that it should be unnecessary to point out that this is in complete
contradiction to everything that I believe in. I assumed (if sometimes even against my better
judgement) that we were equals and I acted accordingly. We all had our personal problems,
but I believed then as I do now that that is essentially how they should remain unless
specifically brought up for general consideration (but even then I feel that I should make it
clear that I abhor the bogus science of psychoanalysis). On the other hand, we all had skills
which as a collective we freely shared and gave great allowance to. Again in defence, despite
being aware that after thirty years the collective could no longer reasonably claim consensus,
it was that sense of allowance plus my skills of production which I brought to use on the reissues. For all my niggling doubts, my work on the re-issues was a gift which I wanted to
make. If that gift is now to be turned against me as further proof of an egotistic desire for
control, then yes, the story has already been written and, in a very sad way, we are all
doomed.
In what I freely admit was a rather childish effort to lighten up what had now become
on the one hand an almost surreal farce, but on the other nothing less than a bloody tragedy,
I sent Pete a final comic card which queried whether or not the unfortunate character
portrayed on the front had sat in a shepherd’s pie or suffered some rather more unpleasant
involuntary corporeal emission. Pete was not amused, and let me know so in no uncertain
terms. Yes, of course I accept that the joke was in bad taste, but was it really that bad? In
trying to give us all a good laugh, I had merely added to the general air of truculence, but if
you can’t laugh, what can you do? And yes, deadlock had finally been reached. You put your
left boot in, you take your left boot out, in, out, in, out, shake it all about.
Crass was made up from a diverse collection of individuals who for their own good
reasons collectively committed themselves to a common cause: anarchy, peace and freedom.
Despite the personal differences described in this article, I continue to feel that, regardless of
any private armpit, the public face (which is to say ‘aspirations’) of that cause should be as
good as sacrosanct*: united we stand, divided we fall. To place personal interest above those
of the common cause is to denigrate the cause and all those who might in one way or another
have allied themselves to it.
*In respect to sacrosanctity, while I am perfectly capable of understanding and even perhaps
being sympathetic towards some of Pete’s, Joy’s and Andy’s criticisms of Dial House, I
refuse to accept their insistence that Crass should now only be allowed to exist as some kind
of fossilised piece of past history. In that, they have created a complete sticking-point
between us. Any such divorce from the living present is, to me, an anathema. For all its
awkward contradictions, inbuilt paradoxes and possible failures to live up to its grand
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aspirations, Crass was (and, in the hands of those who choose to continue flying its flag,
remains to this day) a powerful political and creative force. Put quite simply, I cannot and
will not bow down to any demand for enclosure be it of my public face or of my private
armpit (particularly when it comes from those who in the past have benefited so well through
my efforts).
Creative I was, creative I am, and creative I shall remain.
‘ART AND NOTHING BUT ART.’
It is my profound belief that each and every one of the people who corporately became
known as Crass did the very best they could under what were often incredibly difficult and
taxing conditions. Each and every one of us in our own way attempted to make it work, and
if on occasions we failed to do so, that in no way diminishes the value of Crass’ enormously
worthwhile successes, and nor should it be used to inhibit what could and should be its
future political and creative potential. More importantly (for why in any case should anyone
be expected to care about our internal problems?), is it acceptable to fabricate what
essentially is no more than a revisionist discourse on the ‘private armpit’ of Dial House for
the single purpose of curtailing that potential?
Crass set out to freely share information, ideas, vision and (although rarely
acknowledged) a sense of fun. This ‘public face’ gave thousands of people across the world
empowerment and strength, and that was no mean achievement. Are we now going to allow
our personal weaknesses and failings to undermine that?
We should be made of better stuff than this.
***
BY WAY OF A MESSY CONCLUSION.
- the present outcome of entrenchment With, amongst other things, the collapse of the lifeline offered by the proposed reissues, Southern has been forced to close down with a loss of a ten jobs (to say nothing of
the effects it will have on employment in allied pressing plants, printers, shipping companies
etcetera, etcetera). Nice one at the time of a recession!
Allison hopes to be able to continue operating on a smaller, more intimate scale. She,
like myself, is currently at a loss as to quite what to do next. She is rightly cautious about
continuing to represent Crass, just as I am cautious about encouraging her to do so. Who
needs this kind of shit?
For the time being, the original vinyl albums are still being pressed and made
available. Being ‘as they were’, they are just about the only things about which there has
been no disagreement (yet).
Meanwhile, the proposed re-issues are gathering dust in the bowels of Southern’s
otherwise silent computers. Nonetheless, I’ve booked in with Harvey to finish off the remastering of ‘Ten Notes’ which, ironically, I had never quite completed. At least I’ll have
the pleasure of listening to the finished version. Avant-garde? You bet. Steve will hate it: ‘oh
no, Pen, you’ve gone and done it again. Fancy a beer?’ Well, good on yer, mate. Thirty years
on and we’re still laughing. Make mine a pint. Oh, there’s life in the old dogs yet.
And yes, believe you me, where there’s a will, there will be a way,
but for all that, and to use the title of one of Eve’s finest lyrics,
I’ll end it for now with ‘where next, Columbus?’
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***
‘Call that a conclusion?’
‘It’ll have to do’.
Meanwhile, Buddha just keeps smiling his inimitable smile.
***

Penny Rimbaud. July 2009
http://www.onoffyesno.com
***
Watch this space for further news, updates
and general perturbation (fuckups).
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e-mail to Andy 16/8/09
Andy,
Sorry to burden you further. I got a call from Martin about a tract from Penny on the
Southern/Crass website. Two days ago.
The reason I mention it - because it is really annoying - is that Penny says, among
implied premises, embedded distortions, ego pump, and desperate attempts at damage
limitation, should I, who never suggested it, 'go public', and the usual bullshit (we do
not fare well), that the vinyl is now being repressed.
I think you should only read Pen's thing is you're ready for a bit if a bad day. It did
occur to me that the latter part, which is very existentialist, suggests that Pen should
underline to everyone that he is living in the present moment by changing his name to
Pen is.
Not only has Allison allowed the Southern website to be used as a definitive tool to
slag off us four, me mainly, she appears still to be taking orders from Pen and co, in
that she made it clear to us all a while back that everything had ceased because she
had been told to do so (she 'had no mandate to continue'), Southern is defunct, and
now she, as an individual, without consulting us all for our permission, appears according to Penny - to be going ahead repressing the vinyl.
I wanted to discuss it with you before I wrote to Allison, because, although we four
have made it clear that we want the vinyl to continue, it is high time that she was
forced to realise that not Penny nor she is entitled to make decisions on our behalf,
and instructed that we have to be asked before any action is taken, so bloody get on
and consult. Not consulting us should default to a lack of permission.
I close-read Penny's piece to prise out all the sneaky bits I could see, and it feels a bit
like a web being laid out to catch us. I forget the expression you used to describe their
behaviour to their old companions, but Pen is certainly unrepentant. I'm wondering if
it may be necessary with Allison to play a bit of brinkmanship with her to give her a
sufficient slap so that she treats us with reasonable respect in future. Nothing we've
said in the past seems to have worked. The risk is that if we demand that she consults
us all - something she might perfunctorially do if we demanded it, given our stated
positions - and I or others with me drag it out sufficiently to let her think that she may
have fucked up again and spent a load more of her dosh on records she won't be able
to sell if we did say 'no', she might withdraw entirely.
I don't really want to go into this without Joy, Phil and yourself being able to say if
you think there may be another or a better way round this. Joy is a bit hors de teef at
the moment, I understand, so I don't want to tell her about Pen's piece just yet. It's like
dealing with John fucking Loder all over again.
onwards pete
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e-mail to ALLISON c.19/8/09
Dear Allison,
Thanks for the cheque for the Crass sales. I hope your and John Tozer’s work
is going ok and is not too painful.
I was surprised to see Penny’s article on your website. I would not expect you
to have the background to deconstruct it, but you must at least know that the central
premise is false. By late March from Joy, early May from Andy, and then from Phil,
you were aware that I was not alone in my misgivings, and not alone consistently
since. The same applies to your forums, including your own input.
I don’t mind if Penny expresses his opinions, whatever they may be, from his
own platform, where the protestations that the content is only the author’s point of
view would be taken as that. However, for these opinions to be given the integral and
definitive Southern/Crass/Penny Rimbaud link is a different matter. You might
happen to agree with some or all of what is in Pen’s tract, or you may be unaware of
the content. However, for you to allow your website to be used as a vehicle for what
seems to me to be a reiteration of falsehoods about band members, damage limitation
about his own behaviour, internecine defamation, and public exposure of threats from
me which were never made, is collusion by you. I would be happy to hear that it was a
matter of confused or crossed wires on your part, and can be explained to me and
promptly rectified. And I think Phil, Joy, Andy and myself deserve an apology, both
personally, and prominently on your website.
Allison/Southern wrote: 19/8/09
Dear Pete
Penny has always had a page on the Southern site, as has Gee, and both of them are
welcome to express themselves as they wish
there, as they have been doing for years. I think Penny makes it quite clear that his
current essay is a subjective view.
If you or anyone else from Crass would like a page for similar expression, we'd be
very happy to make the arrangements.
e-mail to Allison after her first reply 19/8/09
Dear Al,
Thanks for the prompt reply.
The use of, as you say, an established and perhaps respected page on Southern's
website as a medium for one member of a client band to attack four other members of
the same band over an internal dispute in which you have by your own reckoning
behaved less than even-handedly, and then for you to offer a right of reply elsewhere
on the same website, as if that makes everything alright, suggests to me that you do
not grasp the responsibilities of your privileged position.
I re-iterate my previous e-mail.
sincerely pete
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e-mail to Joy 20/8/09 evening
Joy,
Hope you are feeling a bit better. I'm hesitant to give you the website for Southern,
knowing what it contains - so you've been warned.
My attempts to get Allison to distance Southern were rebuffed. I tried to get Sue to
intervene in her company's standards with results as you can see.
Also, from Pen's treatise, it seems that Southern has 'decided' to repress the vinyl. I
rang John Tozer to ask what was going on. He was with Al at the time. Apparently
Southern won't be finished until Christmas, so, since they felt no-one was arguing
about the records, they could go ahead. They have also arranged downloads via
Amazon etc. This I found out from looking at Amazon's website. That too is cool,
apparently. But it does suggest that all the stuff is signed - possibly to the eight
members - perhaps by Allison - to prs/mcps. John said that money will be accounted
separately in the next payment - which is nice of them.
I've had no reply yet from the man in prs. I'll let you know when I do hear. When I
thought that Allison herself had repressed in her own name, I drafted a letter telling
her she could forget about Crass records full stop, but even though she had been told
to stop everything of ours by someone, and that person/s had given the ok again fucking hekk - I decided to avoid a final confrontation for the time being.
I think I may draft something to make it clear that Southern's involvement with Crass
records is not sanctioned as far as I am concerned and will be limited, and then wait to
hear from prs before I think of sending it.
It's a bit difficult being so thoroughly stonewalled all the time, since they proceed
without reference to any of us. I will try to ensure that at some point in the near future
Allison will be forced to ask our permission to continue. That will be interesting. I
wonder if Allison knows how to whistle?
Joy, oh Joy, I have so little patience left. It's like dealing with smartarse children
playing up. Fog in the sack, as you so excellently put it. I really need to think up some
fantastic coup - destabilise their little castle a bit. There's a challenge.
love

pete

southern.com/crass and follow your nose
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e-mail to Sue, owner of Southern 23/8/09
Dear Sue,
I was shocked to hear that Allison has been under so much strain to bring her
to the edge of a breakdown. This is especially worrying because I don’t think it’s
going to get any easier if events continue in their current pattern. I hope you will take
what I have written below, long and tedious as it is, as concerning her welfare as far as
I understand your reckoning. These are things I would not otherwise have mentioned
to you. If what I’ve put is not helpful to understand Allison’s predicament as far as I
can make it out, please bin this and forget it. Sod Crass records.
As to the negative things I may say about her behaviour, I just feel that we all
might find ourselves doing similar things in similar circumstances. I’ve been annoyed
at what has happened, but think I understand why it did. From what you say, I feel
Allison needs protection and support. I’ll risk another backlash by writing to you, but
that seems to be my fate in this sorry business.
I think I should give you a bit of background to the extent that it directly
relates to the past and present pressure on Al, and I’ll only speak for Phil, Joy and
Andy from what they’ve written to everyone.
In March I found out by accident that ‘re-issues’ were in the pipeline. (After
the previous changes to the catalogue I went to see Al at Hornsey and made it clear
that everyone should be involved in any proposed changes in the future.)
I met Al in her office about the current ‘re-issues’. It transpires that, out of fear
or embarrassment or under instruction, she deceived me about the time scale, the
extent of the alterations, the number of records involved, and how it all came about.
Full house. Penny later admitted that he’d deliberately kept everyone in the dark
because he didn’t want to deal with ‘objections’. So it would seem that all three
factors applied to why Allison misled me, and equally to why she ignored my clear
request from the past. I think she was told or encouraged to, so I’m not surprised she
felt under pressure. It was a dangerous agenda, from what you say about her state of
mind. I guess she is a more sensitive and vulnerable person than she lets on.
By early April, everyone had been sent samples of the artwork and CDs of two
of the Crass titles, but not told that all the records were being worked on. Steve and
Bron had reservations about what they were shown, and Phil, Joy, Andy and myself
wrote to make it clear that we did not like what had been done on aesthetic, musical
and altered content grounds, nor did we like having been sidelined about changes to
our material. We wanted to meet.
I should say here, Sue, that we had always credited everything to ‘Crass’, the
eight members, sharing everything equally in recognition that everyone in the band
worked hard on all the different things that needed doing, and I don’t think the band
would have been workable otherwise. Penny and Steve have tried to register to
themselves the Crass songs they think they wrote, against what is declared on the
record covers. Allison may be involved with this registration too, I don’t know. I fear
that this will be the next thing to hit Allison hard.
Anyway, our reservations were brushed aside by Penny, Gee and Allison,
while the four of us tried to arrange a meeting with everybody to try to sort it out.
Months on, Andy is still trying, I believe.
I wrote to Al to, ‘seriously urge her to stop the work on the re-vamp since I felt
she was putting Southern at risk’, my knowing by then that the company had been
losing money for years. I suspected that Al would get left with a huge bill for the work
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being done by Gee and Pen. And she has. At that time I was given to understand it
was just Feeding and Stations.
The attacks on me worsened, and pressure was brought to bear on Joy and Phil
to freeze me out for the ‘general good’, and Andy’s involvement was dismissed, I was
also finding myself stonewalled by Allison when I tried to clarify things. It didn’t feel
like it was coming from her, so much as if she was involved in some larger tactical
battle.
Later, four of us in the band made it clear to all that, quite apart from
aesthetics, music, content or lack of involvement, a re-vamp per se was opposed.
Some horrible things happened all those years ago, and we made serious mistakes, but
we did our best then, and continuing with records more or less as they were was ok.
What was not ok was to update and restate ourselves as proud carriers of the ‘love and
peace’ message, ignoring how we really were, especially given that the same abuses
were happening again. Phil thought it was perhaps time we should close it all down.
Allison, whether through her relationship with Penny, or by pressure or
instruction from Penny and Gee together was compromising herself further according
to the internal contradictions in what she has written to me. Now you tell me how
stressed she was, I’m not surprised. We were certainly stressed, and we weren’t in the
middle taking a militant part.
A month or so ago, Allison wrote to everyone saying that since she had been
‘told’ to put the revamp on hold, and she had been told to stop the production of the
existing CDs, she had decided to stop everything to do with Crass until it was all
sorted out. As I saw it, that was the formal end as far as Southern was concerned until
we all reached some agreement. I asked Al who had the authority to tell her to stop the
CD production without us all being consulted, thinking it wouldn’t be you, but no
reply. Another failed attempt to restore consultation. Another layer of compromise.
More pressure.
There is always the possibility that Allison is not being manipulated, and that
she genuinely sees Phil, Joy, Andy and myself as the enemy of progress, and has
decided that we must be kept out of it, outflanked, and defeated. Does that sound like
Al? I would say not.
Now I discover from Pen’s article that the vinyl is in production again because
someone thinks there’s no dispute about vinyl, plus download arrangements have been
made. These are Allison’s decisions without consulting us, having formally stopped
everything. No wonder she is struggling. She must know her obligations to us. It
seems she is being puppeted. Even the re-vamp of ‘10 notes’ is going ahead at more
expense, I can only think because they believe there is a way round the half of the
band members who vigorously object to the repackaging of the band.
I have to say, Sue, that Allison has got herself into a serious predicament, with all the
stress that this entails. She has been unable to behave professionally as a
representative of the people in the band. She’s stuck right in the middle as the main
proponent of what is a co-option of the whole Crass catalogue. We feel that Penny and
Gee are effectively determined to take over the lot, redefining it in their own image,
abstracting it, and making it into some godawful personality driven cult cash cow to
milk into the future. It’s naff. Joy, Phil, Andy and myself are not going to let that
happen for what that’s worth. I fear that Allison has been persuaded to support Pen
and Gee, regardless of the position they may put her in, or what is happening to her.
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Whenever Southern finally closes, I wouldn’t trust Allison to continue even-handedly
with the Crass catalogue judging by her recent record.
In fact it’s astounding what has happened with this whole, year-long project. How did
they all think they could get away with it? We’ve tried to warn Al, but she seems
determined or trapped. I don’t know if you can help her get out of her predicament,
but someone needs to.
I thought that asking you the other day to re-assert professional standards of conduct
by Allison and Southern as far as Pen’s Southern website article was concerned, might
help release a bit of the grip on Allison, offer her a way out, but from what you say in
your last e-mail, things are more pressing than I imagined, and Allison would seem to
be making herself very vulnerable.
I don’t want you to deal in any way with the issues I’ve mentioned concerning
Pen and Gee, and now Steve – that’s my problem - but I feel that it is important for
you to understand just how far out on a limb Allison appears to have gone, and the
likely repercussions on her well-being if, as I suspect they will, Pen and Gee continue
to use her to front their continued strategy of stonewalling and backhand dealing
against half the band members. The outcome of this struggle can go where it may, but
Southern was never a fitting venue for all the crap that has gone down over the last six
months or so – some of it fronted by Al – and with Al still in the firing line in a way
she was never entitled to be. If you can think of a way to rescue her, now would seem
to be a good time. Perhaps it will be enough to just re-assert that Southern is an
honourable business and that such and such is the honourable way to deal with clients.
The issues involved in the residue of a band that finished in 1984 may be important to
me in principle. I don’t expect you to even take an interest. This letter is about what
you say is the extremity Allison found herself in, and which I think she may find
herself in again. The rest is just fluff.
pete
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E-mail to Al 1/9/09

Dear Al,
I don't know if you got my last e-mail or phone message. You've probably just been
very busy.
In case you didn't get them, I'd like to have a meeting with you as soon as possible,
and possibly with John Tozer present if you think that's a good idea. We Crass people
are faced with having to discuss the future of the catalogue without really knowing the
situation as it stands or our options as Southern closes down. I would then draw up
some notes to circulate to the others, with a copy to you to clear up any
misunderstandings if you would be so kind.
I think an hour should cover the basics of what we need to know. Thanks.
John did mention his concerns about the loading of the floor in his old office as stock
came over from Hornsey. He was right that the floor had only been strengthened to
take the two tons of sand. I left a message for Damon that you might be wise to put a
prop below the floor to increase the bearing capacity. If you need design details, just
e-mail me and I'll send you a drawing of what would need to be done.
The floor in the little office next door is weak already, since someone put sand in
without strengthening the floor. So that one is even less able to take concentrated
loads.

E-mail to John Tozer
pete
John, mate,
Thanks for your e-mail. I’ve copied you my reply to Al who expressed the
same concerns about Sue. I hope it covers the points you raised. I complained to the
manager about unprofessional behaviour by her company. No luck there. I complained
to the owner. Noblesse oblige. If people find it stressful that I invoke reasonable and
professional standards of behaviour they might just ask themselves why. I’ve spent the
last six months along with Joy, Phil and Andy wading through other people’s deceit,
conspiracy, manipulation, abuse, private agendas and chicken-shit immorality.
Tell me about stress, John. I hope this meeting with Allison will bring us back to
decent and legitimate behaviour. You never know.
Pete
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e-mail to John Tozer 8/9/09
John,
Jude mentioned to me that she had called you. I hadn't realised just how angry and
upset all this stuff is making her. I hope you didn't have too rude an awakening.
I started out thinking that all the fuss was about a few records, then personalities,
status, legacies and pension funds, then a total hijack, but now I pick up that there is
an older and more cultural element to this awful battle. Like it or no, Crass has been
dragged out of retirement to play out among the unwilling members a struggle
between the interests of elitism and communality. Enormously painful for all
involved, but interesting and perhaps important all the same.
It's a shame that Allison got sucked up into participating where she didn't belong American culture is so steeped in elitism that she probably didn't even realise the lines
she was crossing. And it's a shame she didn't have the nous to chuck it all back at us as
she should have. I only hope that a conversation to explore the principles, practical
framework and obligations of the relationships that exist will bring a bit of sense and
calmness. Conversation is the least blunt instrument, after all.
I'm sorry that you too are on the margins of this conflict when you must have more
pressing things to think about. At least you have the wit to recognise that sometimes
we find ourselves caught up in situations outside our own concerns. Al really only has
herself to blame, though it's easy to get drawn in sometimes, I know.
While I think of it, Jude mentioned that you had talked about what would happen to
the re-stabilised master tapes etc. They belong to the band and the band should pay for
their safe keeping by Southern until we have reached agreement on what should
happen with them. They are not to be handed out without the band's agreement. That's
eight-way agreement - seven for those who want to be picky. And that applies to all
the other decisions concerning Crass, including the two I know of that Southern has
made recently without it.
Still, John, I feel we may be getting somewhere at last, and I still have phone a
friend, fifty/fifty, and ask the audience left.
Tomorrow I shall put up some architrave. You will probably do wizardry with
numbers. All is right with the world.
pete
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e-mail to Andy, Joy, Phil 25/9/09
Andy,
I finally got through to the PRS for music people and had a long chat with one of
the blokes there. I told him that he'd be getting a package through from one of his
colleagues to establish what had been put on the record labels, with a track listing and
band member names. I’ll send him an e-mail confirming that we are querying existing
registration of Crass stuff.
I told him that, as I understood it, what was on the record covers was a formal
assignment of copyright (I picked this information off a copyright law website which
said that the usual way to assert copyright on music releases was on the covers and
discs - as we did.) Originally, the people in the band who composed such and such a
bit would own that piece of copyright themselves. They would then be entitled to keep
it or assign it to whomever they wanted. It seems clear to me that everyone in the band
chose to assign the copyright equally to all the band members - as it appears on all the
records.
What the man at PRS said, was that they would take what Southern as a PRS
member/publisher has registered with them as being definitive until they were told
otherwise. Also, if another member of PRS subsequently registers our work to
themselves, and if they look vaguely kosher, that this will become the default
registration, again until PRS hears otherwise.
Should a registration be challenged - i.e. by me/us - then PRS would ask Southern
for a 'Statutory Declaration' of their understanding, a legal letter. If this was at odds
with my/our challenge, the registration would be ‘held in suspense’, all the parties
involved would be informed, and the suspension would continue until we sorted it out
by negotiation or in court.
I suppose that the challenge with this meeting with Allison on Tuesday, is to
convince her that this original equal share credit on the records, is ironically actually
in the much vaunted ‘spirit of Crass’, and despite Penny’s trying to redefine it as a
‘defensive measure against prosecution’, is a legal assignment by the band members
out of their choice. I think that we all have equal publication rights in that she has
registered us as equal members – but I’ll check on that with her today. I would like to
get her in the position that if she was involved in saying otherwise to PRS she would
be aware that she was acting against ‘Crass’ of fond memory.
It’s made an even more critical issue in that Southern is closing down soon
which would make the publication registration lapse. I think we all know what would
remain on PRS’s books courtesy of Steve and Penny. I think that Allison would
probably be happy to just allow this lapse of registration. We’ll find out next Tuesday.
I feel that the issue with the revamps is easier to deal with, since, even by
Penny’s suggested and selfish split, he couldn’t claim the whole copyright of any of
the Crass tracks. The newbies couldn’t be released without infringing copyright, and
Allison/Sue are inextricably responsible for ensuring no copyright infringement now
and in the future. I’ll certainly warn Allison off, but not before she has had to deny
involvement or knowledge of plans to release the stuff.
For some reason I find all this a huge wind-up. What ho.
pete
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e-mail to Allison 25/9/09
Dear Al,
Can you clarify something for me before next Tuesday? As I understand it,
Southern, as the publisher for the Crass material, has made the registration of the
Crass tracks with PRS in the names of all eight members of the band – or perhaps
seven members if Andy is excluded. I remember you telling me about this over the
phone a while back, but it obviously hasn’t sunk in yet.
Thanks a lot
pete
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4th October, 2009. e-mail sent 5/10/09
Dear Allison,
Good morning. Today is my 60th birthday. I thought I’d start it by recapping
our meeting on Tuesday as I understand it so I can move on. This is what has been
achieved by Southern Studios on our behalf over the last year as far as the Crass
catalogue in your care is concerned.
1. You chose to unilaterally stop production of all the Crass material, meaning that it
is now no longer available – the elimination of a small but useful continuity.
2. The band members are deprived of current income, and cannot expect any future
income from the records because of the rifts generated by this covert revamp.
3. On no occasion have you consulted all the band members about any of the
decisions you have made, and have diligently concealed what has not been prised
from you.
4. You have withdrawn Southern’s MCPS registration on our behalf without telling
us, months before the company actually finishes.
5. You say that you feel no moral responsibility for any possible illicit use of the
updates you fostered, and you will make no effort, take no risk, and suffer no
inconvenience to try and stop it should this happen.
6. Phil’s clear declaration that he simply did not like the updates, as he and we three
others have made clear to you many times over the past months, was dodged and recentred on the qualities of vinyl versus CD by Tony and yourself.
7. Tony, reflecting as he did your own past statements, actually said to our faces, right
at the beginning of the meeting, that the revamps had been carried out in the ‘spirit of
Crass’, like most people with our schooling in religious belief and a taste for
mystification, failing to grasp that there is no spirit of Crass. What there is, and has
always been, underneath the rant, is the offer of an uncomfortable personal
predicament centred on present and future behaviour; an encouragement to principled
and moral action. That, as something positive, is our difficult legacy.
8. You said that you felt Crass belonged to everybody, having consistently failed to
include even us. I’m sure that no irony was intended. The records can belong to
anyone who cares to obtain them. What is behind them doesn’t, and will continue in
the care of the band members.
9. The measure of how much you really understand the inclusive nature of what we
were trying to do is on your website in the Crass section titled Volte Face.
What a shambles. I feel cheated, Allison.
You’re a good hearted person, Al. I hope you can dispense with the more
destructive elements of an apparent need for a succession of manipulative father
figures, and get on with your life afresh and free.
With, believe it or not, my best wishes.
Pete
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Rough Trade Records

Pete Wright
30th November, 2009-11-29

Dear Rough Trade Records,
My name is Pete Wright, a member of Crass, and I am speaking here for
myself, and for Joy, Phil and Andy, also band members, with their permission.
We were disturbed to discover the particular way in which Rough Trade is
acting as publisher for Penny, Gee and Steve from the band. I approached Cathi
Gibson from your publishing department recently, at the suggestion of Allison from
Southern, to explore whether you might represent us all in future as Southern closes
down. Now I see, perhaps, why that communication has fizzled out.
I learn from PRS that you have long registered yourselves as the publisher
for a large chunk of the Crass songs on behalf of Penny, Gee and Steve, claiming
100% of the composition and lyrics, no less.
You may be unaware that our record covers have always credited the eight
members equally in all things. The songs have previously been registered through
Southern, also naming the same eight members – apart from the occasional
opportunistic theft of credit and revenue by various rogues.
Here is the way in which we made our songs as it affects you. I took the few
early monophonic chants by Steve, set against Penny’s military drum-beat, and
composed the bass line which is also the melody line. With the subsequent lyrics by
band members I created the structure and bass line/tune for the new songs working
only from the typed lyrics. I would then work with Penny on the drum arrangement.
We adapted drums and bass to fit if necessary. (With lyrics written by Penny, we
would often develop the bass and drums together.). Phil and Andy would later
compose their parts in more of a ‘workshop’ environment, the same with the vocals,
altering the text as necessary. Finally, we would all work together, adapting, changing
and polishing.
These compositions would be covered by a complex combination of joint
and shared copyright for each song. No one person could legitimately claim sole
ownership of any of the songs as you appear to have done on Penny, Gee and Steve’s
behalf.
However, the band members, in recognition of the protective advantages of a
united front, and even more so under the Crass ethos that all the work of the band
down to feeding the cats was important shared and mutual, chose to assign the
copyright to the eight members equally by putting it clearly on all our material for
everyone to see. We did this willingly and with commitment. This copyright stands
until all the band members agree otherwise. At present, we each have a one eight
share of everything we did together.
We are puzzled why Rough Trade would be part of denying something so
integral to the band and so directly expressed. Tell us why.
Perhaps it is a straightforward misunderstanding, and you are claiming for
things you are not entitled to through an innocent failure of oversight. Again, tell us.
We are writing to you directly in the hope that we can avoid finding
ourselves yet again dealing with well intentioned people who are compromised by
their past decisions, as happened disastrously with Southern, or with people who may
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not want to recognise that mutuality was a central tenet of Crass. There is far more at
stake here than income or kudos. A re-writing of our history is not welcome. We trust
you acted in good faith with the information you had, and hope you will continue to
do so with the information you now have, even if it may seem to be to your
disadvantage in the short term.
Sincerely,
Peter
Joy
Phil
Andy
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Rough Trade Publishing

Pete Wright
8th December, 2009

Dear Cathi,
I’m sorry that our letter went to the wrong address and exposed our business
unnecessarily.
We wrote to you more as a courtesy than to request anything but a pause for
thought. Your solicitors, bless them, in their efforts to protect you from putative raids
on your bank account, confirmed what I think we all know. You took your clients’
word for it. And you didn’t check with us, nor consider the way all our material has
always been credited. We gave you the missing background is all.
As I say, it was a courtesy. Our concern is with the principle of our equality,
only recently called into question, of which this year’s seizure has been a symptom –
or perhaps even the cause. We will continue to assert what has always been the case, a
hallmark of Crass. We are aware that this will possibly have a toxic affect on
bystanders like yourself who get caught up. I don’t know why this tends to be so, just
that it does – the poisoned chalice of Crass morality.
You have a choice of how you treat the eight members of the band now that
you are aware of how we worked and that no one wholly owns anything. It was only
fair to hint that dealings with the Crass folk have often been like instant karma to the
outsider while the band members proceed equally, blithe and aloof.
Sincerely,
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15th December 2009
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e-mail to John Tozer
Dear John,
John, I got a very strange letter from Al the other day instructing me, and
presumably Phil Joy and Andy too, that she would be ploughing ahead doing what the
hell she wants with Crass material regardless of her having written clearly that she
was no longer representing Crass in any way, and also saying that she intends to
ignore direct instructions from us to desist with the revisions. I can detect Penny’s
hand in the not so smart non-sequiters, but not yours. Are you aware of this fresh
attack? My letter was topped off with a paragraph inviting me to write only to
Southern’s solicitor as a response to the e-mail I sent on my birthday summing up her
behaviour and achievements as regards us. I’ll attach it. Of course, I’ll only write to
Southern. If she wishes to avoid my letters, anything that ensues will just come as a
surprise.
As Allison’s friend, I can’t believe that you would play a part in such a risky
course as the one she proposes. Having confirmed to us on several occasions that the
‘up-date’ costs were Southern’s loss, to press ahead could expose herself to dealing
with assigned-debt collectors if the final accounting to us that you promised falls
short, and to infringe our copyright in the ways that she proposes puts at risk of
seizure every single hard drive and all relevant hard copy held by or for Southern.
What does she think she is doing?
I have to say, John, that I get the feeling, and have long had it, that Penny
and Gee are pushing her along in this course, safe in the belief that only Allison stands
to get hurt as the one solely responsible by her own decree in this latest letter. I think
Penny and Gee’s behaviour has been consistently dreadful in relation to Allison, let
alone anyone else.
In the great scheme of things, all this doesn’t really matter – there are
fuckheads and chancers everywhere after all. I’ll try to remember that, but I won’t
promise that this diet of contempt that we four are still being subjected to will not
finally bear fruit.
pete
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Allison Schnackenberg
Southern Records/Studios

6th January 2010

Dear Allison,
I hope this letter will make the position clear between yourself and the Crass
members. First, if you have proposals involving the Crass material and your
reorganised Southern Records/Studios I will be happy to discuss matters with you and
with any or all band members without prejudice.
If you wish to release Crass material in the old form you must seek and get
express permission from all the band members. You do not have it at present. You
already have a clear and emphatic ‘no’ to the release in any form of new or re-vamped
Crass material. I remind you that there is no precedence in shared and joint copyright.
Your duty to respect British and International copyright law supersedes any
obligation you may feel to make money for yourself or band members.
This is your relationship with us:
1. By your own written statement to Crass members, and accepted by us, you no
longer act for the band. You are under an obligation to give us a final, detailed and
satisfactory account to wind up our dealings with you. Substantive debts to each band
member may be assigned for collection.
2. Southern Records/Studios – yourself – has no right to produce or release Crass
material in any form.
3. Southern never made substantial decisions on behalf of the band members without
the approval and involvement of at least some of the band and was long under direct
and clear instructions to fully consult all band members for their permission to make
any changes.
4. A release, as you declare you intend, of Crass material against the direct
instructions of at least half of the band members would be illegal, an infringement of
our shared and joint copyright.
5. If you proceed with your aim of making available Crass material without the
permission and full agreement of all eight copyright holders you may forfeit your right
to the limited liability you might at present enjoy and expose yourself to any of the
penalties applied to ‘pirates’ of other people’s music.
Your intransigence with some band members over the past year and your
outrageous proposals that we received days before Christmas indicate an urgent need
to resolve this matter so that you may stay on the right side of the law and
consequently save us all a deal of trouble and expense.
Half the band members have been making allowances for the possibility that
you have been heavily influenced in your dealings with us. However, if you behave in
contravention of the above you will bear sole responsibility for the consequences of
your actions. We hope you will choose to resolve our relationship by discussion and
abide by the law as we have no desire to see you in serious trouble.
Sincerely,
pete
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John Tozer
Southern Studios

6th January 2010

Dear John,
I enclose a copy of a letter I have sent to Allison in response to the enclosed
letter from her to me. I hope it is clear to you that Allison terminated Southern’s
representation of the band over six months ago in writing. She would only work with
Crass in future with a mandate from all the members and a formal agreement, neither
of which she has. We have accepted Southern’s resignation and have since worked on
that understanding. If Allison presses ahead, I am prepared to stop the Crass material
being hijacked by Southern.
As I say to Allison, I expect a final reckoning from you of our dealings.
Please make it clear that none of the expenses for her re-vamp of the Crass
material is included as an expense to us, except for the necessary preservation of the
master tapes and the direct and simple digital transfers made by Harvey. No Crass
money is to be used for the production of Crass material, or for legal expenses
incurred by Southern in this matter.
The news that Southern means to continue as a business is irrelevant to these
requirements, since Southern has no mandate to continue with any of the Crass
material. As I say, I am prepared to listen to proposals from Southern but expect a
prompt and full accounting.
John, I am sorry that you should be involved in such a legally and morally
charged area, especially as I understand you are soon to leave Southern, but this
matter needs to be dealt with as a priority before you go.
Sincerely,
pete
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letter to Pete
Goldkorn Mathias Gentle Page
SOLICITORS &

PR

CO*

AGEN

12 January 2010
Our Ref: BP/es/S266.2
Dear Sir
CRASS
Our client: Southern Studios Limited (t/a “Southern Records”)
As you will be aware we act for Southern Studios Limited, which has consulted us
with reference to its recent correspondence with you concerning its exploitation of the
catalogue of master recordings by the band professionally known as ‘CRASS”, of
which you were formerly a member (“the CRASS Masters”).
We have seen our client’s letter to you of 15 December 2009 in which you were
specifically requested to direct any further correspondence to us on our client’s behalf
having regard to the tone of your previous direct correspondence with our clients. We
note with disappointment that you chose to ignore that request and have continued to
correspond with our client directly notwithstanding. Please ensure that any further
correspondence that you may wish to engage in with our client concerning this matter
is directed to this office quoting our reference as stated above rather than being
addressed to our client directly. Should you continue to correspond with our client
directly this will be deemed harassment and appropriate legal steps will be taken with
a view to restraining it.
No admissions are made as to the accuracy of the account of our client’s relationship
with CRASS contained in your letter. Our client’s position on this is as follows:1. Our client is has the right to exploit the CRASS Masters pursuant to an agreement
with CRASS that has now been in place for in excess of 30 years.
2. Our client has previously re-released the CRASS Masters on several occasions in
accordance with that agreement.
3. Our client has recently expended not insignificant time and resources in connection
with a further re-release of the CRASS Masters, which is scheduled to occur on 4 May
2010.
/cont
Goldkorn Mathias Gentle Page LLP
6 Coptic St, Bloomsbury, London WCJ A 1 NW
Telephone: 020 7631 1811 Facsimile: 020 7631 0431
www.grngplegal.com DX: 35705 Bloomsbury
Registered Office: 6 Coptic Street, London WG1 A I NW
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4. It is denied that our client has acted in an intransigent manner with any members of
CRASS as you allege. On the contrary as far as our client is concerned the only person
acting in an intransigent and unreasonable manner is you, inasmuch as you are for
reasons best known to yourself seeking to interfere with the long-standing
arrangement between CRASS and our client (thereby acting to the detriment of the
other members of the band and our client). Our client is not alone in being at a loss to
understand the motivation behind your recent belligerence.
5. In your previous correspondence you have repeatedly purported to act as
spokesman for certain other members in the band but as far as we are aware there is in
fact no evidence that they support you.
Whilst our client is extremely disappointed that for reasons that are unclear to it you
take Exception to its proposed forthcoming re-release of the CRASS Masters having
done its best to establish the reasons for this and failed and in light of its commitment
both in terms of finance and resources towards the re-release, our client is unable to
further accommodate you and will now be proceeding with its release. Naturally our
client will continue to account to you for your due share of the profits arising from
such exploitation (after deduction of its reasonable administration charges and the
recoupment of its costs in accordance with its agreement with CRASS).
Should you seek to interfere further with our client’s activities our client reserves the
right to make a claim in damages for breach of contract against you for its costs of and
occasioned by the re-release and for any loss of profit it may sustain.
All of our client’s rights and remedies against you in this matter generally are hereby
expressly reserved.
Your faithfully
GOLDKORN MATHIAS GENTLE PAGE LLP
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12 Jan 2010
Hi Pete
Enclosed is your profit statement for the six months to 5th January 2010. It is NOT a
final accounting because Crass material is still available for downloads and our
distributors still have a few remnants of stock. I was NOT aware that Allison had
terminated Southern’s representation of Crass and when I asked her about it she said
that was not the case.
I can confirm that this latest royalty statement and all previous statements do NOT
include any expenses for the revamped Crass recordings. All costs so far have been
born by Southern and not passed on to any member of Crass. It also does not include
any legal expenses. We have not repressed any CDs or vinyl of the original formats
and therefore once again no costs have been incurred by anyone.
I can only prepare a final accounting once we have stopped selling your product and
that is not the situation at the moment. This statement is up to date as it can be. I know
that this is not what you have asked for but its all I can provide.
I think you need to contact Allison and make sure that she
received your letter of the 6 January 2010 and ask for a
response.
John
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e-mail to John Tozer sat 16/1/10
John,
Thanks for the letter.
About your letter and the second 'not', it is as I said to Al in my letter: she wrote to
us in May saying she would no longer represent us, and would require a mandate
from all of us plus a written agreement before she could consider working with us which we accepted, and found reasonable in the circumstances. As I say, we've been
waiting for a final account from Southern since then. She also said that we'd have to
decide for ourselves who owned the master tapes, etc. But all this is well documented.
As far as half the band is concerned, Crass and Southern have been definitively
separate since that letter. Now it appears that Allison believes that she owns the Crass
masters, can make what alterations she likes, and release what she likes. I don't think
so.
Thanks for the reassurance about the expenses.
I would be grateful if you would clarify the bit about digital downloads for us. You
mentioned to me that digital downloads had been available for a while. It would be
interesting to see the figures, please.
Are you starting to feel like Job, John, with all these requests?
pete
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e-mail to John Tozer 18/1/10
John,
It was good of you to interrupt your weekend to answer so quickly. I was expecting
you to deal with it in work time. Thanks.
I don't think I made myself clear about the downloads. Allison is on record as saying
from our final meeting with her before Southern 'closed down' that she had deregistered Southern as the publisher for the Crass stuff. She gave the impression that
this was a recent action when we met at the end of september, but there have been
hints since that it may have been much earlier. Anyway, it was clear that Southern was
no longer our publisher.
So, how come Southern can collect the download money - which presumably comes
through MCPS? And if Southern has decided to re-register our material without the
permission of the band, does this apply to all the Crass material or has someone been
siphoning Crass money off? Thanks for sending Damon's information, which might
answer these questions. I can't at present open the files. It took me two hours to rejig
my computer to open docx files last week. The microsoft translator converted a letter
from Joy into a compressed form of music tablature. So it's easier just to ask.
Thanks, by the way for reminding me about Andy's money. The yellow on the
goldfinch matches the colour of the feeder in the garden. A bit garish, the feeder, not
the bird.
As far as meeting Al is concerned, as you suggest, she had her solicitor send me a
letter saying that Southern owned the Crass masters, would you believe, had always
done what they wanted with them, and would continue to do whatever they wanted
with them, that I was the only person objecting to anything and that in a belligerent
way and completely un-understandable and unreasonable, and that if I wrote to her
directly again they'd do me for harassment. Divide and conquer. She seems to have
forgotten the input from Phil, Joy and Andy over the last nine months etc. Still, I'll
address my letters to Southern with my name clearly on the back of the envelope and
Southern can pass them on if they like. What a shambles.
I haven't seen ‘The Road’, John - I've been on it.
Sounds interesting, though, although the Americans do have a penchant for
apocalypse. Must be the influence of the Christian Right.
Hope to see you both soon

pete
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12th January 2010
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letter from Joy and Phil to Allison c.15/1/10
Dear Allison,
Your letter dated 15th December ’09 appears not to take into
account anything regarding the reissues that we’ve written to you
about or discussed with you in person. It also suggests that you have
not even taken into account what you have previously said
regarding the nature of the business relationship between you and
Crass.
The only repackaging undertaken to date has been the reissue in CD
format of material originally released on vinyl, which resulted in the
packaging that is now seen as unsuitable (both aesthetically and
commercially) for current purposes by you and Gee and Pen. The old
CD packaging (which the band did not dispute) does not set a
precedent that could be construed as allowing Southern to proceed
with further repackaging at this time without the agreement of the
entire band. Neither does it set a precedent for one or two members
of the band to presume to represent the band to Southern. What is
really at issue here is the original agreement of the members of
Crass to act collectively - an agreement, made voluntarily and in
good faith, that is now thirty years old and was intended to stand in
perpetuity.
We take issue with your latest version of events. You did not write to
us about the proposed reissues until the project was well under way.
We have said before that it appears to us that this latest
repackaging might all too easily have gone ahead without the
knowledge of half of the band members, which is something we
would have considered completely unacceptable. We reviewed the
proposed repackaging extremely carefully and decided that we
could not give it our support. Being invited to contribute in the wake
of what was essentially a fait accompli was, we felt, insulting, not to
mention condescending.
It seems that the only hard fact in your letter is that we (Crass) have
not been able to meet or work together collectively regarding the
proposed reissues. Since you have previously stated (in April and
May 2009) that you can no longer represent us and/or that you
cannot act for us unless you have a mandate from all of us, how can
you then presume to go ahead with the reissues and, to make
matters worse, to do so without a mandate? We don’t understand
your obligation (as you describe it) to act unilaterally on behalf of
those members of the band who are relying on catalogue income
for their livelihood. Their wish to do so is entirely their own affair and
is not an adequate reason for the abandonment of the agreement
reached by the entire band thirty years ago. And since you no longer
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represent us and/or cannot act for us without a mandate, no such
obligation can exist.
Further action by Southern concerning the proposed reissues must
be postponed until such time as all the members of the band have
reached agreement about copyright, shared material and the band’s
relationship with Southern.
Yours faithfully,
Joy and Phil
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Bob Page
Goldkorn Matthias Gentle Page LLP

Pete Wright
25/1/10

Dear Mr Page,
In reply to your letter of the 12th, it appears that you are extensively underinformed by your client, Al of Southern Studios. This may not be a problem for you to
do your work, but I’ll point out the things that come to mind while I scan your letter
so that we may have some contextual understanding of our positions.
1. Southern has never been permitted to ‘exploit’ our material. What Southern has
had, until Allison’s written termination of our relationship in May 09, until such time
as she had a mandate from all the band members plus a written agreement, was
permission to produce what the band members want in the form that we want. Every
stage of content, presentation and alteration of the records was carried out and
controlled by band members with the band’s general agreement until this awful
project. Southern has never owned the masters - this is documented - and has no rights
to alter anything substantial or do anything substantial on our behalf without the
express permission of the whole band. This is the understanding that has been in place
for thirty years. There is no evidence of another agreement, written or circumstantial.
2. Our material has been substantially the same since its creation, the only major
alteration being carried out by us to fit the CD format a long while ago. That’s it, apart
from occasional supervised tinkerings.
3. The currently proposed major changes to our material were, as has since been
admitted, intentionally concealed from at least half the band for fear that they would
interfere with them, as indeed we would have, given the chance. We discovered the
machinations by accident in February 09, and have had to prise the truth from Allison
piecemeal over the months, slowly exposing the extent and complexity of this sorry
business. All this is well documented and is the process of Southern’s intransigence
already mentioned.
4. Money spent by Southern against our direct instructions is, as Allison has accepted
on several occasions, both before she believed Southern must cease trading and after
she decided to close the business, solely her responsibility and to her cost, and no part
of ours. Her actions in trying to re-vamp our catalogue against the direct instructions
of the owners of that material are not legitimate and she has no claim on us.
5. The claims of ignorance as to why I should be against such fundamental alterations
to our work, and the repeated characterisation of my protests as isolated, puzzling and
belligerent are as misguided and ill informed as the rest of your letter, I suspect
largely through no fault of your own.
Not only have the band members been writing to each other thoroughly and
extensively since early last year, but Allison has received a stream of letters and emails since that time from half the band members instructing her, with increasing
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directness, to stop the project, fully explaining our reasons. I imagine you have not
seen them.
6. My reply to Allison’s last letter stands, as do the replies from other members. The
contents of my letter clearly delineate the relationship yet again between the band
members and Southern, and urgently warn her of the possible consequences of
proceeding with this scheme against the direct instructions of, and in defiance of the
rights of, at least half the band members.
Unfortunately, you are as misinformed and under-informed as we had been. I hope
you will be more circumspect as to the accuracy of your understanding, and make at
least some attempt to fill the gaps in your knowledge pointed out here.
I will continue to write to Southern Studios at Myddleton Road. My name will be on
the back of the envelope and the letter can be forwarded or not as they choose. I will
consider letters posted to the business address as read, as will other band members.
Asserting my rights, describing my understanding of a sorry catalogue of events, and
urging that Southern’s behaviour stays within the law is not harassment. The theme of
our letters to Allison over the long months has been an attempt to resolve this situation
by discussion and consensus. We are not prepared to be exploited.
Southern finished with us in May. Allison has no mandate to act on our behalf, and no
agreement. Your letter shows you to be, thus far, an unwitting accomplice in this
attempted hijack of our records and rights.
Allison has long acknowledged the rights of all the Crass members to control their
own shared material, as we have to this point. This sudden about face, where she
claims over-riding rights to do as she pleases, despite all that has passed between us,
has appeared, shockingly, out of the blue. Now that you know at least some of the
background, I hope you will counsel a less confrontational approach.
Sincerely,
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Bob Page
Goldkorn Matthias Gentle Page LLP

Pete Wright
4/2/10

Dear Mr Page,
Thank you for your letter.
All the information relating to this matter is already in the hands of your client.
If you are puzzled by anything, this correspondence between band members and
Allison is probably not in yours. I refer you back to the letter you received from me,
and to what you have received from other band members.
Four members of the band have long since fully detailed to Allison and the
remaining band members our objections to this illicit re-vamp of our material. Allison
now determines to force this re-interpretation of our material on the rest of us,
regardless of our rights, the legality, her stated positions and assurances, or anything
she may have agreed to do. The band members have always had a right by our
consensus to the control of Crass’s output and we continue to do so. None of the band
members has ever trusted any record label, including Southern, to make substantial
decisions on our behalf, with good reason. We have always insisted on autonomy,
now so drastically threatened.
What you call a ‘re-issue’ is an planned hijack. Allison is attempting to
abrogate our authority and to arrogate to herself rights to which she was never
entitled. Southern worked with us under our supervision and veto. All substantial
changes were made by us. In addition, she terminated our relationship in writing last
May. She asked for a mandate from all the band members and a written agreement
before she could consider working with us again. She has no mandate and no
agreement. It is time that Allison and her representatives face that. We take the threat
of a hijack very seriously. I trust our position is now clear to you.
Sincerely,
Pete
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10th March 2010
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Bob Page
Goldkorn Matthias Gentle Page LLP

Pete Wright
3/3/10

Dear Mr Page,
Thank you for taking a turn trying to arrange a meeting between the band
members.
I am content to meet up at any point, though intrigued as to why a meeting
should be before March 15th. I’m sure you will tell me by reply.
Your letters are liberally dotted with ‘without prejudice’. In that spirit, I am
going to insist that any meeting between band members will include Andy as an equal
participant. I think Joy and Phil will do likewise. I am also happy for Allison to make
us any proposals she wishes as the sole representative of Southern.
Yours sincerely,
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e-mail to Andy 4/3/10
Thanks for the reply, Andy.
Sue has given Allison Southern, which is why she is so flush and into suing anyone
who threatens to get in her way. We're not the only ones by any means. She wrote
clearly in a letter to us back in May that, 'she could no longer represent or work with
us until she had a clear mandate from all of us plus a written agreement'. She don't. I
suspect that Page was being encouraged to brush aside my quoting of this in my letter
to him, but when Joy wrote to him saying the same thing, there's this suggestion of a
meeting.
All our objections may founder if they just go ahead, but as they are threatening to
sue everybody, they will perhaps expect others to follow the same course.
My minimum initial requirements would be that you are re-integrated as a full eighth
member of the band, that the copyright for everything we did is split eight ways, that
Allison no longer represents us as from last May, that any deal with us starts from
scratch, and that the re-vamp is completely separate, and from a separate source - a
project outside of Crass, but that the copyright for the material remains with us all. I
don't want much.
I have to say that I would be very disinclined to stay involved with Allison.
pete
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Letter to Page from Joy and Phil

Goldkorn. Mathias. Gentle. Page LLP
14.3.2010
6 Coptic Street,
Bloomsbury, London WC1A 1NW
ref: BP/es/S266.2
Dear Mr Page,
Thank you for your letters. We are available to meet with
the other six people who were members of the band Crass
on the 24th or 25th March. We do feel that regardless of
Andy’s relationship with Southern Studios he was an
integral member of the group and as such should be
involved in any discussion regarding the quality of the
catalogue. We would be unwilling to attend a meeting if he
is not included. We are not interested in discussing Andy
Palmer’s position without his presence.
We do have concerns about the rigour of the proposed
meeting as it seems that your client feels she has no need
of our agreement and is only interested in light deck chair
work. Your client has already advised us both that she
could not re-press the catalogue or go ahead with the
reissues without full agreement of the band and then that
she must go ahead with the re-press/reissues because
there was no agreement amongst the members of the
band. It would seem that our feelings are immaterial to
your client.
Yours sincerely
Phil and Joy
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Bob Page
Goldkorn Matthias Gentle Page LLP

Pete Wright
15/3/10

Dear Mr Page,
I understood from your previous letter that the meeting you were trying to
arrange was between members of Crass to discuss the future of our catalogue. I am
interested to hear what other band members might wish to say.
I have no interest in Allison’s agendas nor a conspiracy to steal the rights to
release our material unless this plan comes to fruition.
Your own claim that Allison’s behaviour has the support of four members of
the band, while being over-optimistic, is still irrelevant, since it is up to all those who
share ownership of the material to decide its disposition, and not for some rogue
record label, as part of their unwelcome resurrection after long being definitively
retired from representing us. Allison’s ideas as to whether Andy should be included in
a meeting of band members is also irrelevant to us. There is no agreement between us
and Southern, and saying will not make it so.
Sincerely,
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PAGE 1 APPLICATION FOR AN INTERIM PROHIBITORY INJUNCTION

1(a) This is my application for an Interim Prohibitory Injunction.
1(b) I am one member of a band, namely CRASS, which consisted of 8(eight)
members, each of whom held joint and shared copyright of the band’s material. There
is no precedence in our copyright. Our music is covered by the Copyright Act 1988.
1(c) As a band, we used the services of the (now) Defendants, namely Southern
Records/Studios to release our music in the forms and to the designs agreed by all the
band members under an appropriate licence, keeping the cover design and musical
content firmly and solely under the band’s control.
1(d) It is now the intention of the Defendant to re-issue our material with different
artwork and other amendments without the acceptance of all the band members/
copyright holders. They state that they wish to commence this action on or about 4
May 2010.
1(e) The terms of the order are as such:
1. The defendants are NOT to commence this action, whereby they reissue our music altered in any way as they seek to do. This re-issue is without
prior written consent of a number of the CRASS band members/copyright
holders.
2. This is to include any changes to the artwork, the content, and the
previous music and sound content, and in any format including downloads.
1(f) It is my intention to have this matter brought to conclusion before the
Defendant’s proposed date to commence the action.
1(g) This application is supported by my Affidavit statement. (Page 2)
1(h) No order for costs or damages is sought by myself at this stage.
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AFFIDAVIT
2(a) I, Pete Wright, am a member of a band called Crass. There were
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COURT STATEMENT
1. The copyright of the Crass material was originally both joint and shared between all
the band members. For instance, I happened to set my own and most of the other
members’ lyrics to a basic tune and arrangement, these being modified by the
composition of and interaction with the other band members. There is no precedence
in this shared and joint copyright. (Countersigned letter of method)
At least half of the original eight members believed that we had all effectively
assigned our individual copyrights to an equal share for each band member, crediting
the band, Crass, as the copyright holder, and listing the members of Crass under their
various pseudonyms on each of our records. This sharing and mutuality was
fundamental to us. (Copies of records)
2. We had an agreement with Southern Studios for them to manufacture and distribute
our records as the records stood. The band members held complete control over all
and any changes in form or content of our material. The material has always been
ours. There is no fundamental source which Southern Studios has been entitled by us
to exploit. With us, they are a manufacturing and distribution company, and must act
under our instruction. Any autonomy they have exercised in our material is illicit.
3. Document 2 is a letter of May 2009 from Southern Studios to all band members in
which Southern Studios recognises that: (a) they were wrong to be involved, along
with just two of the band members, in a re-vamp of our material without full prior
agreement of all the band members, and (b) that they did not have the full mandate
required. They terminated our working agreement until Southern Studios had a full
mandate from all the members and a written agreement between the members and
Southern Studios, should we decide we wanted to work with them again. Their letter
is quite explicit and clear. We accepted this. They have neither mandate nor
agreement.
In the past, the band members making small changes to our material did so
with our tacit agreement and on behalf of all members. Any band member was willing
to undertake any of the changes necessary. At the time of the release of our material
on CD, where more extensive adaptation and reduction of artwork was carried out by
a band member, Southern Studios was pointedly reminded that they had to consult all
band members prior to any future proposed changes, something they have
occasionally failed to do, but never as seriously as now.
4. Documents 1, 3 and 4 give a brief indication of the attempts that three band
members have made over the last year to get Southern Studios and the two band
members attempting these changes to halt the process and recognise the rights of all
members.
The process has been long and drawn out because, as one of the two band
members undertaking this re-vamp of our material stated, the project was initially and,
as much as possible subsequently, kept secret from other band members for fear of
“spurious objections”, i.e. objections.
Had the re-vamp turned out to be at all to my taste and in line with our shared
and common goals, I perhaps would have swallowed hard and let it go forward, but at
least three members of the band think that, for all the secret work that has gone into
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this project, they have only succeeded in making a pig’s arse out of a perfectly
serviceable sow’s ear.
5. The reason I am seeking this injunction, and would seek a mandatory injunction if
the project went ahead, is that I have finally admitted to myself that Southern Studios
will only take notice of a legal challenge. I believe they see the desires of copyright
holders in our material as an annoyance and an inconvenience to be ignored or
suppressed.
Their delays, misinformation and stonewalling over the last year, while they
pushed ahead with a project they had no right to undertake in the first place, has all
but destroyed the relationships between band members. I think it might take another
year for the band members to rebuild trust and come to accord over the future of our
material. Meanwhile, Southern Studios has no rights to our material at all. I am asking
for an injunction against the release of this modified material until such time as the
band is in full agreement.
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21/4/10

Andy,
Hope you're well. The dunnocks seem very pleased with the garden in the sun.
They've even learned to flit up to the feeders.
I was feeling a bit hopeless about the Crass stuff and I started asking around. After a
week or so I thought I should make a final effort.
This morning I took out a temporary injunction against Southern. It cost me 150
quid and for that I get to see a judge and argue for a more permanent injunction,
maybe 6 months, maybe a week - you never know. I realised that Southern was
ignoring anything that wasn't a legal threat. So now they get one. It's unlikely that the
judge would make me pay for Southern's expenses since I'm not asking any for
myself.
I've included a couple of letters from me to Allison, one from Allison to what she
sees as the band, one from Joy and Pip to Al, and a copy of Page's letter to me where
he discloses their release date. He'll be pleased about that. I've not involved you, Joy
or Phil directly in my application, since I'm asking purely for my own rights to be
upheld, so that the opposition will have to convince a judge that I have no right to
block the re-vamp. I wrote to Bron to ask her if it was true that she had given her
permission for the new release, not with the intention of involving her directly, but I
was surprised that Page says they have four supporters. Maybe the fourth person is the
bit of ego that won't fit in Pen's head and Bron is still 'neutral'.
If you want me to e-mail you the details of the application I'm making, let me know.
I've been buried in forms all morning, but I should be better later.
All in all, Andy, it seemed worth the money and a bit of effort to stand up again.
love

pete
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21/4/10
Joy, Phil,
Hope you are both well. If you're anything like us, you'll be climbing out of some
interesting viral spirals.
I've sent an e-mail to Andy, saying that I've just today taken out a temporary
emergency injunction against Southern in the County Court in Harlow. That was a
heavy morning's form filling.
This means that the court should ban a release in the interim and book a hearing
before Southern's proposed release date of 4th May. I'll get to put my case before a
judge along with the 'defendants', and ask that my copyright be respected and an
injunction be imposed on Southern - the judge might give six months, one week, or
nothing, who can say. I was telling Andy that I was feeling a bit helpless a while back
but met up with an ex-solicitor socially and he agreed to give me some help for free
although I've slipped him a few quid. It's unlikely that I will get stung for Southern's
costs since I'm not asking for any myself and I've paid the court fees, so all it will cost
me is the 150 for the hearing. That seems good value for money, especially after all
the shit we've been through gratis. Bad joke.
I've included two letters from me to Allison, one from her to the band ending our
relationship, and one from yourselves to Page and co to indicate that it's not just me,
although my application is solely on the grounds of my personal refusal to allow the
re-vamp and the need for agreement from us all about our material. There's also a
copy of a letter to me from Page where he lets slip the release date. He'll be pleased to
have done that.
If you want to see a copy of my application and affidavit along with the letters, let
me know and I'll e-mail them.
Page might be concerned that we could easily ask for a 'mandatory injunction' if this
stuff does get released, so beware of lawyers and others bearing gifts. I've asked Bron
if she has given her go ahead for the re-vamps since Page claims there are four
supporters. I would be a little surprised, but I don't intend to involve Bron directly, the
same with Andy and yourselves, unless anyone wanted to be after this hearing.
Well, that's that. It will be interesting to have some arbitration for a change.
love

pete
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10th May 2010
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Bob Page
Goldkorn Matthias Gentle Page LLP

Pete Wright
13/5/10

Dear Mr Page,
Thanks for the letter.
I suspect that Southern Studio’s copy of the paperwork lodged with Harlow
County Court will be in one of these four places:
1. Still with Harlow County Court, The High, Harlow - if they failed to pass the whole
package on to Cambridge.
2. With Cambridge County Court if they failed to pass the whole package to the
Chancery.
3. With the Chancery office.
4. With Southern Studios sent to them from one of the above.
If you fail to secure Southern’s paperwork from one of the above, and if you
can assure me that it is in order for all concerned for you to accept a photocopy of my
copy of the papers rather than those designated for Southern, please let me know and I
will pass them straight on to you by all means.
Sincerely,
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Chancery Registry
Room No: TM5.04

Pete Wright

17/5/10

To: Helen East – Chancery Office

Case Number: HC10C01438

Dear Helen,
Thank you for your help on the telephone the other day when you offered to
take my papers to the Master again. I’ve since had a letter from the solicitor for
Southern Studios claiming rather crossly that they had not received their copy of the
application I lodged with Harlow County Court. Since the papers have been passed
from Harlow first to Cambridge County Court and then on to London, it is easy to
understand that there may have been an oversight, although it is also possible that
Southern Studios received them from one of the court offices and then lost them. This
may be why you had not heard from Southern when I phoned.
My original application was for an emergency temporary injunction to prevent
Southern Studios releasing the material of my old band, Crass, in the radically altered
form they proposed. I hoped that my application would be heard if possible before the
declared release date of 6th May. That date has passed, but Southern Studios do not
appear to have released the material yet. I imagine that my original pre-emptive
application would therefore still stand. My intention was and still is to get a hearing
before the material is released in order to minimise the cost and inconvenience to all
concerned, and so avoid applying for a mandatory injunction. I would be grateful if
you would clarify the situation for me. Do I need to do anything else at this stage?
I’m sorry that the inability for the Harlow court and then Cambridge to hear
my application should have complicated the situation so much for your office. Mr
Page, acting for Southern Studios, has always been a bit blustery and combative
towards me - perhaps I’m just not used to receiving letters from solicitors, whose
business, I suppose, is discord – but I would appreciate help in my attempt to obtain a
judgement before Southern Studios could claim that a delay was my fault. Whatever
else our band was responsible for back in the punk days, we successfully promoted
consensus and co-operation as a way of working and I would like to get back down to
discussing the future of our material with the clear view of rights and duties that a
judge’s decision would provide for myself, Southern Studios and my fellow band
members.
Sincerely,
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20th May 2010
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20th May 2010
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Bob Page

Goldkorn Matthias Gentle Page LLP

Pete Wright
26/5/10

Dear Mr Page,
Again, Mr Page, I am happy to meet to try and find a solution.
Your original proposal gave me the impression that the meeting was to be
principally between band members, so it seemed essential to some of us that Andy be
present.
I now have the impression that your proposed meeting is a meeting between
band members and Southern Studios. So, please suggest a time and venue.
Sincerely,
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Chancery Master Moncaster
Room: TM709
Royal Courts of Justice
The Strand
London WC2A 2LL

To: Master Moncaster

Pete Wright

26/5/10

Case Number: HC10C01438

Dear Master Moncaster,
Thank you for the letter and forms, N244, from Obi at your office.
I’m afraid that I am in a ‘neither fish nor fowl’ position. The case I put to
Harlow County Court was straightforward: I would, before Southern Studios had
released their re-vamped versions of our Crass records, try to convince the Judge that
1. I was a ‘shared and joint copyright holder’ in all the Crass material under the
Copyright Act, and 2. Southern Studios had terminated by letter in May 2009 any
agreement they had had with the Crass copyright holders, and were already, by that
time, under instructions by three of the band members to halt the secret re-vamp. I
would ask for an emergency temporary injunction until the copyright holders were in
agreement about the disposition of our material.
Had my application been refused, no great harm would have been done. Had it
been accepted, Southern Studios could not really complain, and would have had to
wait for the copyright holders to sort themselves out.
This simple matter has been transformed by the transferral of my case, first to
Cambridge County Court and then to Chancery, into one where it is not possible for
me to determine whether I should apply for an emergency temporary injunction or a
mandatory injunction. The solicitor for Southern Studios is threatening me with all
sorts of costs and damages and protracted counter claims which would occur through
no fault of mine, and the same solicitor tells me he would be asking for me to secure
finances in advance to indemnify Southern Studios against any loss of revenue. This
would not be possible for me, so the court delays experienced so for would effectively
remove from me access to a hearing before a judge. Perhaps I misunderstand the
situation.
From my point of view, Harlow County Court accepted my money and my
paperwork. I would hope that the spirit of my application would transfer along with
the paperwork. Can you help me preserve that?
Thank you.
Sincerely,
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Joy, Phil, Andy,
I hope the problems with mums and aunts aren’t too wearing. I think we’re
getting to an age where suffering the travails and finding you’ve managed to survive is
a positive outcome. Thumbs up. If we were teenagers, we’d be angsting like mad at
the injustice of the universe.
Talking of angsting, I find myself in the John Wayne predicament. Which is
embarrassing enough in itself. I’ve been thinking about your e-mails, Joy, and we
seem to have been a little at cross purposes. When Bron did that shimmy thing at the
meeting at the prospect of PG tips trying to go ahead without our backing, saying how
sad it was rather than how wrong, something shifted for me. I’ve managed to go all
these years since the band without finding myself in a real moral predicament which
looked likely to hurt me. Lucky me.
The outcome of the meeting with Steven was that he thought I had a good
case to ask for an injunction, saying that the people who get paid the royalties are the
copyright holders, that Allison’s letter seems to say what it says very clearly, that I
should give my reasons for asking, get affidavits from you three if you’re willing,
challenge Southern to produce documents and contracts for their claim to rights to do
what the fuck they like, and trim my backup evidence down to a readable chunk, all
the while trying to outflank their likely demand that I up-front enough money to
indemnify them against losses and costs if I win. Plus a few more subtle things and the
offer for me to pass things by him for free.
Thing is, it’s far from my original idea of sitting round a judge’s table in
Harlow to determine what is ‘right’ and accepting that judgement.
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24/8/10 e-mail
Dear Pete,
Lots of sleepless nights lately - don't quite know if I'm awake from worrying or
worrying just because I'm awake. Seems to be a lot to worry about. Not least my gutfeeling that, in the light of the Gee/Pen/Allison product release, taking the Crass
problems to court would be a very disastrous thing to do. However, as I've said before,
I understand your need to do so. But since you said you would be somewhat guided by
my opinion, here it is. In terms of putting a stop to 'their behaviour once and for all' I
think it's just a little late. The barn doors have been latched open for a couple of
decades and the runaway horse is in its dotage. Trying to claw back the lost ground of
ownership of and permission to use what we all created seems futile to me and would
tend to end up as a going round in increasingly messy circles sort of debate and we'll
never see the end of it. The threat of legal action was not effective. The actuality of
legal action would simply be reactive. I'm not interested in stopping Steve. He was the
mouthy front man and while a lot of laddish punks had to put up with the rest of the
band, bitter pills with the pint of lager, a lot of them didn't taste what they'd
swallowed. I really don't think he is abusing and devaluing the material now. His
assumption that he can just carry on with it is galling but for me not worth losing sleep
over. Or taking drastic action over. As for Gee and Pen, their arrogance knows no
bounds and will never know bounds. Some things you just have to walk away from.
It's taken me a long time to get to the point of being able to walk away unencumbered
by unmanageable loads of anger and bitterness - but it's come to me that I don't care as
much about the band now as you do - or, rather in the way that you do. I do believe,
however, that what the band at best was aspiring to cannot be harmed or degraded.
What I do very much care about is that we continue to get equal shares and that that
should apply to revenue from prs and mcps also ..... since this seems to be the one area
where there is a chance to honour what I thought of as basic tenets of our fellowship.
Except it's even less likely that Andy will ever be financially reinstated. So much for
the fellowship. Fuck knows what their problem is about Andy but having experienced
being in the same room as them and their nastiness I don't expect to get to the bottom
of it. At least we have Bron onside for sharing her share with Andy. I sometimes feel
dirty by association; we let John Loder shaft Andy and did nothing at the time. We
allowed shameful cruelty and humiliation go uncurbed between us. Now I do believe
it's too late to do anything, especially via the law - which appears to offer the potential
for reparation and clarity but which will actually just pick up the can of worms and put
a high and ultimately meaningless price on every writhing one of them.
Taking this shit to the courts will do harm and no good. Which is why I'm not taking
the issue of the reissues to court alongside you and why I can't accept that you are
representing me by doing so. I agree with you on all manner of things, you know I
share your interpretation of events. But I don't share your need to slug the debacle of
the reissues out in court.
love, Joy.
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Joy,
You sound very distressed and upset, and it feels like it’s got a little out of
proportion. I’m sorry to be putting you through this discomfort. From what you say, I
think I should be clearer about my approach, and the scale of what I am trying to do.
We know that Pen, Gee and Steve will behave the same way as always, given the
chance. We haven’t been dealing with them directly for six months or more, apart
from the meeting, and the focus of that was Southern Studios.
The person I want to stop is Allison, and always has been. It’s her product
release – she’s doing, she’s paying. The other three can be as disreputable as they like,
but I’m not accepting the idea that capital can do what it likes with our stuff. I’ll put
the effort in to say ‘no’.
Going to the high court is no different from my original Harlow attempt back
in April – it’s just that the judge who knows enough to judge couldn’t be arsed to visit
the provinces.
My case is simple: (a) I own some copyright – the amount doesn’t matter,
and it’s dispersed throughout our material.
(b) I think the letter Allison wrote to us means what it says.
There’s no shit to slug out, no debacle.
On equal shares for all, it’s a bit like asking it of Billy Bunter. I thought you
understood that the PRS and MCPS declarations were our assertion, as you say, of
what we believe we share, and that, if there’s a disagreement, PRS will just put it all
on hold and wait for those who disagree to sort it out by chat or spat. Chat or spat.
That’s quite pleasing. I have no illusions about Pen and co. agreeing with us.
It’s not really ‘the band’ that concerns me. All the stuff going back and forth
in letters and formal e-mails has been a conversation about power versus the values
we promoted. I don’t need to win a case in court against Southern, I just need to try,
and to the best of my ability. I’m not looking for a showdown with Penny and the
others. I don’t need to and it would serve no purpose.
I was never intending to go to court on your behalf. If I thought more people
in court was more, I would have asked you, Phil and Andy to join me.
What I do hope from you, Phil and Andy was another affidavit apiece to
change the emphasis to indicate that we all have ‘some’ copyright – even by the
stringent standards of Pen and co. - plus your valued views, of course. I would also
appreciate if you’d be prepared to visit your copyright lawyer on my behalf to find out
ways I can minimise my exposure to damages if I lose. I’ve already started that from
this end. It helps that Southern hasn’t been ‘served papers’ by any of the courts.
Anyway, my claim is serious and reasonable, so a court would be unlikely to give
costs either way.
Perhaps you’ve conflated my attempts to bring Allison to heel with a picture of
a massive punchup with the opposition, en masse? In my dreams.
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6th July, 2010

Dear Penny, Gee, Steve, Bron, Joy, Phil, Andy, Allison,
The outcome of the meeting with Allison and Mr Page last Thursday seemed to be
that if Allison pushes ahead with the new stuff I will ask the high court to stop it. Here
is my proposal for a resolution that may be acceptable, if not ideal, for all:
1. That Penny and Gee’s proposed releases be thematically super or sub titled to make
it clear that they are their own updating and reworking of the old Crass records, and
are sold as such. They will have full kudos for their work, and, apart from a royalty to
the Crass members, full profit.
2. That these are released on their own label – ‘Exitstencil’ springs to mind – through
Southern if they wish.
3. That a royalty, to be agreed, for each unit and download is paid to the Crass
members for the use of their material.
4. That Allison co-operates in the smooth transfer of the Crass catalogue, to be
released under ‘Crass Records’ again, but through another distributor/manufacturer
under the supervision and with the participation of the Crass members. If it fades
away eventually, so be it.
5. That Andy be reinstated as a full member of Crass.
6. That all royalties and revenue from the Crass catalogue be divided equally between
the eight members.

If Southern pushes ahead with the proposed releases against the direct instructions of a
number of Crass members, I will take them to court, and, if I win, Southern will be
out of the picture as far as I have influence.

Sincerely,
pete
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1/7/10 letter from pete
Dear Bron,
When Joy, Phil and I were sitting outside a café in Museum Street this
morning, it turned out that we had all been thinking the same thing – that, although the
circumstances were stressful, we were glad in a way to be seeing the rest of the band
again.
As I said to you at the end of that meeting, I’m sorry that you were so upset. I
was a little bemused by the assumption that everything was about to be destroyed –
the Crass catalogue, the hopes and fears of all the years... It’s bollocks. Was it because
Mr Page was going on about me being prepared to kill, what was it, the cow? Or
because Penny and Gee were not prepared to concede an inch. Phil, Joy and yourself
patiently fed the glaring non sequiters back to them, and made absolutely no
impression at all. It all seemed melodramatic to me. I would have liked to talk to you
about it afterwards, since you were obviously so affected, but I was exhausted by
having to unpick all of the subtle and not so subtle traps Page set for me, and for Phil
and Joy. I just needed to escape. Steve looked so wound up, so tense and confused.
He’s demonised me to such an extent that I don’t have the avenue to set his mind at
rest at all, so perhaps you might have a word if you feel that the following makes any
sense to you:
Southern goes ahead with the release of the revamped stuff. I do nothing. Phil
and Joy do nothing.
Southern goes ahead, I take them to court, I lose. Penny, Gee and Allison do
what the fuck they like with our stuff forever. Well, I tried.
Southern loses, as I think they should. Southern is prevented from releasing
stuff to which half of the band object. I’m including Andy. The band starts talking
about what we might do with our material. I’ve already had a stack of threatening
letters from Page, but what really stuck in my throat, Bron, is hearing that Allison and
Page have threatened to prosecute, among others, some little Southern band for daring
to put a track of their own on their homemade band website. The band caved. She’s
suing everyone who gets in her way. Labels and musicians are pulling their stuff out
of Southern because of her behaviour. She’s not trustworthy and she’s not even good
at her job, but I still feel like a third world country up against the might of western
capitalism. Thanks a bunch, Sue Loder.
I used to think that everyone in our band was fairly bright. What a eye opener
the meeting was for me. The morning was clearly organised and orchestrated by Page
to collect ammunition against me, until Phil blocked him and opened it all up a bit, but
there has always been the possibility of everyone getting roughly what they wanted.
It’s been there in what Phil, Joy, Andy and myself have all said from the beginning.
And you too, perhaps. When it became clear early last year that Joy, Phil, Andy and
myself didn’t at all like what Pen and Gee had done after we saw and heard their
samples and we had asked for a meeting to resolve the problem, they could have said,
‘we want to press ahead with this project, how can we do it?’. I think everyone would
have entertained the idea of keeping the Crass stuff as the Crass stuff, and having the
revamped versions released from a clearly separate source as ‘Penny and Gee’s
modern reworking and personal interpretation of Crass’ – just as the bloke with the
acoustic guitar did. Pen and Gee might find themselves having to agree that all the
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Crass copyright and revenue was shared equally, that Andy was reintegrated, and the
Crass members were paid a royalty for the use of the material in the revamps. I
wouldn’t have trusted Allison to handle such a project since she’d already lied to us
three times at least by then, but Pen, Gee and Steve had already arranged a publishing
deal in march of last year for Rough Trade to collect 100% of the royalties for the
Crass songs they’d written the lyrics to. (What can you do with these people, Bron?)
They could have approached Rough Trade to help release their project if the rest of us
gave the go ahead. Still could.
I’ve felt for a long time that you might be the fulcrum to open up this business.
Your questions at the meeting were very much to the point, if despairing. The reason I
asked who wanted the revamps released, and then who wanted them released despite
the objections – apart from aiming, unsuccessfully, to focus the meeting on our
opinions rather than character sniping – was for the chance that you might say you
preferred (even if not demanded) full agreement for changes to our catalogue. You
started, then stopped. That wouldn’t have made any difference to my taking on
Southern, which is one to one, but it would have stopped Page quoting your full
support as he has, and perhaps given Pen and Gee pause to consider that talking to us
might be a good thing after all.
I decided in April of this year to take my courage in my hands and deal with
Southern, knowing that I could get badly burned in the process, but feeling someone
had to do it, and why not me? I’ve had support from Joy, Phil and Andy, and although
Joy was clearly very daunted before the meeting at the prospect of what she might be
subjected to, she prevailed. I suspect that it was anything but easy for you too.
The whole wasteful business has revolved around Pen and Gee needing their
re-vamps to be ‘the’ Crass records. Even if we had all liked what they had done, I
would still have a problem with re-presenting our material as fresh and new and
relevant rather than of its time, but you know that. I would just like Steve to feel that
the Crass stuff is more robust than he’s been led to believe. And I mean led. He’s not
going to listen to me, and I hadn’t realised how limited was his capacity for dealing
with this situation. Can you speak to him if you feel it’s appropriate?
Thanks
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11/9/2010
Chums,
Thanks for your support. After talking to the lawyer, I've had to admit to
myself that, despite his encouragement, if I don't get zapped in the first round in a
court, I'd get it in the second - even if I won the first by a comfortable margin - they’d
just appeal, and keep appealing - and, as Joy says, 'with nothing gained' - unless it's a
strange sense of honour.
Southern’s lawyer would force me to guarantee beforehand that I could pay
damages and costs if I lost. They know that at some point I wouldn’t be able to. It’s a
fine irony that we should be defeated by the power of Capitalism embodied by
Southern Studios, and invoked by Pen and co. of all people. Who’d have thought?
I've lost the battle, but the process of losing it has been valuable to me, at least,
since I wanted these things out in the open. I'm working on some way of finishing it
off. I'll let you know what I come up with.
Love,

pete
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